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K.R. SUMDARARAJAN

BHAKTI: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
SRI RAMANUJA AND THE ALVARS

I

Bhakti in Ramanuja

Bhakti 'devotion' plays an important role in the theological system
of Ramanuja, called Visistadvaita, both as a means for salvation as well

as the goal of religious life itself. Bhakti as a means for salvation is

bhakti-yoga which is preceeded by the practice of jnana- and Jcarma-

yogas or the act of prelimmaxy surrender (called angaprapatti in later

Vaisnavism). However, bhakti is also something to be continued in the

post-salvational stage. Ramanuja's Vedanta does not presume a state

where the identity of the individual self is abolished when it attains

salvation. Even here the individual self freed from samsara continues

a relationship with God characterized by bhakti.
1

Bhakti which may be translated as devotion comes from the root

*bhaj* which means c
to participate'. Bhakti is 4 form of participation

with the deity and Ramanuja describes it as a state of continuous

contemplation of God like the ceaseless flow of oil.
2 We might ap-

propriately describe it, keeping the spirit of Ramanuja's writings, as

'loving contemplation of God'. Here love is the emotional element of

bhakti while contemplation is its intellectual counterpart. Contem-

plation may be described here as directing one's mind, thoughts and
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intellect towards God, To direct our mind and thoughts towards God

indeed we need a great deal of training, the training geared to the

control of the body and mind.
3 Hence karma-yoga and jnana-yoga are

required preliminaries before one could contemplate God devotedly

in bhakti-yoga. This aspect of contemplation, it appears, seems to

balance somewhat the excessive emphasis laid, for instance, by the

Alvais, on the emotive and affective side of bhakti. Bhakti, as we

shall see, for Ram anuja, is more a process of contemplation rather

than ecstatic emotional outpourings.
4

In order to fuUy understand the nature and extent of bhakti in

Raiiianuja,we have to look into his theological formulations regarding

the nature of God and the reationship between the individual self and

God. Regarding the nature of God, we might look into the following

three descriptions :

a. God as perfection

b. God as creator

c. God as saviour

a. The perfection of God is indeed central to the theology of

Ramanuja. It affirms for him the transcendence of God, Para-

brahman, who is free from all imperfections and who has unlimited

fullness.
5 He has five defining attributes. They are: satya (abiding re-

ality), 2. jnana (knowledge), 3, ananda (bliss), 4. amalaiva (stainless-

ness and purity) and 5. anantatva (infinity). In relation to creation,

however he is said to have innumerable auspicious qualities (JraJyana-

guna) out of which following are very important: Karunya (compas-

sion), sausfiya (gracious condecension), vatsalya (forgiving and pro-

tecting love), audarya (generosity).
6

b. Through creation, God becomes the immanent principle in the

created world. But it is not a kind of immanence that exhausts His

transcendence. However, creation provides us a link to our under-

standing of God, The act of creation exemplifies two things: One, it

is the expression of God's sportiveness flfla);
7 and two, it is also an

expression of God's grace, since creation has a redemptive purpose.

The lila aspect seemed to be linked to his transcendence. Creatorship
is not essential to God in the sense He is not constrained to create.

8

It is this lack of compulsion, rather the freedom involved in the act of

creation, which is emphasised when creation is described to be divine

sport (l2a) There is, however, another way of looking at creation:
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Creation could be seen as redemptive. It is redemptive because it

is beneficial to one's spiritual progress. At the general level, God
functions as the governor of the created universe maintaining order,

natural and moral, and thereby providing an opportunity for the indi-

vidual self to work out its deliverance. At a specific level, the created

world provides a ground for God to manifest Himself through incarna-

tions (avatara) whenever He deems it necessary.
9 These manifestations

make God accessible to the devotee and help to further their spiritual

growth.

c. God as saviour emphasizes on the accessibility of God. In Rama-

nuja, God is transcendent as well as accessible. These two, para-
tva (transcendence) and saulabhya (accessibility) function toghther;
the same God who is transcendent is also accessible. Such a combina-

tion indeed highlights the grace of God which is to be seen as "gracious
condecension". The purpose of God's gracious condecension is to sal-

vage the individual selves from samsara. 10 The gracious condecension

takes specially two forms: 1. God's manifestation as the inner con-

troller (antaryanun) and 2. Divine incarnations (vibkava-avatlra).
11

About the manifestation as inner controller, we shall deal with a little

later.

The doctrine of incarnation is expounded in Ramanuja's commen-

tary on the Bhagavad-glta.
12 God manifests Himself "without giving

up any of the modes of His absolute supernal manifestation, but retain-

ing His own nature. 5* 13 These manifestations of God are not illusory

projections
14 and God manifests himself out of His own choice and

not out of any compulsion. However, as occasions for incarnations,

Ranianuja indicates the factor of the decline of diarma as taught

by the Vedas and the increase of unrightousness.
15 At a tune like

that, Ramanuja points out that the contemplation of God becomes

highly difficult and therefore through his manifestations (avatara), He
makes Himself accessible to His devotees and in the same process, re-

establishes the Vedic dharma. 16
Here again, Ramanuja is careful to

emphasize God's supramacy and transcendence. He reminds us that

it is only out of compassion He has assumed a human body and on
that score, he does not cease to be Supreme and transcendent. 17

Now moving from the nature of God, let us look into the following
three types of relationship that Ramanuja emphasizes between the in-

dividual self and God: 1. God as supporter (adhara) of the individual
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self; 2, God as the owner(sesl) of the individual self and 3. God as th<

inner controller (antaryanun) residing within the individual self. Th<

above types of relationships affirm the dependence of individual self 03

God. The creatorship of God, for Ramanuja, means that God is th<

ground of all finite existence. This is stressed by the spider-web anal

ogy we find in Ramanuja's Sribhasya (I.ii.23) and also by the familia

Vedantic analogy of clay which remains the sole reality in all thing

made out of clay.
18 These analogies point out that God is not onl;

the efficient cause but he is also the material cause (upadana-karana

of creation. In Ramanuja's own theory causation, called satkaryavad

supports this position by stating that the effect is simply a transfoi

mation of cause and 'not a new reality,
9 So the substratum, here th

support of creation, is indeed God Himself.
19

God's role as the supporter (adhara) is brought out by Raml

nuja, by the relationship of body and soul (sarira-sariribhava). Mai

ter (prakrti) and the individual selves constitute the body (sarira) c

God and God is indeed their self (sariri). Using the familiar Indian ur

derstanding of body-soul realtionship, Ramanuja points out that th

body exists for the sake of the Self and without the Self it can neithe

exist nor sustain itself.
20 This relationship establishes the dependenc

of the body on the Self and also guarantees the freedom for the Sel

While the saiira (body) depends upon sariri (the self), the sariri i

not affected by the actions of sarira.
21

Though God is the cause <

creation and its support, He is not affected by the imperfections of tt

created. "Just as the imperfections of the state of childhood, youtl

etc., adhere to the body (only) and not to the embodied self, similar]

(imperfections of dt) (here individual selves) and acit (material work'

do not extend to the highest self who has the sentient and uon-seutiei

as His body...."
22

Closely liiiked to the sarira-sariri is the relationship niy,

mya (controlled/ruled) and niyanta (controller/ruler) relationship an

and the sesi (owner) and s@sa (owned) relationship between the ind

vidual self and God. The niyanta and Jiiyamja relationship is see

explicitly in concept of God as the inner controller (antary&al) whk
we shall see a littte later. The sesi (owner) relationship of God wi1

the individual selves and the world of matter (pralqilj is based on tl

function of God as the creator. Since God creates them, He also 'own
them, The relationship is then one of 'master and servant', perhaj
more precisely, of a $lgye. What emerges out of this situation is th
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the essential nature of the ""creature
1

is to serve God,*3 On the above

analogy, service to God may be seen as being 'uselful' to God or as ac-

tions that are pleasing to God, Such actions not only please God but

they are also source ofjoy on the part of the individual who performs
those actions, for two reasons: 1. We are acting naturally here (ac-

cording to our true nature) and 2. these actions are directed towards

One who is the source of delight (sukham)^ namely God. 'Service' as

the expression of bhakti, both in the stage of seeking as well as in the

post-alvational stage,
24

are sources of delight for the devotees of God.
"He is indeed rasa (delight) and the self having attained Him becomes

blissful"
25

The relationships we have seen so far have something significant to

contribute for in terms of our understanding of devotion in Ranianuja.
Godi as adhara (support) and saiid (self), among other things, re-

quires a response of gratitude from us for what God has given to us.

We owe our very existence to God and we are indeed sustained by
Him. The expression of gratitude is very much part of the individual's

devotion to God, Being a sesa (slave), then adds another dimension;

Devotion is to be expressed through service to God. This service to

God, interpreted as acts pleasing to God, could mean the fulfilment

of one'g dharmic duties,
26

acts of worship and praising God and even

an act of surrender through which one could become an instrument

in the hands of God, The rubric of Master-slave relationship in the

later Vaisnavism brings forth the idea that Gocl as a Master has a

'responsibility'; He is responsible for the protection and welfare of the

slave.

To the question of God is the owner/master of the individual selves

what kind of control does He exercise over the slaves, the answer seems

to be indicated in the concept of God as antaryami^ inner controller,

In Ramanuja's formulations, the inner-controller lias the same type
of relationship to the self as the self has with the body. Just as the

individual self which is necessary for the individual body to have any
kind of experience, so is the inner-controller needed for this self to

have any kind of experience through its body or otherwise.27 It is as

if the inner-controller permits the individual self to be active, i.e. to

know or think or do anything by itself or in conjunction with the body.
We might use the analogy of master-slave to understand the situation

here. Since we are born-slaves, we need the permission of the Master
to engage in any kind of activity. However, the master is benevolent. If
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we desire to be 'independent and free-agents' God permits us to be so.

Rightly in such a situation He is not responsible for our actions. We
face the consequence of our actions and suffer due to the responsibility

that we have assumed for ourselves.
28 But the moment we decide to

go back to our master, giving up our responsibility as free agents to

sustain and support ourselves, God takes us back into his custody and

protection. Therefore, the concept of antaryanu appears to stress two

things: 1. God as the owner of the selves and hence their controller

and 2, God as 'accessible
1

in case we decide to turn to Him, since as

the inner most principle residing in the self, He is indeed very close to

us.
29

Bhakti seems to be the natural response of the individual who
understand the human situation. This process of continuous contem-

plation of God (bhakti) it appears, could be understood from differ-

ent perspectives. It is through contemplation of God we realize, and

perhaps remind ourselves, of the supramacy of God and our own de-

pendence on Him. It is through the same process we also express our

gratitude for what we owe to God, Most of all such contemplations is

intrinsically joyful as we contemplate here One who is the very source

ofjoy and bliss. The slave-master model, which is the most dominant

model in Ramanuja, tells us something else also. The devotee is like a

slave who has first opted for a life of freedom' and then has returned

back to the protection of his master. Religious life for Ramanuja
is turning away from one's samsaxic life and its commitments. The
saxnsaric life is indeed the life of 'freedom' which we have desired to

pursue to find our fulfilment in life. It is only a few who have realized

the futility of such seeking and have turned finally towards finding
their "roots'. A master who has apperantly 'released' a slave is not
bound to accept him as he comes back to his fold helplessly. But God
is indeed a very benevolent Master, who out of compassion and grace,
is only eager to take back the 'slave\ We are not saved by our own
merit (effort), but we are saved by the grace of God.30

That u
the decision to accept and save rests in the hands of

1

is a dominant theme in the writings of Ramanuja. Though in some
contexts in his commentary on the Glita, Ramanuja seems to hold that
a mere turning towards God in total helplessness is sufficient to elicit

God's grace,
31

generally he demand a good deal of ground work done
by the individual before lie becomes the recipient of divine grace. Ex-

plaining the relationship between "divine grace and individual effort',
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Ramanuja uses a very interesting parable in his Sribhasya (I.i.4). This

parable tells the story of a young prince, who out of ignorance, decides

to go out of the palace grounds and wander around and in that process

gets lost. A brahmin finds him and takes him into his household and

gives him proper education, Later when the boy reaches 16 years of

age, someone tells him that his father is indeed a ruler of a country.

The boy feels very happy and wishes to return to his father. Mean-

while his father also comes to know that the son is alive and he is now
in good health, handsome and well- instructed. The father takes steps

to recover his son.

points are worthy of notice in this parable. Firstly the boy
has reached the sixteenth year (signifying maturity), is in good health,

handsome, well-instructed by a good Brahman, is accomplished in

every way, has heard of his father from a reliable source and is filled

with joy (at the prospect of being united with his father). Secondly,

the father takes steps to recover him and the two are united, The

first would seem to imply that he who would realise Brahman must

have attained a certain maturity, possess spiritual health, (i.e. be

free from evil qualities of the body), be well instructed in the Vedas

in the recognized orthodox manner, have performed all the rites and

duties laid down in thesastras, (i.e.
4be accomplished in everyway'),

have obtained instruction regarding Brahman from approved ('fully

trustworthy') sources, and desire to be reunited with the Deity. The

second would signify that he cannot however, of his own accord reach

Brahman, for Release is always a gift of God's grace and involves the

Deity taking the necesssary steps to this end.
w32 As we now move

to study bhakti in the Alvars, we shall note that the divine grace is

much more 'freely bestowed '

in the Alvars than in Ramanuja, and

the relationship with God in the Alvars moves to much more intimate

levels than Master-slave relationship.

II

BHAKTI IN ALVARS

The title alvar> given to a group of 12 poet-saints of South India,

who lived between the 6th and 9th centuries of the Christian Era,
33

is itself important when we are attempting to study bhakti in Alvars.

The Alvars were devotees of Visnu and this title means 'those who
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are deep into and immersed' (in the devotion of God/Visnu).
34

They
could be called mystics, as their writings reflect- a deep yearning to ex-

perience and to lead a God-centered life. We also find descriptions of

their 'spiritual journey' and their formulations of bhakti, often unsys-

tematic, reflect their personal religious experience, The Alvars have

been greatly influenced in their spiritual journey by the agamic litera-

ture, puranic and epic stories, which were sources of popular piety at

the time of the Alvars. These sources were, however, not extensively

used by Ramaauja for reasons we shall see later.
35

It might be useful first to situate the mysticism of the Alvars in

the larger religious context of the Early Christian centuries in South

India .The religious movement of the Alvars in the above context may
be seen from two angles: L in the context of the Hindu tradition as

a reform movement and 2. in the context of non-orthodox traditions

(nastika-darsanas) such as Buddhist and Jaina, as a Hindu response to

their challenges and as answers to their critique of tlie Hindu tradition.

Within the context of the Hindu tradition itself the devotionaJism of

the Alvars seems to have been directed against many of the 'preva-

lent expressions of the Brahmanical tradition.The way. of devotion, as

the Alvars saw it was simple and accessible to tiho&e whey desired to

pursue it. Hence they were critical of the excessive '.ritufeiisni'of *^e

Brahmanical tradition as well as its exclusivism wbe?eb$it restricted

the availability of religious disciplines to certain /.classe* f the Hindu

society. In this sense their devotionalism was a vdtttfea
1

'

against the

knowledge and disciplinary requirements of the yogj&aftd.fiaita' tradi-

tions and the Hindu caste system. The Ajv&ra themseifcs eaime from
different strata of the Hindu society,aad one of tte A|y*te? ABctSI* was
a woman. Tirumalisai Alvar was brought <up l$r ,& q$a& of lo/w -caste;

Nammalvar was bom of sudra family;a^d SR&t Tirupp^p A|var be-

longed to the caste group.namely the pariafc., The dev^tionaJfem of the
Alvars centered around the theme of divine accessibility as evidenced

through divine manifestations (avataias) and icons (area)
in the temples. By emphasising the theme of devotion as *
process and theme of divine accessibility, the

i(Jt}vars api^* to have
contributed significantly towards the popularization of Hindu spiritu-

ality, a trend which we see reflected in the pura^as and epics. It is

this popularization which opens up the treasures of Hindu spiritual-

ity, to one and all, instead of confining it to the previleged twice-born

community.
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This opening up of Hindu spirituality through simple devotion to
god that we find in the Alvars also resulted in some degree of con-
frontation with the non-orthodox traditions (nastika) in South In-
dia. The Saiva devotional movement of the Nayanmars gained mo-
mentum at the the same time as the Vaisnava devotionalism of the
Alvars. Surprisingly there has been very little contact between these
two movements and therefore very little concern of each other. The
mutual criticism of one another, as movements on the one hand di-
rected towards "the ultimate divine supramacy of Siva* and towardsu
the ultimate divine supramacy of Visnu" on the other hand, is only

minimal. But both devotional movements were concerned about the
claims and rising populairty of the nastika traditions. However, it
is in the Saiva movement that we see the conflict with Jains and
Buddhists directly?

6
This stage of conflict was perhaps preceded by

a state of peaceful co-existence in South India. For instance in the
Tamil classic of Sangam age, Manimekalal, we find that the heroine
is advised to study at Kanclpuram in South India, the philosophi-
cal systems of Veda, Siva, Visnu, Ajivaka, Jaina, Samkhya, Vaisesika
and Lokayata.

37 Even in the seventh century A.D., the Chinese pil-
grim Yuan Chaung saw the Hindus and Buddhists living in harmony,
though he noticed conflicts among the Buddhists themselves.38 How-
ever, stories of conflict are also heard at this time. These are stones
about conversions, counter-conversions, and conflicts arising out of
such conversions. Tirunavukkarasu, one of the Nayanmars, is said to
have converted a South Indian ruler by name Mahendravarrnan-I to
Saiva faith, who had earlier adopted Jaina faith.

39
In one of the sto-

ries attributed to Sambander, a Nayanmar, we are told that about
3000 Jainas were put to death, when he defeated them over a debate
at Madurai.40 Among the Alvars, Tmmiangai Alvar is said to have
stolen the golden image of Buddha from Nagapatnam, for renovating
the Vismi temple at Sriraiigam. Tirumalisai Alvar is said to have been
a Jaina,a Bauddha and a Saiva before he became a Vaisnava,41 Un-
like the Nayanmars, perhaps the Alvars did not directly confront the
nastika tradition.42 But by focusing on a type of devotion which was
simple and direct in its procedure and by opening

4

the way of devotion'
to every one, they seemed to have countered effectively the popular
appeal- of the nastika traditions. It is Kumarila Bhatta and Sankara
who kter deal effectively with the philosophical appeal of these nastika,
traditions.
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What are, then, the features of AJvars
9
devotioualism which ac-

complished changes with in the tradition and to some degree dealt

with the challenges from outside the tradition effectively ? We might

point out first that the A Ivars, like Ramanuja, lay stress on the tran-

scendence of God, He is the Supreme Being and it is impossible for

us to fully comprehend His nature. "It is impossible to say that He

has this, nor that. He cannot be reached by any thought either on

earth or in the heavens."
43

"...His greatness no one knows.*
44 "He is

indeed beyond the beyond."
45

However, human destiny is intimately

tied with God. He is indeed the creator,
46 and we as the created, our

relationship is one of total dependence on God.47 In order to enable

us realize this dependence and make this relationship meaningful, the

transcendent God makes Himself accessible through 'manifestations'.

A two-fold manifestation of God plays a tremendously important role

in the spiritual life of the Alvaxs. They axe: L vibLava-manifestations

and 2. area-manifestations. In both areas puranic stories and epic sto-

ries functioned as sources of inspiration for the Alvaxs and as means
of deepening their devotion to God. The devotion inspired by the

vibiava-manifestations finds expressed in different ways: first in the

joyful recalling of 'sacred stories'; second, through some type of 'im-

itative role-playing'. Their devotion inspired by the area* deal with

the beauty of God, the sacredness of temples as house of God and
the sacredness of mountains on which some of the Visnu temples axe

located.

The theme of divine accessibility,
48 which is common to both

Ramanuja and the Alvars, involves a two-way process for the latter.

God seeksmm just as much as man seeks God,4^ Therefore the model
for understanding dwine accessibility in tlie Alvim is different from
the model that we find in Ramanuja, Poir tip Al?^ God's seeking
of man is more than the benevolance ofA master wb0 0$$ of kindness
condecends and makes himself accessible to MB, slaves. Though the
Alvaxs use the master-slave model, they seeim to be much iteff^ ftnid

,

of using the model of beloved-lover in their expressfete of tibfe jfe4ik^f l

ship between God and the devotee.50 Tins model seem to indicate a

situation of mutual dependence*
51 In some sense God finds fulfilment

through His union with the individual, just as human nature finds its

fulfilment in its union with God.

With these preliminary comments about the Alvars let us proceed
to deal with their formulations of the nature of bhakti. For Alvars,
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like Ramanuja, bhakti is both a means of salvation as well as a post-

salvational relationship with God. In both stages bhakti means single

minded devotion, as Tirumalisai Alvar says:
aMy whole time is taken

up with the praise of God." 52
It is devotion to God without diversion

due to worldly interests; it is remembrance of God in one's thoughts,

words and deeds. "O tongue! sing (in praise of) Kesava. O mind!

devote thyself to the enemy of Mura. O pair of hands! worship the

wearer of Laksmi (Sri). O ye two ears! listen to the story of Acyuta.
O pair of eyes! witness Krsna. O thou the nose ! inhale from tulasi at

the feet of Mukunda, O head ! bow thou in worship of Adhoksaja,"
53

Bhakti is then constant remembrance thinking of God." 54

The depth of devotion could perhaps be evaluated by examining
the various models of (devotional) relationship with God used in the

writings of the Alvars. There is a strong emotional involvement in

their relationship with God which is often heightened by their Vi-

sionary experience' of the divine. They see the above relationship in

terms of being a slave,
55 a child,

56 a parent
57 and a lover.

58 In all

these relationships they identify themselves completely with the role

they assume and consequently display and experience the emotional

involvements in these situations. Not only do they assume such gen-
eral roles as children, parents and servants in their relationship with

God, but also assume the role of certain characters related to the life

of Rama and Krsna, such as Yasoda, Devaki, gopis, Kausalya and

Dasaratha.59 The assumptions of these characters are done through
a process of imaginary identification. However, these 'identifications'

often become so intense that the Alvars indeed become the characters

imitated. It is in this imaginative role-playing that the devotion of the

Alvars finds its fulfilment. The richness of their religious experience,

therefore, consists in the realization of the love ofYasoda for Krsna, for

instance, or of Devaki for Krsna or the gopis, or of Kausalya for Rama
or of Dasaratha for Rama. Whether it is the general role of a child or

a servant or the legendary roles such as Yasoda and others, the devo-

tion of Alvars consists in fully realizing the emotional involvements in

these roles. There is another interesting thing about these characters

related to Rama and Krsna. There is something tragic about these

characters. For instance, though Devaki was the 'natural mother' of

Krsna, he was brought up by Yasoda since his birth. Therefore, De-

vaki had no opportunity to fondle baby Krsna. The gopis who sought
the companionship of Krsna were often denied this previlege by Krsna

himself. Similarly both Kausalya and Dasaratha had to be separated
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from thier son Rama when Rama was sent on exile for a period of 14

years. In fact Dasaratha died out of the pain of separation from his

beloved son. The Alvars, by assuming these roles, are in some sense

willing to participate in these Hragic situations'. The reason seems to

this: the yearning increases by periods of seperation.
60 The more the

Alvar feels separated from God, the more he yearns for God. From

this point of view the best way to sustain constant remembrance of

God is to feel intensely the pain of separation from Him !

The constant remembrance of God is also accomplished thro-

ugh the worship of icons (area). The Alvars see the area manifestations

of God as expressions of incomparable love of God for those who seek

liberation.
61 The icons represent 'the actual presence of God* for the

Alvars and hence the temples where the icons are housed are indeed

most sacred places. Those cases where the temples are located on a

mountain, as in the case of the temple of Tirupati (Tiruvengadam) the

mountain itself becomes sacred.
62 To be in the precint of the moun-

tain and temple is to be in close proximity to God. The Alvars seek

such proximity in order to sustain their bhaktL In the following poem
Kulasekhara Alvar expresses the spiritual significance of the temple at

Tirumala hills (Tirupati/Tiruvengadam) "I who am enlightened shall

not seek the transient human frame again. I shall seek to be a bird

(kuxubsy) in the temple at Tirumalai. I do not pray for Indra's pomp
surrounded by immortal beauty of the nymphs (apsarasas) and the

Heaven (svarga) but shall seek to be a fish in the streams of Tiru-

mala Hills. I do not seek to rule over the kingdom, the joys of riding

elephants,,..I shall seek to be anything on the sacred Hills".
63

The Afvirs are also drawn to the icons because of their ravishing
beauty. The beauty of God is a theme that we frequently come across
in the writings of the Alvars. It is a beauty which far surpasses any
kind ofbeauty in the created world. The Alvars aze at the iftb&s, and,
with hearts filled with emotion, they often shfed tears &f jcty- '& their

eyes feast on the matchless charm of Him, Tiitwnaogaf Alvar ia|l 'iff'
1 '1

one of Ms poems: "Having seen Him unceasingly my eyes refuse to see

anything else.
w64 This theme of beauty of God is one we also find in

Ramaiiuja,
65 but it is more developed in later Vaisnavas. Therefore,

from the perspective of icons the bhakti of the AJvars is sustained by
(a) coudecending presence of God in the icons and (b) by the ravishing
4
out of the world beauty* of the icons.
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Are there any preliminary conditions to be fulfilled before one could

effectively pursue the path of devotion? From the point of view of the

Alvars perhaps we could re-phrase the above question thus: What
are the problems that prevent us from recognizing the graceful and

loving presence of God in the created world, and from being devoted

to Him? The most important problem is our attachment to the world,

viz., to material values, attachment to our family, friends and relatives,

If bhakti is constant remembrance of God these attachments could

indeed prevent us from achieving such a state of mind.66 If we are to

be attached to God, it would necessitate some kind of detachment from

the world. At least this is necessary initially; once having attained the

state of constant remembrance of God, it might be possible for one to

enjoy God's creation (ilia).
67 Therefore renunciation and detachment

is integral to the devotional techniques of the Alvars. They see the

insignificance of the world in the context of the greatness of God.68

All social relations, family and otherwise, are spiritually empty and

futile.
69 What is of paramount importance is contemplation of God

which is to be achieved by developing some type of kinship with God.

It is possible to see that the indifference to the world and social

relationships, also meant for the Alvars some kind of indifference to

the dharmic regulations of the Brahmanical Hinduism. We are not so

much saved by our righteousness but by the love and grace of God.

What seems to be important here is total devotion to God.70 The idea

that actions which violate dharmic regulations are displeasing to God,
is not developed in the Alvars,

71 but only in the writings of Ramanuja
and the later Vaisnava theological traditions. Even when the later

Brahmanical Vaisnavism absorbed the teachings of the Alvars, it did

acknowledge the fact that some of the Alvars caine from caste groups
that were traditionally excluded from religious rituals and practices. In

fact the Vadagalai Vaisnavism points out that though the sudra class

is not entitled to'Vedic initiation, it could work out its salvation by

following the Tamil prabandhas (hymns) of the Alvars,
72 The hymns

of the Alvars, collected together as "4000 Sacred Hymns" (Nalayixa,-

divyaprabandham) have indeed become the precious spiritual posses-

sion of both the twice-born Vaisnavas as well as the sudra Vaisnavas in

South India.
73 The Alvars' indifference to Brahminical dharmic regula-

tions extends also to religious ritualism, scriptural learning and knowl-

edge prerequisites of yogic and jnana meditative techniques. Unlike

Rainanuja, for Alvars one could practice the way of devotion directly

without first fulfilling the requirements of Icarma- and jijjtna- yogas.
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One could surrender to God in total helplessness and be saved by His

grace,
74 No one is dearer to God than His devotee* A devotee is one

who realizes his inability to save himself and turns towards God in

desperation and helplessness,

The Alvars differ among themselves regarding the extent of moral

preparation required in order to be a recipient of God's grace. In some

sense God Himself takes the first step in the work of salvation. "It is

not on niy request He comes and resides in my mind. He took abode

there of His own", says Nammalvar.
75

However, Nammalvar also sug-

gests that some moral qualities are needed in order to be choosen for

divine grace. "To leave off wicked deeds and the blackest sin, and

to be engaged in good deeds and to rise, is to go to the grove where

God resides."
76 Andal mentions some austerities such as control of

appitite and abandonment of self love and vain glory.
77 However much

one may underplay the preparations, moral or otherwise, in a grace-

receiving situation, the minimum condition seems to be the action of

oneself 'turning towards God.' There is some ambiguity about what

this means. For Nammalvar it meant victory over the life of sin,

and for Tondaradippodi, it meant praying to God by simply uttering

His name.
'

uYe hardened souls, judge ye our Lord by this, Fierce

Ksatrabandhu,the fellest sinner in This World, from all his teem-

ing evils hard was freed but uttering His three-letter'd name. Sweet

Govinda! Most loving Ranga Lord, Whose yearning heart, e'en dark-

est sinners saves!"
79

Poygai Alvax interestingly enough understands

this turning towards God as drawing the attention of God towards

us. One could do this by praising Him, by desiring Him or one could

do this by accusing Him or by doing evil possibly like a -child doing

mischief to draw the attention of its mother.
80

Ill

A COMPARATIVE STUDY

What strikes us most in Alvars' bhakti is the level of intimacy with

God. Though some of the Alvaxs like Poygai, Timppan and Periyalvar

use the slave-master model predominantly in their writings, the Alvars

such as Tirumangai, Nammfilvar, Andal and Kulasekhara appear to

see their relationship with God in intimate terms either in the parental
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model or in the bridal model. While Ramanuja tries to balance thv*

transcendence of God with His accessibility through condencending

grace (typified in the slave-master relationship), the AJvars seem to

dwell more on the accessibility of God, often suggesting a process of

God seeking man as if to find some sort of fulfilment. The parental

model and the bridal model seern to indicate the possibility of a two-

way seeking between God arid man. It is not to say that the Alvars

are not aware of the transcendence of God, His perfection and other

essential attributes; they are more interested in His manifestations, es-

pecially in the vibhava-avataras and arca-avataras. For the 'intellectu-

ally oriented' tradition of Ramanuja, the axitaryami (inner-controller)

manifestation of God becomes central for purposes of meditation and

contemplation. For the 'emotionally charged' religion of the Alvars,

the vibhava and area manifestations, detailed in the puranas and the

epics, have been the sustaining force in their religious quest.

It is their interest iij t& fifaiava and area manifestations that has

defined the techniques of 4evotion used by the Alvars. Especially in

the vibhava manifestations, the Alvars have assumed the roles of dif-

ferent persons relatd to the incarnations (Rama and Krsna) and have

sought to realize total identity with those characters. Those who as-

sumed the role of the gopis have sought to experience the intense long-

ing of the gopis for Krsna, and those of Yasoda, Devaki, Kausalya and

Dasaratha, the pleasures and pains of pajranthood. This imitative role-

playing does not characterize the technique of devotion of Ramanuja.

Again Ramanuja does not deal with area manifestations possibly due

to the limitations imposed on him as a Vedantic theologian, whereas

area manifestations has been a perennial source of inspiration in the

life of the Alvars. For them kainkarya (service) especially in the con-

text of a temple, is a predominant way of expressing one's devotion

to God. For Tondarippodi and Periyalvar, it meant collecting flow-

ers and making garlands for the lord of the temple.
81 For Ramanuja,

kainkarya meant the knowledge of God and the observance of dharmic

duties and regulations in the light of such knowledge.

On the question of self-effort and grace in the salvational pro-

cess, the answers of Ramanuja and the Alvars differ in regard to the

extent to which self-effort is needed here. Minimally the action of

turning towards God is necessary even for the Alvars in order to be

bestowed with divine grace. If we -take the parable of the lost prince

which Ramanuja details in his Sribhasya we find that a great deal of
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groundwork has to ba done by us before we could become recipients
of God's grace, Ramanuja's commentary on the GiiUE, however, allows

the possibility of self-surrender as a preliminary action when one feels

incapable of fulfilling the moral and knowledge pre-requisites for the

yoga of devotion.82 But from the Alvars' point of view the simple act

of turning towards God accomplishes more. From that point onwards
the individual's salvation becomes the responsibility o/ God* Thus
when the Alvar says: "It is not at my request "that God comes and
resides in me,"

83 he seems to be hinting that the human actio of

turning towards God is insignificant in contrast to what God does for

us thereafter. It is essential here to remember that for jFtamaauja also

we are only saved by God's grace: *Whom the Self chooses by whom it

might be gained."
84 In order thus to be choosen, however, Ramanuja

would emphasise on the need for a greater 'moral and knowledge pre-

paredness' on the pait of the individual than the" Alvars.

Now regarding the nature of bhakti, we find that ia Ramanuja
bhakti is predominantly meditative and contemplative. It is, by and

large, an intellectual process with the minimum emotional content. For

Ramanuja, jnana-yoga finds its fulfilment in bhakti-yoga and therefore

even in devotion (bhakti) knowledge (jnana) plays an important role.

While jjiapa-yoga, is ultimately contemplation on the nature of the

individual self in its isolation from other selves and G<xJ (according to

Ramanuja), bhakti-yoga is contemplation of the individual self in its

relationship to the Ultimate Self, Brahman. "Thou shalt contemplate
that the universe is under my rule and guidance and subsists essentially
as my appendage. Thou shalt ponder and reflect over the multitude
of nay lovable attributes. Occupying thyself daily, thus, in devotion of
the afore mentioned description, thou shalt reach myself."

85

The emotional content of bhakti in the Alvars is indeed high since
it is surcharged with exuberance of feeling. "It expresses itself in tears,
inarticulate utterance ofspeech, laughter, songs and dances such #s can
only be possible through a mad intoxication of love."

86
Surprisingly

Ramanuja himself seem to describe such devotees in his commentary
on Gitl bc.14: "Overwhelmed with intense love for me, they (Le. the

worshippers who seek release) discover that it is impossible to support
existence even for mfirutismal part of a moment without being engaged
in singing my names, or in holy exercises, or falling prostrate before
me. They repeat and call upon my names - which connotes several
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attributes of my nature * quivering and

hairs bristling with joy, thrilled in holy excitement at such recollec-

tions, their voices treinultous and convulsed with holy joy, uttering

broken speech and constantly repeating in yearning notes such names

as Narayajaa, Krsna, Vasudeva, etc. With equal zeal are they assidu-

ous in the performance of holy duties and worship, as helps to which,

in firm determination, they employ themselves in the laying out of

gardens and construction of temples etc." If we take this statement

of Bamanuja as referring to a group of devotees whose devotion, from

his point of view, would not be the mainstream, then Alvars would

belong to that group whose devotion is "exceptional* and still in some

sense acceptable to the Vaisnaya faith in the way Ramanuja saw it.

The type of devotion that the Alvars have shown conies back with

'full force and great intensity several centuries later, surprisingly not,

j$i South India but in Northern India, in the Bengali Vaisnavism of Sri

Caitanya.

IV

CONCLUSION

The explanation of the relationship between Ramanuja and the

Alvars coulcj possibly throw some light on the relationship between

theology an^ mysticism within a religious tradition. I am assuming
here, for va^lid reasons I suppose, that. Ramanuja saw himself as fol-

lowing t^e liadition of the Alvars and Ramanuja's 'spiritual lineage"

extended b^k to the AJvars. This appears to be a reasonably position
to take

espjcjally after Nlthamuni, the grand- preceptor pf JjU^pignuja,
has paved the way for such a lineage by collecting together the hymns
of the Alvifg. If Alvars* mysticism was important t$ Ramanuja, how
much, did he appropriate, or how much was he able to appropriate is

the question tJiftt I wish to address here.

Our analysis has shown that in regard to the concept p/ bhakti,
w/flich is central to both tb* Alvars and Ramanuja, there are areas

tliat overlap and areas that do not overlap. This could perhaps be

explained at one level, due to differences in temperment; Ramanuja
"fcras perhaps more of an 'intellectual type'in comparison to the Alvars,
who were probably of 'emotional type', However, at another level we
could link their expressions of bhakti with the roles that they have
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assumed to play in the context of the Vaisnava tradition and in the

broader context of the Hindu tradition itself. Here Ranianuja's role

has been significantly different from that of the Alvars. The Alvars

seem to have taken Visnu-bhakti to masses especially at a time when

the Hindu tradition needed measures of 'popularization' to counter

the influences of the nastika traditions. This meant also breaking

away to some extent from the Brahmanical tradition itself which they

saw as spiritually restrictive and even sometimes empty. However,

Ranianuja's task, as he came a few centuries later, was different; the

nastika traditions seem to have lost their power by then. His role

was then to take Visnu-bhakti back into the fold of the Brahmanical

tradition and find for it respectability as a philosophical/theological

system. This meant playing by the rules of the Brahmanical tradition

and the rules of the Vedanta system. Hence we find Rainanuja em-

phasising the need for dharmic conformity as a pre-condtion for the

discipline of bhakti and also underplaying the emotional side of bhakti.

Instead he highlightens bhakti as a meditative and contemplative pro-

cess. Ramanuja also attempts to maintain balance between the claims

of divine transcendence and divine accessibility without leaning to-

wards the side of divine accessibility, as the Alvars did. While bridal

mysticism could be spiritually nourishing it might prove to be theo-

logically unsustainable! As a system builder (of the Vedantic school

of Visistadvaita) Ramanuja is forced to play carefully by the rules of

Vedanta. In such a situation the materials that could be appropriated

by Ramanuja from the Alvars indeed becomes limited.

Finally let us pose the following question in order to have clearer

understading of the relationship between Ramanuja and the Alvars:

How far we could comprehend th-e spirituality of the Alvars in case

our reading of the Vaisnava materials was restricted to the works of

Rainanuja? There is one major problem here. Ramanuja does not
refer to the Alvars directly in his works. In order to overcome this

problem let us re-phrase our question: Having read the itoafcefials of

Ramanuja supposing we proceed to read the writings of the AJrar^
would we see a high level of continuity of thoughjb anp! ideas between
the theological formulations of Ramanuja and the mystkal statements
of the Alvars? Supposing our reading has been restricted only to

Ranianuja's Sribiasja, then perhaps we might recognize only a low
level of continuity between the materials of RJinanuja and the Alvars.
In case we read Ms commentary on the Giia> Gita-bhasya, along with

Sribiasja, the level of continuity would be definitely higher. How-
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ever, in case we are
fc

allowed* to read (as some scholars doubt the

authenticity of these works) the independent works of Ramauuja, viz.,

the three gadyas, especially Saranagati and Sriraiiga gadva. we could

feel close vibrations between the 'spirituality of the Alvars and Rama-

nuja. Even leaving aside these gadyas* we could still hold that Rama-

nuja lias succeeded in appropriating the spiritual legacy of the Alvars

to a significant degree. They may not be the mainstream expressions of

bhakti according to Rarnamija; still they are acceptable fromulations

and authentic experiences.
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47. Kulasekhara Alvar, MukiwdamSla (trans. M.V.V.K. Rangachari),

p. 142.
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48. "To be coudecending is His nature'
1

(Tiruvaymoli Lii.2). "My
Lord is of such a nature that any man of any knowledge can

understand that my Lord is very condecending," (Tiruvaymoli,

I.ii.3) (Kumarappa, pp. 129-30).

49. Tirumalisai Alvar in Nlmnukan Tiruvandadi says:
UO Lord of

Ranga! Thou who art difficult to obtain through one's own efforts,

Thou art running after Thy devotees," (verse 47; Varadacharu p.

42). In Alvars, in comparison to Ramanuja, the grace of God seems

to function more pervasively. For instance when Tiruppan Alvar

says: "having destroyed my sin, Thou hast made me love Thee and

for having done so, entered my heart," he seems to be suggesting

that the initiative for his salvation is totally coming from the side

of God. Of course even here there is a minimum condition; one

should at least be receptive to God (See Varadachari, pp. 45-46).
4%To our Lord who is difficult to meditate upon, who is afar, who
has thousand names, if one but folds his hands, he will not be

oppressed by karma, nor will he go to hell, nor will he tread in

the path of pain even a bit," (Poygai Alvar, Varadachari, 13). The

Alvars feel that the individual soul is totally incapable of achieving

salvation by itself and therefore it depends more or less exclusively

on the grace of God for its progress in the spiritual journey, a view

which is perhaps hinted at by Ramanuja in his commentary on the

Gita. See note: 311 (See Tondaradippodi's TirumaJai, verses 33

and 34 for the 'hopeless of human situation')*

50. See Dasgupta, pp. 74-76 for a selection of verses from Namma-
Ivar and Andal dealing with bridal mysticism. For Master-slave

see for instance Tirumafai, 3 (see note: 55). ,

51. In spite of the intimacy that lover-beloved relationship indicates

sense of natural dependency, it is interesting to see ttiat Alvars

from time to time become aware of the transe^4^tt d^p^ision
of

their beloved. For instance Andal, who imitated the role of the

gopis says at one context:
, ,

"... how great the boon we have, That Thou
Wast born among us! Thou ^|io laekest B#p#fet

Govinda, kinship that we have with Thee

Here in this place can never cease..*" (Dasgupta, p. 77).
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"The Alvars were probably pioneers iu showing how love of God

may be on terms of tender equality, softening down to the raptur-

ous emotion of conjugal love," Dasgupta, p.84.

52. Nanmukan Tiruvandadi, 85 (Varadachari, p. 45).

53. Mukundamala, 16. See also Poygai Alvar, Modal Tiruvaadadi,

132.

54. "Be it the heaven, the earth or hell itself, O! destroyer of sin, that

be my dwelling place. Even hi death may I contemplate on Thy
two feet surpassing the lotus flowers of autumn," MuJriuidaittala,

6.

55. See MtiJriindajnala, 27,28,33; Tirunialsai, 30,35; Namukan

Tiruvandadi, 59.

56. Kulasekhara Alvar, Perumal Tirumoli, V.I.

57. Peruinal TirumolL See Varadachari, pp. 75-76.

58. Perumal Timmoli, VI.l.

59. Sec Varadachari, 75-79.

60. ibid. 77: "Kulasekhara shows further a deep psychological un-

derstanding of the need for separation engendering constant med-

itation. It does not matter when and how the separation (viraha)

happens, and at all times it can induce the feeling of continuous af-

fection and remembrance. That it is available in the lover-beloved

separation is well-known and has been more than ever dramatized

in literature aad in life. What is not usually recognized maternal

outbursts in separation are of a more poignant though more noble

kind. It is to this little known aspect Kulasehara draws attention.'"

61. For instance, referring to the icon of Sriranganatha at Sri-

rangam temple, Tondaradippodi says in Tirumalai: "out of His in-

comparable love to all those who seek liberation, He has revealed

Himself in the temple at Sriraiigam." In fact the main theme of

Tirumalai is about the efficacy of worship of Sriranganatha.
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62. Spea king of Tiruveiigadam ( Tirupati/Tiruniala Hills ) Poygai Alvar

savs: "The mountain that surpasses in brilliance the mental radi-

ance of the eternals, which extinguishes the fire of sins accruing

to those who seek more riches renouncing God, and is dear to

those lovers who always meditate on the ways of being inseperable

from the beautiful fulasi-adorned Being, is Tiruvengadam," cited

in Varadachari, pp. 14-15.

63. Peruwial Timmoli (cited in Varadachari, p. 7).

64 Cited in Varadachari, p. 125.

65, In one of the stories regarding the life of Ramanuja, we are told how

Ramanuja converted a person by name Dhanurdasa. Dhanurdasa

was so much captivated by the beauty of his wife, it appears, that

he always carried an umbrella to cover her face even from the gentle

rays of sun. Ramanuja asked Dhanurdasa to follow him to a place
where he could show a person who far surpassed the beauty of his

wife. He took him to Srkanganatha temple and asked him to look

at the beauty of the eyes of the icon. When Dhanurdasa looked

at the eyes of Sriranganatha, he realized its far surpassing beauty,
and we are told, that he immediately along with his wife became
a devotee of Visnu and disciple of Ramanuja (

M. Rangacharyulu,
life and Teachings ofRamanuja, pp. 6-7). Though the historical

varacity of the above account is not established it shows that the

theme of beauty of God seen through His Icons has become part
of the later V&isnava tradition,

'

' :
;

66. **! not join those tribo have love for
1

their bodies. :

'I' shall not
uritii ifaose who are imafele to leave the coiifcefaiplation of

delcaie-waisfed womto' ''...' I &^iii^j^ food
and clotiaiig

v'to3
i;i|

seefc
l

to' Eve'tm in tiiis
i:*woriL Wiilr :'^8e who

tar I siiafi not jb&'i.. tfci''fbfe
1

bfibci hand 1

"

I" Stall set

toy OB, tine losrid 'and feeiaiinfe' atteoirbed" in devotion." ^Others
'

wbo tcaosie&t pteasnre are to me mad.
, To them I am mad,"

-
A|vSr citad in Varadachari, p. 68.

6t II la after one gets released and he is 'constantly behold-

ing God*. This beholding then would also extend to God's Jfj7a,

it is expressed in creation or through his divine manifes-
tation (avatara). The released souls assume a suitable body, when
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God assumes a body in the event of his avatara. See for theme

on the enjoyment of the released souls: SB, IV.iv.19 (p. 768). See

.also Yatindramatadipika. VIIL 24-25.

68. Mu&iuidaniaJa. 19.

69. *I have no place nor plot of ground, nor relatives or friends. On this

earth I have not attained Thine lotus feet," Tirii-

maJai, 29.

"No kinship with the world have I

Which takes for true the life that is not true

For thee alone my passion burns, I cry

Raiigan, my Lord !"

Nanimalvar, Tiruviruttam^ cited in Dasgupta, 76.

70. "Questioning not whether it is good or bad. Seek thou the beautiful

feet of the Lord on whose chest is worn the fragrant honey-laden
tulasL All thy sins will immediately vanish," Peyalvar cited in

Varadachari, p. 26.

71. There seems to be a good tension between the performance of Vedic

duties and devotion to God for Tondaradippodi: "It is not better

to be born in the lowest caste with service to Thee than those

who have practiced the Vedas without remembering that service

to Thee is the sole goal? O weaver of tulasi on Thy crown ! Lord

of Srirangam! Does not the service of Thine feet by Thine slaves

bring delight.
1**

72. Sri Vedanta Desika's Faduiasaiasram, 23.

73. It was Nathamuni who is said to have gathered together the hymns
of the Alvars into a collection of 4000 verses and arranged for

these verses to be sung along with Sanskrit Vedic verses in the

worship of the temple at Srirangam (Carman, p. 24). Though
Ramanuja himself did not comment on these verses he is said to

have commissioned one of his disciples to write a commentary.
Both in Vadakalai and Tengalai Vaisnavism, which emerged in the

14th century, these Tamil hymns of the Alvars play a very central

role.
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74. Tirumaugai Afvar say,s in Perira TirumoH:
u
Acarya sought I have none , the Veds to con:

On matters needing senses five

Their use alone, I bent my mind. Hence wretch

I am, failed to be alive

T the wisdom real. Intent but how to wreck

Fell pains on my fellow-men

That dwell this world, I roamed. Yet grace hath <

And stainless shine I now. So then

To moksa attain, I have caught that matchless name

Narayana the universe claim."

-cited in Kumarappa, p. 139.

75. Tiruvayinoli, I.vii.7 (Kumarappa, 'p. 141).

76. ibid. II.x.4. (Kumarappa, p. 134).

77. Tiruppavai, 2 (Kumarappa, 134^35).

78. Tiruvaymoli) II.vi.5.

79. Tirumalai, 4 {Kumarappa, 135).

80.
WO Mind ! Praise thou Him who is adorned with beautiful leaves

of IlilasJ ! or accuse or do evil or desire things thqu pleasest!" ,

Poygai (Varadachari, |>. 10).

The laler part seem to suggest the model of chjhjtfs, dealipi^
with its

mother demanding her attention.

"It is clear that one must remember God in every way, by praise or

accusation or even offence agaiasi God, almost $agqetaog %5 latex
,

views that both vibi&a (good) and mmddha (prohibited) bhaktis

could lead to constant remeinbrance. Ju^t as seperation (viraha.)

can embrace remembrance, hatred can promote constant remem-

brance through fear or anger or love that is purely of the vital

nature,"" Varadachari, p. 10.

81. Tirumalai, 45. See for Periyalvar, T.M.P. Mahadevan, Ten Saints

of India, p. 82.
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82. See Ramanuja's comments on Gita, XV.5 and the carama-slofca,

XVIIL66.

83. Tlruvaymoli, Lvii.7 (Kurnarappa, p, 141).

84. SB.I.i.1, p.15.

85. Gftafehasya, IX.34.

86. Dasgupta, Hindu Mysticism, p. 124.
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T.DEVADOSS

SOCIO-POLITICAL PHILOSOPHIES OF
SRI AUROBINDO*

Sri Aurobindo's global vision and his evolutionary view of man
from the supreme and profoundest vantage of unprecedented inner ex-

perience are embodied in a literature unique for its breadth of concept
and nobility of expression.

Sri Aurobindo has been considered the greatest synthesiser of the

East and the West. 'The Sage of Pondicherry', as Mahatma Gandhi
called Aurobindo, has been considered by Radhakrishnan as 'the great-

est intellectual of our age' and a great force hi the realm of spirit.

Aurobindo is a new type of thinker who combines in his vision, the

alacrity of the West with the illumination of the East. Although Au-
robindo is regarded ajs a sage, mystic and metaphysician, he was not

secluded from worldly activities. Aurobindo's celebrated book Tie
Life Divine represents a theological metaphysical synthesis. In fact,

the last two chapters of Tie Life Divine are splendid exercises in the

field .of idealistic an4 Utopian social and political thought. In all these

gre^at works, AurobiBdo is concerned with metaphysical problems as

well as with problems of spiritualized society and the gnostic commu-

nity. Even though Aarobiado formulates the ideal of the realization of

Pape** presented at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, USA in the International

Conference on Vedanta^ .August 10-14* 1994.
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a gnostic supramental consciousness, he discusses such social and so-

ciological problems as the organization of the gnostic community and

the relation of the members of the normal human society. Although
these goals require for their realization an 'inner transfiguration

5

, yet

since they generate social influences and impacts, their analysis be-

comes relevant for a political study.
1

Against this backdrop, the study of the social philosophy of Sri Au-

robindo is of supreme importance. Aurobindo is a systematic thinker

in the sense that for him the truth of evolution lies in the assimilation

of the Indian and Western theories in a spiritual, integral, cosmic and

dynamic philosophy of evolution which is the process of the revelation

of the spirit. As spirit is involved in matter, its manifestation in grades
of consciousness is the 'truth' of evolution. The goal of spirituality in

short is 'the flowering of the Divine in collective humanity'. His inte-

gral yoga aims at divinising humanity. Indeed it is the boldest promise
of Indian idealism.

In the context of modern Indian political thought and practice the

greatest contribution of Aurobindo has been the theory of exalted and
sanctified nationalism. We should, however, note that his political

phiosophy was not limited to nationalism; he was thinking in terms of

a world state. His is a vision not of the mechanical political unity of

man but that of an inner oneness of all humaft beings. He thinks that

the ideal law of social development must harmonize the claims of both
of the individual and the collectivity. In short; Aurobindo emphasizes
a universally^oriented political philosophy committed to the pursuit of

unity, freedom, peace and good of all humanity. He has thus given a
new lease of life to idealism in politics.

2

According to Aurobindo, 'man is a spirit using the iiiind, life

and body for an individual and a communal elperience and self-

manifestation in the universe'.
3 The individual is the caafare

4

of the

whole universal consciousness. Man's aim is to ttnivefgalSe and im-

personalise himself, in order to manifest the Ditke. Yel te is Called

upon to preserve his individuality, even when he reaches ttte
f

widest

universal consciousness. It is the ego that is io bfe up^otoli The in-

dividual is an ontological reality, eternal as fefce Absolut^ noa^xbtent
but existent in and through him. In short, the individual is a mcro-
cosm in macrocosm. There is one indivisible iliatte^ life and mind
infco the universe. Because of the spiritual c^ncfeptioli of the being
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and destiny of man, Aurobiudo does not stand for Hhe submergence
of individual in the larger social aggregation

9
,

Aurobindo was deeply concerned with the future of man and the

imperative need for the unification of all mankind. He tackles this

problem in his The Ideal of Human Unity and finds solution in his

vision of the advent of Supraniental or Integral Man. "

It should be noted that the total being of man is not a dichotomy of

matter and mind nor a dualism of flesh and soul, but a body-raind-soul

continuum. His being in-the-world and his non-temporal dimension of

oneness with Being are inseparable aspects of his total reality. Hence,

complete liberation from ignorance need not alienate him from full

participation in the evolutionary advance of the world.

It is significant to note that Aurobindo's emphasis on the sanctity,

the dignity and worth of the individual is a notable contribution to

social and political thought. This emphasis on individual worth can

serve as the spiritual basis of democracy. Democracy and socialism ac-

cording to Aurobindo, indicate the stages at which the self-conscious

evolution of society aims to attain quite a logical development. How-

ever, he holds the view that democracy and socialism do not mark the

final crystallization of social perfection. They are, at best, only
4a first

crude and bungling attempt
5

in that direction.

Aurobindo affirms that the ideal law of social development must

synthesise the claims both of the individual and the collectivity- 'self-

realization in the sense, secret or covert, of individual and of social

development.'
4 Aiirobindo recommends the socialist economoic ideal,

the concept of human unity and the spiritual freedom of the human
individual. The simultaneous advocacy of spiritual individualism, eco-

nomic socialism and inter-nationalism is a unique note in Aurobindo's

socio-political philosophy.

Aurobindo wanted the subordination of ethical and political con-

siderations to spiritual considerations. He affirms that the ethical urge

has to be transcended and there has to be a concrete experience of spir-

itual consciousness for solving the problems of mankind. Even if we

find it difficult to accept the mystical metaphysics of Aurobindo, the
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inconsistent and the transcendent, his emphasis on the importance of

individual appears to be a signal service to socio-political thought.

Aurobiiido
f

s deep patriotic fervour made him look upon India as a

living and pulsating spiritual entity. It is to be noted that Aurobindo

conceived the nation, not as a territory but a psychological or even

a spiritual being. Even in matters concerning political and economic

aspects, it appears that they were instruments of self-expression rather

than objects in themselves.'
5

The realization of the immortal power and spirit of the Divine Be-

ing as manifesting itself on the political plane through a rising nation

was to be achieved by a total surrender. This notion of surrender

does not mean an exhaustion of the impulse to action, but it simply

emphasizes the creative role of an individual as the instrument of the

Divine Being.
6

The theory of the *soul of the nation' is directly connected with
the conception of nationalism. He observes: "Nationalism is not a mere
political programme, nationalism. He observes: Nationalism is a reli-

gion that has come from God; Nationalism is a creed which you shall

have to live ..... Nationalism has come to the people as a religion,
and it has to be accepted as a religion Nationalism is immortal.
Have you realized this? If you have realized this, than you are truly
nationalists',

7

The methods to be adopted for achieving spiritual nationalism,
according to Aurobindo, were of a moral character. Hence he advo-
cated the disciplines of sadiana and j5ana. Shaaa is a discipline to
be practised for the attainment of a spiritual goal. Jfana transcends
mere logical analysis of objects and phenomena by the discursive in-
tellect. These two disciplines would enable the sMhaka to overcome
the tamas - the force of inertia and lead him to the states of rajas and
satkvm - the forces of dynamic kinesis and spiritual gnosis.

It may be noted that Aurobindo was not a narrow revivalist. As

a^
spiritualist par excellence, his approach to political thought was

directed not towards the growth of national chauvinism but a deep
spiritual rebirth. He writes : ^...Regeneration is literally rebirth, and
re-birth comes not by the intellect, not by the fullness of the purse,
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not by policy, not by change of machinery, but by getting a new heart,

by throwing away all into the fire of sacrifice and being reborn in the

Mother'.8

Thus, the theory of nationalism as a religion, propounded by Au-

robindo, is an extension, and reformulation of the older concepts of

Raja-dharina and ksatra-dharma. After Aurobindo's return from a

year's soliltary life in Alipore Jail, politics became subservient to spir-

itualism. He began now to emphasize that sanatana-dharma itself was

nationalism. He observes:
4

I say no longer that nationalism is a creed,

a religion, a faith. I say that it is the sanatana-dharma^ which for us

is Nationalism. This Hindu Nation was born with sanatana-dharma^

with it, it moves and with it, it grows. When the sanatana-dharma

declines, then the nation declines and if the sanatana-dharma were

capable of perishing, with the sanatana-dharma^ it would perish. The

sanatana-dharma, that is Nationalism.
59

Aurobindo viewed sanatana-dharma as a world-religion too. Swami
Vivekananda also formulated universal religion. Likewise, Gandhi ad-

vocated sarvadharma-samabhava (respect for all religions). Hinduism,

Aurobindo felt, had to be dynamic if it were to be the basis of the fu-

ture world-religion.
4The world waits for the rising of India to receive

the divine flood in the fulness"
510 observed Aurobindo.

There are significant contributions from Aurobindo as a theorist

of nationalism. Suffice it to point out that his insistence on moral

idealism behind political nationalism reveals the depth of Aurobindo's

teachings. By his emphasis on the inwardness of national life, he has

provided a great gospel for the resurgence of India. Auroboindo's

greatness lies in that he like Gandhi preached and lived for the freedom

of man, the unity of mankind and the divinity of man.

Man, according to Aurobmdo,
4

is Brahman growing self-conscious

in the objective multiplicity. He is the ego in the cosmos vindicating

himself as the All and the Transcendent'. 11 He represents the point at

which the cosmic multiplicity 'becomes consciously capable of (divine)

turning and fulfillment',
12
Through the knowledge of the mutable mul-

tiplicity
- ayidya (ignorance), he ultimately attains to the fulness and

freedom of the supreme irrefragable spiritual being - vidya (knowl-

edge). Man has to make efforts for the realization of his spiritual

destiny, which will bring him freedom.
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The concept of spiritual freedom, postulated by Aurobindo, implies
the growth of an attitude of the spirit which views even the apparent
negations of freedom as only partial and exclusive concentration of
some divine force, and as being not totally alien.

Apart from his spiritual idealism Aurobmdo had a secular reason
for taking complete freedom as his political goal To him 'swaraj

9
is

the organization of national self-help and self-dependence. Political

independence or svadhinata is only a part of integral swaraj. Accord-

ing to Aurobindo, swaraj is a political metaphysical concept, while

independence is a political concept. Both Aurobindo and Gandhi use
the term "swaraj* as their political goal Aurobindo contends that the
perfect human order can be realized only by the collective efforts of
individuals who have realized inner freedom or moral swaraj. As a
prophet of Nationalism, he exhorted his countrymen to win back their
inner swaraj before the outer kingdom could be conquered. In modern
India, the political implications of old metaphysical Vedantic concepts
have been stressed. Gandhi emphasised the ethical purity of politi-
cal actions. In short, Aurobmdo pleads for the synthesis of outer and
inner freedom. This synthesis of spiritual and political freedom is a
significant contribution of Aurobindo to philosophical thought.

The synthesis of spiritual and politilcal freedom necessitates the
analysis of the question of the relationship between the individual and
the society. According to Aurobindo, the individual does not owe his
ultimate allegiance either to the state, which is a machine, or to the
community which is a part of life and not the whole life; his allegiance
must be to the IVuth, the Self, the Spirit, the Divine whiA m in him
and in all.

13

Aurobindo does not believe in the notion of inaliab'ie rights
against the society or on the theory that rights are conferred on the
individual by the society or the state, Aurobindo emphasises the soci-
ological implications of the concept of the svadiaraa of the Gita in his
basic approach to the theory of rights. Aurobindo writes: 'By libertywe mean the freedom to obey the law of our being, to grow to our
natural self-fulfilment, to find out naturally and freely our harmony
with our environment/ 14 A society that pursues liberty as its ideal
may not achieve equality, a society that aims at equality will have to
sacrifice a certain amount of liberty.
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The concept of equality points in the direction of the extension of

the notion of liberty. He is not satisfied with the rational solution of

the problem. He would like to make available the forces of spirit for

social and political transformation. In the perfect society, the basis of

political obligation should be the inner light of the human soul and
not the mechanical legal codes.

In brief, Aurobindo, the prophet of Indian Nationalism, empha-
sised the importance of the inner spiritual freedom of the human spirit.

He yet pleaded for the synthesis of outer and inner freedom. His dis-

tinction between moral swaraj and political independence is a signal

contribution to the political philosophy of mankind. Aurobindo's in-

sistance on the development of individual personality, his role in the

state, his emphasis on liberty and freedom for human progression and

evolutionary endeavour are noteworthy. It is true that Aurobindo's

ideal of a total supramental transformation for the true and perfect

realization of liberty, equality and fraternity may not have immediate

political effects or applicability on a collective scale. But to realise the

ideal is our goal.

Thus Aurobindo's political philosophy is oriented to a spiritualized

synthesis of individualism, collectivism and anarchism, and that pos-

tulates a spiritual regeneration of man. Besides being a critic of the

modern representative democracy of the West, Aurobindo was opposed
to the Benthamite Utilitarianism as an ethical and political norm. Ac-

cording to Aurobindo, democracy and socialism axe to a great extent,

inspired by the inward presence of the idea of humanism. Being a firm

believer in the consummation of a spiritualized society as the only

political solution for human problems, Aurobindo is highly critical of

modern institutional devices like democracy and socialism. However,
he acknowledges that both democracy and socialism are products of

the self- conscious evolution of society because they attempt a ratio-

nal planning of political, social and national resources. Democracy
and socialism are at best, 'only a first crude and bungling attempt
at the consummation, an efficient hint and not a freely intelligent

realisation.
15

Aurobindo hopes that it is quite possible that human thought and
action may take a new turn as to evolve a world-state. The 'Religion of

humanity' seems to be the one growing force, according to Aurobindo
which tends in that direction; for, it makes the human oneness, it
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the idea of the race, and yet at the time it respects the

human individual and the natural human grouping, But its present

intellectual form hardly sufficient, It is only an appeal to the

spirit that can overcome the ego of the individual, the class or the

race, The key to the triple gospel of humanity -
liberty, equality and

fraternity - is brotherhood.

The aim is the unity and the self-transcendence of man. Human
race has to be unified by an Inner oneness. Proni the animal and

economic, from the intellectual and aesthetic, he must resurge into the

glories of spiritual existence. The power of the spirit will be poured
into the physical mould and the mental instrument so that man may
develop into the 'superman'. Aurobindo says:

4

Man, the individual

has to become and to live as a universal being; his limited mental

consciousness has to widen to the super-conscient unity in which each

embraces all; his narrow heart has to learn the infinite embrace and

replace its lusts and discords by universal love - his whole nature has

to produce to the individual the unity, the harmony, the oneness - in

- all of the supreme Existence - Consciousness - Bliss.'
16

Aurobindo's political philosophy was not merely that of revolution-

ary changes to be brought about in the world, He was not a visionary

though some of his ideals may appear to us as utopian. He was, above

all, a iaraia-j'ogin engaged in dhazma-yuddha (fight for righteous ex-

istence or supremacy or right over might). Aiirotindo's insistence on
the practice of raja-dAarma or ethical and spiritual laws governing the

activities of the ruler in the field of administration ofa state of human
relations, entitles him to be regarded as a 'seer offetth' like Gandhi.

Again, like Gandhi, Aurobindo preached and lived for the freedom of

man, the unity of mankind, and the divinity of man". A$ jfjB. Purani
observes:

wAurobindo represents the type of traiisforiBrf''^^^^^
of the future - and in that sense, is the founder and 'precursor of ilie

divine race

T.M.P. Mahadevan observes: "Aurobindo's vision of India was that
of a spiritual heritage whose powers had to be liberated for the lasting
benefit of the whole of mankind. And the method of liberation lay,
as he said, and as it has been worked at completely and in such great
detail by Mahatma Gandhi, in supplanting ksatriya-tejas or brutal
force by bTahma-tejas or soul-force.

18
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To conclude, interpreting th<? life uf a ^ikitiuil pi.*rsmfllify m ft!*

ways a difficult enterprise, and the lifV of Atirobindo is peculiarly in-

scrutable, As he more than once warn^;
r Nu oiw cmi write my life

because it is not on the surface for men to ^ee\
3f1 While this paper is

not an attempt to analyse Sri Aurobmdo^ life and thought, it does

attempt to show the relation between his personal experience and the

philosophical system which he later articulated,

Critics might argue: Is Aurobindo's philosophy a mere utopia or

an unrealizable dream? Is this another illusory woi th-fulfilment of an

impractical visionary? The answer would depend upon the integrity

and mature understanding of those who are entrusted with the task

of giving concrete shape to the vision of life Divine on earth as pro-

jected by Sri Aurobindo. In short, the central message of Aurobindo
is one of the eternal value and an abiding source of inspiration to

all lovers of truth and to builders of human unity and world peace.

Aurobindo's message could be carried out if there are men with the

integral Being - awareness and the more such men begin to assume

responsibility and accept suffering with a view to reshaping the affiars

of the world, the more the projected kingdom of truth, love, justice,

peace and freedom is to be established on earth. Rightly did S. Ra-

dhakrislman hail Sri Aurobindo as 'the greatest intellectual of our age'
and ca great force in the realm of the spirit'. Aurobindo strikes us as

a thinker of 'far-ranging metaphysical horizons', his thought pursues
a distant visionary goal of metaphysical system of cosmic conscious-

ness. Aurobindo, the revolutionary nationalist, turned maha-yogin
with spiritual outlook in life, represented essentially the cultural tra-

dition of India. He was purna-yogin^ a great teacher of Integral yoga.
The integral idealism of Aurobindo is truly a spiritual philosophy.

At first, it might appear that Aurobindo's thoughts and reflections

do not touch the exigencies of our immediate practice; it might appear
as if his philosophy makes no contact with the concrete Issues of the

day, or with the realities and powers of the political arena. But on

deeper reflection, we can cpme to see that in a peculiar sense, an idea

or concept may have a power of energy far greater than that of mere
facts. For a philosophical vision has a formative and transformative

virtue by which it can shape and mould the texture of the nation's

life. Understood in this sense, few things can indeed be more practical

than a vital philosophy. To dismiss, therefore, the profound reflections

of Sri Aurobindo as idle theorizing would be merely to betray our own
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short-sightedness. Aurobindo's message of 'Integralism' carries across

the problems and perplexities of India to the world at large.

In this time of travail and crisis, when a new mode of life is strug-

gling to be born amidst the confusion, the anguish and the torment of

the modern world, Maharsi Aurobindo's philosophy has shown us the

path to perfection and peace.
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SRIRAMULA RAJESWARA SARMA

EARLY HISTORY OF INDIAN BOOK
PAINTING - MEDHATTTHFS EVIDENCE

The Manubhasya of Bhatta Medhatithi is an erudite commen-

tary on the ManusmrtL 1
In his monumental History ofDharmasastra,

P.V. Kane has established that Medhatithi flourished in the ninth

century between the years 825 and 900 A.D. an4 that he was an in-

habitant of Kashmir.2 Kane also thought that MedhatithFs was the

oldest available commeutray,
3 but this status now goes to the seventh

century Manu-sastra-vivarana of Bharuci which was discovered some

years ago by Duncan Derrett.
4 Even so, MedhatithFs work remains

the most authoritative interpretation of Manu's code. It also contains

extensive references to, and quotations from, a vast corpus ofjuridical

literature. Moreover, there is an abundance of information on non-

legal matters as well. In this paper, I wish to discuss a small passage
which throws valuaHe fight on the early history of book painting in In-

dia. But, before discussing this passage, I must prepare the necessary

background just as one does in a painting.

II

In India, a$ fIsewhere, psin^ing is classified according to the

medium mpon which iti is executed Perhaps the earliest medium used
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for painting was the naked rock. In pre-historic times, the primitive

man painted scenes from his daily life on the walls of his cave-
dwelling.

A number of sites with ^ch rock paintings have been discovered in

Central India.

In historical times, paintings were done on prepared wall surfaces

(bbitti) in temples, monasteries, and royal palaces. These are called

wall paintings or mural paintings. The most prominent examples are

at Ajanta,

Paintings were ako drawn on specially prepared cloth (pata). Such
cloth can be rolled up into a scroll. Therefore these are known as cloth
or scroll paintings. Occasional references to scroll paintings are met
with in Sanskrit literature. In the first half of the seventh century,
Bana describes in his Earsacarita a man who goes about displaying
a scroll on which the awesome god Yama was painted.

5
In the Jtu-

valayamila composed by Uddyotanasuri in 778 A.D., there is an elab-
orate description of a Samsara-catrarpafa, which depicts the miseries
of the mundane life.

6

A number of interesting scrolls with Jaina themes from westren In-
dia have survived.

7
However, the most spectacular scroll painting that

is extant todayf is not a religious painting but a secular one,containing
the old Gujarati poem Vasantavilasa. The scroll measures 23.5 cm in
width, but eleven meters in length and was painted in 1451 A D at
Ahmedabad. It is divided into some eighty panels. Each panel con-
tains a verse in old Gujarati in praise of the spring season, also the
original Sanskrit or Prakrit verses which inspired the G^jarati compo-
sition, and a painting illustrating the theme of the veirse. this scroll isnow m the Freer Gallery ofArt at Washington. Norn^ Brown, who

tS: ?u%
StUdy

,
0f WeStem **** ******> I*'

together with fascumle reproduction of several folios.
8
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The next and the last important", variety of paintings are those

>ainted on the pages of a book (grantha, pustaka). It is well known
hat in India books were made up of either palm-leaves (talapatra),

>r birch bark (bhurjapatra)* or - from about the thirteenth century -

>aper. Compared to the other mediums, the pages of the book are

nuch smaller and consequently, the paintings done on these pages
re also very small. Therefore, these book paintings are also known
s miniature paintings. They are also called manuscript illustrations

ecause the books were written by hand. Again of all the different

arieties of paintings, the book paintings are of comparatively late

rigin.

Ill

The earliest known specimens of book painting come from the west-

11 and eastern extremities of India, namely Gujarat in the west and

ihar-Bengal in the east. In both cases they were manuscripts written

i palm-leaves and belong to the late tenth or early eleventh century.

In Gujarat, these manuscripts were produced by the Jains. The
xliest illustrated palm-leaf manuscript is dated V.S. 111? (1060 A.D.)

was discovered and announced by U.P. Shah in his presidential ad-

ess to the Fine Arts : Technical Sciences Section of the All-India

riental Conference at Varanasi in 1968.
13 In this manuscript from

salmer were copied two texts, Oghaniiyukti and Dasavsdkalika-tika.

le illustrations are not exclusively Jaina. They depict Kamadeya
th his bow and arrow, goddess Sri and several elephants, besides a

inakumbha and decorative lotuses. The next one hi chronological

juence is the manuscript of the Nisithacumi of 1100 A.D. containing
indels with geometrical patterns.

Purely Jaina motifs begin to appear soon in the painted palm-
f manuscripts of the Jnatasutra. of 1127, Dasavaikalik&laghuvrtti

1143, Oghaniryukti of 1161 and so on.
14 In these manuscripts, the

utings depict a single figure, usually a Tirthankara, emphasis being
i on the iconographic aspect. In these manuscript illustrations,one

L clearly see the experimental nature of composition and the typi-

features associated with the western Indian style of painting have

yet become crystallized. Therefore, the actual beginnings of this
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school of painting cannot be pushed back beyond the beginning of the

eleventh century.

Prom the thirteenth century onwards, paper gradually replaced
the palm-leaf in western India. Though cut like the palm-leaf in the

so-called pothi format, paper offered a larger area for painting and
the illustrations took on greater complexity in composition and colour

palette. Contact with Persian painting under the Muslim rule intro-

duced the lavish use of gold and blue. The earliest illustrated paper

manuscript is dated V.S. 1403 (A.D. 1367) and is preserved in the L.D.

Institute of Indology, Ahmedabad. It containes the text and illus-

trations of the Kalpasutra. A number erf exquisitely illustrated paper
manuscripts are extant from the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries.

15 A
majority of these illustrated paper manuscripts are devoted to works
of Jaina hagiographical literature, such as the Kalpasutra. and the

Kalakacarya-katha. Often both the texts are copied in the same

manuscript.

The Kalpasutm^ attributed to Bhadrabahu, is part of the canoni-

cal literature of the Svetambaxas, and consists of three parts. The first

part Jinacaria, describes the life of the Jina Mahavlra in an elaborate

Kavya style reminiscent of the lafitavistora of the Buddhists. After

this, the lives of other Tirthanfcaras are described, but in a less elab-

orate manner. The second part, entitled TheravalF, is devoted to the
enmneration of the different schools, their branches- and pontiffs,while
the third part, Samacari, contains rules of conduct for the monks dur-

ing the xainy season. Usually, 4he firs* paxi b havily illustrated, the
second less abundantly tod the third contains fewer illustrations.

16

The Kafaiacarj^fcalAa, generally tecited by the monks immedi-

ately after the Kalpasutea, is an anonymous composition iit<prt)Bfe&iid
verse about prince Kalaka, who becomes a Jaina monk. When his

sister the nun Saxasvat! was abducted by king GardabMUa of Ujjain,
Kalaka invites a Saka king to invade Ujjain.

17

Tfee too 'texts were repeatedly copied and illustrated. The il-

Iu$tr*^i0ns usually occupy the right-hand side of the page. Often the
illustration has no organic relation to the textual matter on the page.

18

This is so not only because the scribe of the text and artist who paintd
the miniature are two different persons,

19
it is also because both the

text and the picture are independently considered sacred objects. Just
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as copying the text was not an academic act but a religious one, even
so painting was not an aesthetic activity but one that confers religious
merit.

Besides these Jaina texts, the Western Indian school of painting
also produced some illustrated Vaisnava texts like the Bhagavata-
purana, Gitagovinda (c. 1540), Balagopalastuti (1530-40), and Sakta
texts like the Devimahatmya More important still is the production
of illustrated manuscripts of secular texts like the Vasantavilasa in

1451, which has been mentioned above. Thus in the fifteenth century
Gujarat, the focus of the miniature painting began to shift from the
ritual or religious plane to the purely decorative or aesthetic plane. An
important discovery, in this connection, is the illustrated manuscript
of the Prakrit drama Karpuramanjari of Rajasekhara. The manuscript
was copied and illustrated with thirteen miniatures in 1478. It is the

only one of its kind where a drama is fully illustrated in this style. Re-

cently I have published a report about this unique manuscript together
with reproductions of all the thirteen miniatures.

21

The Western Indian style of painting in which these paper manus-
cripts were illustrated during the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries,

distinguishes itself with its vibrant colours and the jewel-like quality
of the miniatures. The main characteristics of these manuscripts illus-

trations are the brilliant hues of red, blue and gold, stereotyped pos-
tures of the body, three-quarters profile of the face, long pointed nose,
the eye on the farther side protruding into space, and so on. Human
figures are draped in elaborately patterned costumes which reflect the
rich tradition of embroidered and printed textiles of Gujarat. There
is, however, little eifort at modelling and all the figures appear two-
dimensional. These richly painted manuscripts were commissioned by
the prosperous merchant-bankers of Gujarat.

IV

In eastern India, on the other hand, illustrated palm-leaf manus-
cripts were produced by Buddhist monks at the monasteries of

Nalanda, Vikramasila and Odantapurf, under the patronage of the var-

ious kings of the Pala dynasty.
22

Perhaps the earliest surviving of these
is the manuscript of the Astiisahasrika Prajnaparamita at the Asiatic
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Society, Calcutta, The colophon states that it was copied at Nalanda

by Kalyanacinta-Manikya in the sixth regnal year of Mahipala. King

Mahipala I ruled between c. 980-1025. Consequently the manuscript

must have been copied and illustrated in the last quarter of the tenth

century. But the custom of illustrating palm-leaf manuscripts must

have begun much earlier here, because we see a quite developed form

of the art. in this manuscript. From Bengal, this art spread to the

Himalayan kingdoms of Nepal and Tibet, but it never underwent, the

transition to the paper manuscript as in Gujarat. Indeed, manufature

of Buddhist illustrated manuscripts ceased completely in eastren India,

after A.D. 1200.

A majority of the illustrated manuscripts of eastern India contain

the tezt o? the Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita. The Prajnaparamita-
sutras describe the perfections attained by the Bodhisattva. The most

important "of these perfections (paramitas) is prajna, the highest wis-

dom which consists in the recognition that everything is sfinya. There

are many versions of this sutra of varying length. The Astasahasrika

version contains naturally 8000 stanzas. There is little scope, in this

highly metaphysical text, for pictorial illustration except for the an-

thropomorphic representation of the goddess Prajnaparamita. Even

so, these manuscripts are filled with illustrations depicting various in-

cidents in the life of the historic Buddha, or with single figures of the

Buddhist pantheon like Avalokitesvara, Manjusri and Tara. Here also,

the reason for the apparant lack of logical connection between the text

and the picture is that both the book and the picture are seen as sacred

objects which assist In meditation.

Stylistically these miniatures differ considerably firom those ofWes-

tern India. While the latter contain angular lines and flat coicai^ treat-

ment, the Eastern Indian miniatures exhibit 'flowing and sinnou^ lilies,

a charming sense of modelling and plasticity in line as well in colour*,

soft and subtle tonalities, etc.'
23

Thus, in both Bengal and Gujarat, manuscript illustrations appear
to have begun during the tenth and eleventh centuries and much later

in other parts of India, This chronology of Indian book painting rests
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naturally on the extant specimens. But even the theoretical works

on painting do not provide an earlier testimony to manuscript illus-

trations. Indeed, these texts refer mainly to murals and occasionally

to paintings on the wooden board and cloth but never to manuscript
illustrations.

Thus the Citrasutra. of the Visnudharmottara-purana, one of the

early texts on painting, explains how to plaster the walls on which

paintings are to be done, but does not mention book paintings,
24

Bhoja's Samaranganasutradhara, written in the middle of the ele-

venth century, has a full chapter entitled Bhumibandha^ or 'dress-

ing the ground for painting
5
. This chapter describes the method of

preparing and applying layers of coating on walls (bhittibandhana)^

boards (pattabandhana) and cloth (patabandhana) but does not men-

tion painting on manuscripts.
25

Likewise, the Manasollasa composed

by Somesvara Calukya about a century later in 1131, discusses only

wall paintings.
26

Therefore, Karl J. Khandelwala and Moti Chandra, two eminent

historians of Indian painting, conclude as follows:

Though we have an abundance of references in early In-

dian literature on murals, portraiture and several other forms

of painting, we find no mention of illustrated manuscripts.... It

seems to us very doubtful if the art of manuscript illustrations

was in vogue prior to the tenth century. It appears to be essen-

tially a medieval development with the Jains and Buddhists*27

VI .

lit these circumstances, Bhatta Medhatithi furnishes valuable evi-

dence to show that illustrated manuscripts existed much earlier than

has been hitherto supposed. The context in which Medhatithi speaks

of manuscript illustrations is the following. Laying down the duties

and obligations of the brahrnacarin, the Manusmr6i.(IL176) states

thus:

nityam snatva sutih kuryad devarsipitrtarpaiiam / .

devatabhyarcanam caiva sairud&dhanain eva ca //
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After taking a bath and becoming pure [in body and soul],

the brahmacarin should offer daily oblations to gods, f?Js and

ancestors. He should also perform the worship of the gods (cte*

vatabByarcana) and collection of the fire-wood [for the sacred

fires].

On this, Mcdhatithi has the following to say:

atra kedc diantana vicarayamcakruh. ka eta devata nama

yasam idam abhyarcam ucyate. yadi tavac
dtrapustakanya^

stas caturbhujo vajrahasta i'tyadyali pxatikrtaya iti laukika

vyavaharantL ato gaunas tatra devatavyavaharah?
8

In this connection, some ancient [commentators] deliber-

ated thus: who then are these devata-s, whose worship is men-

tioned here? If [these are] the four-armed [god], the thunder-

bolt-armed [god], and others delineated in illustrated manus-

cripts (dtra-pustaka)
- common people consider these [just]

likenesses (pratikrtayah)
- then the use of [the word] devata

[for this is admissible only] in a metaphorical sense (gauno

vyavaharali).

For the ancients,- the point at issue is how one can be asked to wor-

ship 'gods' when these are not visible and available for worship. One

can at the most worship likenesses of gods as present in manuscript

illustrations (or in sculpture) but these objects cannot be equated with

devatars. They are devata-s only by courtesy, that is in a metaphorical

sense (gauna,). However, since the real gods cannot be reached, one

might as well worship their likenesses, .thus the ancient commentators

finally decided.

Once more to quote Medhatithi:

ajam ca tesam nimayali mukhyasambhavad gaunasyaiva

grahanam nyayyam samacarac ca. atah pratlmanam evaitat

ptijavidhanam?

Their final decision is as follows. Since that which is de-

noted by the primary meaning (nmkhya) is not possible, it

is legitimate (nyayya) to accept that which is denoted by
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the metaphorical sense. This is also the custom

Therefore, the worship prescribed here pertains only to the

replicas/icons (pragma) [and not to the real gods]

The problem is reiterated on two more occasions. While discussing

the householder's duties and obligations, Mauu enjoins that whenever

the householder has to pass by certain sacred objects, he should do so

only by keeping these objects to his right-hand side.
30 One of these

sacred objects is daivata. Here also the word can only mean a likeness.

Medhatithi considers three possibilities:
31 either it is the likeness of

a god painted on a clotli or other medium for the sake of worship

(patadilikhitaiii arcartham) on a cloth or other medium,
32 or it is a

temple like the famous temples of Caturbhuja (Visnu) and Martanda

[Surya],
33

or it can be a sacrificial place (yajnagrha).

Again, in connection with witnesses, Manu lays down that brali-

mins should be asked to give witness in the presence of devas and

brahmins.34 Here Medhatithi succinctly remarks that the word devas

means icons of Durga, Martanda, etc.
35

But, leaving aside the semantics of the terms deva, (m.), devata

(f.), daivata (n.), the first passage is of great significance for Indian

art history, because it refers to the pictures of gods painted in books.

The crucial word here is citra-pustaka 'manuscript with illustrations'*

This is the earliest literary reference to manuscript illustrations,

and goes to establish the existence of illustrated manuscripts in Kash-

mir in the ninth centruy, if not at a yet earlier period to which the

anonymous 'ancients' may have belonged. It is also quite certain that

Medhatithi 9

s citrapustakas were not made up of paln>leaves but of

brich bark (bhurjapatra), the traditional medium of writing in Kash-

mir.

Medhatithi's statement also shows that the illustrations were pain-

ted in manuscripts not for decorative or aesthetic purposes but for

ritual purposes, a fact which is true also in the case of the Buddhist

manuscripts of Bengal and the early Jaina manuscripts of Gujarat.

We have, of course, no means to determine what kinds of religious

texts were copied with illustrations on birch bark in Kashmir at the
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time of Medhatithi. But he mentions two subjects that were deli-

neated in paintings, namely Caturbhuja and Vajrahasta. The former

is no doubt Visnu who was a popular deity in Kashmir. Elsewhere

Medhatithi himself refers to temples of Visnu under this name, as

we have seen just above. Ananda Coornaraswamy mentions that the

Visnu images from Kashmir have a distinct iconography of their own:

Among the numerous small sculptures from the Avantipur

sites are a number of very interesting Visnu groups in a style

peculiar to kasmir and its then tributary States of Camba and

Kulu The general, type is that of a four-armed Visnu, with

elaborate jewellery, crown and dagger, the latter an unique

feature
36

But who is Vajrahasta: is it Indra who wields the thunderbolt or

Bodhisattva Vajrapani? Buddhism was of course prevalent in Kash-

mir at his time, but Medhatithi was not referring to Bodhisattva by

the term vajrahasfca. It will be recalled that the context is the daily

worship by a [Hindu] brahmacarin. Therefore, here it can only be the

Brahmanical god Indra. Was Indra then worshipped as late as the

ninth century in Kashmir ? The answer is in the affirmative. His

worship. is attested by the Mlamafca-piiraiia, which is attributable to

the sixth or the seventh century. According to this text the bright

half of the month of Bhadrapada was observed as Indrapaksa, when

the picture of Indra was painted on a cloth and worshipped.
37

In the

twelfth century, Kalhana adds in Ms jRajateraogiiii that the festival of

Indradvada& was celebrated on the twelfth day of this fortnight. M.A.

Stei&y the incomparable interpreter of this chronicle, reports that In-

dradvidasi was observed still at the end of the last century.
38 Thus

therfe is enough evidence to show that Indra worship continued un-

til recent times in Kashmir. Therefore the term Vajrahasta used by

Medhatithi can only refer to Indra.

II is remarkable that manuscript illustrations of the three main

religions of India should have their origin, or at least should flourish,

in three widely separated extremities: Hindu manuscripts in Kashmir,

Buddhist manuscripts in Bengal and Jaina manuscripts in Gujarat.

While the Jaiiia and Buddhist book illustrations derive inspiration

frotn the wall paintings of central India, though witii contrary results,

we can only conjucture about the antecedents of book painting in

Kashmir. It is probable that, just as Hindu sculpture of Kashmir had
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much in common with the Buddhist sculpture, Hindu book painting

may not have been much different ttoui Buddhist book painting, which

originated in Bengal and spread to die Himalayan regions. In 1938,

Pandit Madhusudan Kaul discovered two Buddhist manuscripts with

painted wooden covers in Giigit area. In case of the first manuscript,

the outer sides of the wooden covers are painted with a lotus scroll,

and the inner sides with the figures of Buddlia and Avalokitesvara.

The covers of the second manuscript are decorated with Padmapani
Lokesvara. From the stylistic point of view, P. Baueijee assigns the

figures of the Buddlia and Avalokitesvara to the ninth century and

that of Padmapani to the tenth.
39

Stylistically also these paintings

have much in common with those of the eastern Indian manuscript

illustrations. Although the existence of painted book covers need not

imply the existence of illustrated manuscripts as well, the painted book

covers of Buddhist manuscripts from Giigit and Meclhatithi's evidence

taken together would suggest that in the ninth century Kashmir both

Hindus and Buddhists illustrated their sacred manuscripts, probably
in a style akin to that of the eastern Indian manuscripts.

Finally, if the art of book painting came from eastern India to

Kashmir
>
where it is mentioned in the ninth century by Medhatithi,

then the art must have been prevalent in eastern India even prior to

the ninth century. Thus Meclhatithi's seemingly innocuous remark

about the citrapustaka provides us a terminus a quo or the starting

point for the art of book painting.
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V. SWAMINATHAN

A NOTE ON A
OF PANINI

One of the devices adopted in PaninPs AstadbyayJ to refer to a
verbal root is to employ the root in question with the addition of

a verbal inflection.
1 A close study of such references reveal that the

parasmaipada third person singular termination of the present tense

(lafc) is added to the root with the insertion of the conjugational sign

( vikarana) of that class to which fcfee particular root belongs or without
the insertion in the case of roots belonging to the second (ad) and third

(in) classes. The word thus devised with a view to play a special
role could be a regular finite verbal formation so fax as parasmaipadl
and ubhayapadl*pots are concerned.The purpose to be served by this

verbal formation i$ tq signify only the root (as mere root) and therefore
it follows that neither the radical would convey an action (the meaning
of the root) nor the cpnjugational sign the idea of the voice nor the
termination the sense of tense, number and person. As such it turns
out to be a regular nomina] base capable of being inflected with various
case endings in all the three numbers. Thus in the sutras ^^(7.4.73),

(7.4.42), 4Aft^ (2.4,52) and *MHctw i^t*i (1.4/06) the words *&fifr
t aifefc,

and qwfife ptand for the radicals ^ rr, $m and *FI respectively.
2

This
device of referring to a root is frequently pressed into service

in Yaska's JViru&tfa, e.g: TO ftsft

Needless to mention that this device was pte-Papnian and the

pre-Paninian authors were accustomed to freely make use of it,
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During the post-Paiiinian era this verbal formation acquired a

wider currency even in regions lying outside the frontiers of Vyakarana
and Nirukta. Sankaracarya very often resorts to this device in referring

to Verbal rOOtS [^cf:,

4
^pff!t:,

5
Wlff:,

6
W^l&r,

7
^pl:

8 and

Panini however did not frame any rule which would explain the

formulation of this grammatical device with reference to the verbal

root though at times he had accounted for the formation of certain

grammatical terms such as TO*to< ^i<*Ai<, w$%%
10 and so on. Noticing

the increasing popularity of this device among both the grammatical
and nongrammatical authors Katyayana keenly felt the necessity of

explaining the formation and accordingly framed the varttika ?Rd4

^pfS^l
11

meaning *the suffix ^ or ^ (the conjugational sign) with fp*

(the present parasmadpada third person singular) will have to be added

to the root when the root in question is to be denoted.' Therefore ^: or

qsrfci: would stand for the simple root w%. The varttika under reference is

free from ambiguity; it would not admit any other interpretation that

may be thrust upon it and is definite in regard to what it purports.

Whether Katyayana employed this verbal formation under consider-

ation with reference to roots alone is the question to be answered.
12

PatanjalPs significant statement that the domain of words is very ex-

tensive and that any judgement passed on the use of words without

properly scrutinising the vast range of literature amounts to rashness

serves as a sane advice and a note of caution in this regard. An earnest

attempt is made in the following pages to ascertain whether this for-

mation is used in any sense other than the one mentioned below:

Saiikaracarya while commenting on Badarayana's sutjra f

(1.1.5)observes i^RRi ^ *u^8^3*ii5ftte, ^^Rfdqci, ^ ^tjft<^?fc t By l^fli the

sutra intends to convey the meaning of i}he root ^ yiss., *the act

of seeing
9

(faro ) and not the root faj i,e, ii^e, ^agg^gate of .articu-

lated sounds. Vacaspati Misra in his glop^oit thye biagja passage
cited below remarks that.l^tf signifies, i&e/act'bf seeing* t>y implica-
tion (laJcsaiia) because according to the vaxttika %gft would denote the

root alone.
13

All the commentators- Prakatllrthakara,
14

Anandagiri,
15

Govindanaada16 and Advaitananda17 agree with Vacaspati in main-

taining that this is an instance of implication (laks&nH). The ex-

ample cited by Sankara to illustrate this usage in the sutra is ^R&

which stands for the
6
act of sacrificing (yaga)' and not for the root *H

The ifalpataru, Prakataxthavivarana, Nyaya&irnaya, Parfmala, Rat-

naprablia and Brahmavidyabharana, - all are unanimous in
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tracing *F3Rfc to Jaimini's Purvainimanisa-sutra:

(7.4.1).

Citsukhacarya on the other hand finds the source of wl: in the

works of the Laksanakara:
'

Wtfytwfya i ff<*r<Ha^r TOFt ^tr wif $cf w*$t

cWWKW Mrtl ippfti
18

Vacaspati observes further that usage of such

words as fgfii in the implied sense is too well known;

The Kalpataru points out that the citation from Jainiini is to

present in bold relief the fact that implication in the present instance.

is of the ftss type (as opposed to the *risf?R type) and the Parimala

endorses the views of Kalpataru. Both Kalpataru and Parimala are

unanimous in maintaining thatfsafir and ^if!? do not express the intended

sense; but only imply it. It is to be noted here that Sankara's words

are unequivocal; there is nothing in them to indicate that f$m is implied

in

In this connection it is worthwhile to recall what Saiikara had said

on a later sutra. In his scholium on ^ila<*4<>**H^ifei ^ (1.3.13) he observes

f$rf& ^R i.e. the word l^tcf in the sutra stands for ^^i, the act of

seeing. In other words, he understands fsrdf as conveying sn?3*f i.e. (the

meaning of the root)
6darsana\ Further he explains the compound

as ^fo^iwtf^f, L'e. that which is affected by the act of seeing.

Saiikara's comments are so clear and decisive that they cannot

leave room for any doubt or uncertainly as to what he understands

by the word fsjfcfi Here -also, as before, there is no evidence to hint that

the meaning ascribed to fsrfcf is implied or secondary. In both the sutras

1.1.5 and 1.3,13 Badarayana had employed the term fsrfcf to denote 'the

act of seeing* i.e. STR^I*}. Iksana (the meaning of the ropt)therefore is

the expressed or primary meaning of l^fw according to Sankara,

Had Badarayana used the word "in the secondary sense Sankara

would not have hesitated to point it out. Sankara is extremely scrupu-

lous in noticing and recording the secondary usage of words in the

sutras. For example in si4*HRi <*hici ?i3fwi (4.2,1) the sutrakara uses the

\vord 313? in the sense of sH^Ra Sankara's gloss runs:
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(4,2,16)ff!fi

I**!
30

Furthermore there are numerous instances where Sankara himself

uses the grammatical device to denote the meaning of the root, i.e.

In the Sarirakabhasya on 1.3.13 the term a^sqprfci expresses

(meaning of the root): sjf^Rrl^rr ^cRf^^ ^pf ^Icii

3?tf H% ^facqti: M<HicAcii*i w^rq^ff^^Pj! fyfcicjA'cM c^mR^^i In the bhasya on
2.3.10 the word OT^fff denotes ^iw? (meaning of the root): ctii

In the

bliasra on 4.1.9 s^Piff expresses ^?B (the meaning of the root)

3iri<ric^iic(iH^[ vqHfai$ ^ti! Another instance of the usage of this device is

Jt with in the Sainksepasarfraia (1.59):

The terms ^rlcr and j?lf!i axe members of a dv&ndv^ compound
and they stand on a par with the other ipember wr. C|isjSliiently
and ^pifcf mean ^R and Bto (dlia/;yar}ia).

21
""i*

It is also obvious that the device under consideration is" employed,
in the passages cited, in its primary sense (i.e.the meaning of the

root as understood from the context).
22 A close study of Sankara's

statement f^jlRId fnr34fi?^rifcQdcT:; ^ *H$jPf??u is highly revealii^, 'the word
f^ffc! has to be taken as signifying the meaning of the raotfiand not the
root itself.

That the root is the primary meaning of this cfevicei (^rfci in the

present instance) is evident from Katyayana's varttika ifcwl ^f^?ti
To be more precise the word fti&T (a portion of *iyft<&t) occuring in

Katyayana's varttika as well as Sagkara's negetory statement stand
for the primary meaning (i.e the root). Sankara has juxtaposed two
sentences one nagatory and the other affirrnatory. In one statement
he affirms what ought to be taken as the meaning of |^| and in the
other he negates what ought not to be taken as the meaning of Isrfci.

The word ftSfrr is linked to the words that express what is to be af-

firmed in one and what is to be negated in the other and therefore it

must have the same significance in both the sentences.From the use
of !%? in both the sentences it naturally follows that the meaning of
the root (dhatvaxtha) is the primary meaning of $Hft (and also of ^rf!r

in the illustrations). Sankara's assertion of the one and negation of
the other would be relevant and intelligible only if both the negated
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(ng ) and the asserted (w^jjtavg an equally rightful claim to be the

primary meanings of this deYjSe* If the root (ng) alone were to be the

primary meaning there would have no occasion for him to clarify the

position; he would have observed that fsrfcf in the sutra implies the root

meaning (|^ftl!iw^^wfTO:Mni:). Similarly under 1,1.13 he would have

said Is&cfepPJi ^Pflfci A necessity to specify the particular meaning in

which it had been used in the sutra emerged because the term was

found in use in the current language in both the meanings.

The two varttikas read by" Katyayana under 3.3JOS:

fc and $(cfcKiMl *cjf-i5& might Jj&ve prompted Sankara to make the two

statements under consideration .

In fact in some of his varttikas Katyayana himself employs this

device to refer to the meaning of the root (dhatvartha) also. In ^^
^Hiaifroj:

23 and <wc3 ^<*Kifc$
23 the terms ^ fa and *Mfct an employed

with locative case ending. Evidently they are formations in accordance

with the rule ^Rwcml tngP$$; but they stand for dhatvartha since the

suffix 33? is ordained in the two varttikas, the root meaning. There

can hardly be any doubt that dhatvartha. is the primary meaning of

and J N$fd in the varttikas cited below.

The use of this device to convey dhatvartha is a jnapaka i.e ba-

sis of inferene. Katyayana's, use of the term in a sense different from

what he had taught ip. th^.^^rttika (viz., dhatu) pinpoints the fact

that the operation of the vartifca is not universal (^rf(&'*).In other

words Katyayana admits dh&tvartha also as a meaning of the device

Sankara's incisive intellect has brought to the fore the significance of

the Wtt in Katyayana's varttika. In the light of the above Sankara's

statements under consideration acquired greater significance and im-

portance. Nagesa, the foremost ap^ong the grammarians of later times,

has made the following observation that highlight the issue on hand.

On the vartika gRwi^ |igftttJ he remarks 24

meanng:
The word ^pi in the sutra %nr?nsWRi ^rg^ ^p=R (3.3.108) is to be con-

strued with the varttika also, This addition of ^f^R to the varttika

will render it more comprehensive in its scope. In other words, the

varttika will mean that a root with the suffix j% or 1w? will at times

denote the root-meaning ( dhatvartha) also. Hence the propriety of

the usages like f$?cfr:, sn^, *h*sd1, etc. Under 4.4.1 also Nagesa repeats the

same remarks on the varttikas:
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It is of great significance in this connection to note that Sankara

employs the other device also, viz. the root with the suffix f% to de-

note the root-meaning (n?gf). In his scholiam on BS.2.3.20
28 Sankara

writes ~m-. ^^^m^m. meaning 'because garni is an action abiding in

the agent'. Here the word <*4^tfsh^ is a k&rmadharaya compound and

is coUocative^(samanadhiiarana) with the word *ifoi In the preced-

ing sentence Sankaxa has referred to the actions of going and coming
(TirWcft), In the circumstance ife cannot signify anything other than

fe% Le. root-meaning (dhatvartha).

In the light of the evidences adduced below it can be safely as-

serted that the device under consideration was employed to signify

dhatvartha also and that too was its primary sense.

At this stage one might legitimately pose the question: why should

all the commentators starting with Vacaspati Misra invariably resort

to laksana in,elucidating Sankara's statement l^tfcf *nnrfft3?i:? .

Firstly some of the reputed grammarians like Kaiyata, Haradatta

and Bhattoji Diksita consider that the terms f^ff and *rafcr are imita-

tive formations (^chWK) of the finite verbs (tinanta) i^fci and 'rafcf as

otherwise it will be difficult to account for the presence of the nominal

inflections (locatives) in them. 29 Had they considered ^ff and
as formations resulting from the operation of the varttika

they would not have experienced any difficulty in accounting for the

case endings. Perhaps the reason for their preference to consider them
as anuk&r&nasabdas originates from their desire to make the varttika

1^, etc. to fall in line with the sutras, of the same section, wherein

finite verbal forms are made use of: %R ^szriff 3Rfr (4.4.2), ^2f!r (4.4.5), *Kfa

(4.4.8), *Mr (4.4.12) and so on . According to this explanation i^cft and
1psdl will signify only the finite verbs ^fcf and wfli and the suffix B3?

will have to be taken as expressing the finite verb. But a suffix could.

express the meaning of a tinanta and never a tinanta as it is a finished

word by itself.
30

In view of this the grammarians had to seek their

shelter under the roof of laksana in explaining the varttikas. This ex-

planation offered by Kaiyata and dittoed by others on the use of ^5sHf

and TF&fa in the varttikas might not be Kaiyata's own; it might have

been handed down by a long and unbroken tradition. The anxiety to

stick to the grammatical tradition might have urged the commentators
of Sankara to take recourse to laksana.
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Secondly as Appayya Diksita had pointed the commentators are

guided by their desire to abide by the law of parsimony, The author of

the Kalpataru observes that the purpose of Sankara's citation of Jai-

mini's sutrais only to make us understand that the usage in the present

instance falls under the fo^ variety of secondary usage and not under

primary usage: ^n*ra 133 (H^ctj vraViy'w: q g *m%xzm\ 31
Appayya Diksita

clarifies further the stand taken by the Kalpatarukara. If dhatvartha

were to be considered as primary sense then there will arise the con-

tingency of admitting more than one meaning (i.e. dhatu and dbatv-

aitha
)
and this in turn will occasion the violation of the law of par-

simony: ^ ? cjwcfcrciwRf i 3$n$ife<R 3Hiiwiccikii
32

Amalananda, Appayya
Diksita and also Vacaspati as understood by them unanimously ac-

cept Pr^wnr (permanent implication) in the present case as opposed to

<Hi*Hlri<fcci$Rr (temporary implication). fiSHfd*?wi is instanced when a word

acquires a sense, different from its conventional sense, only temporarily

(i.e. by virtue of its juxtaposition with another word in the sentence).
On the other hand R^<odOTT is instanced when a word acquires a sense,

different from its conventional sense,permanently through frequent us-

age (i.e.without any regard to its juxtaposition with any other word
in the sentence:

Practically there exists hardly any gap between ftwwntf (perma-

nently acquired sense)and iMif (permanent or conventional sense).

Pr^^OTT is as good as sakti or mukhyav^tti and therefore the commen-
tators do not deflect much from Saiikara.

The foregoing inquiry incidentally helps us to have a better under-

standing of a certain other usage in the Nighantu and the Nirukta. In

the Nighantu verbs possessing identical meaning are grouped together
and theiy meaning is expressed by such compound words as

i, spqferSffri
37 and so on, wherein the second member is invari-

ably ^*=(.

A verb as a rule always signifies an action (irija)and therefore the

compound ^eifac&rfu^ etc., denotes an action. The first member specifies

the action expressed by the second member. The word^ and the

terms ssrciicr, etc., stand for knya = knyasamanya (action in general)
and kriyavisesa (action in particular).The compounds will have tp be
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resolved into senafo (^R) ^ (tor) %ii ft, etc., i.e. those that signify the

action of blazing, etc,

In the Nighaiitu ^? is used in its ordinary sense, i.e, knya (ac-

tion) and not in its grammatical sense (tbjJQmwcWH), i.e. the object of a

transitive verb. Panini also employs ^rf^ in some of his sutras35 and

as the second member of a compound in one sutra at least in its ordi-

nary sense (kriya) ^ld^faHc^ci^Hrf^<chHlch4hiJiwPii 3*if ?i ^ 39
(1.4.52). The

Mahabhasya interprets the compound *?K*4 in two different ways, con-

sidering the ordinary as well as the grammatical meaning of karma

ct 1 "?i^: %^i fft^fti, ^i^fecKt ?i^tW ^TJfii? The author of

the ICasiia also cites only such verbs as could illustrate the rule when

is understood in both the senses: |!cdw<y ^ ^Kf&w. ^KwmwfyjJM

j

Terms like MRtoHfai:
42

oqift^?q[fa|;
43 and Miii<i*Hli:

44
employed to signify

meanings of verbs (when identical) also highlight the fact that^?crfcr

stands for the act of 'jValana', etc., (dhatvartha) and cpf^ for kriya

(action in general).

Now that a finite verb like Isfci in the present third person singular

parasmaipada stands for two things (1) the root and (2) its meaning

having become as indisputable (established) fact it remains to see how
a finite verbal formation came to signify the root (a portion of itself)

and its meaning.

A finite verb is made of two elements the redical and the termi-

nation (with or without the conjugational sign). The radical denotes

some action and the other element the tense, person,number and voice,
i.e. the meaning conveyed by a verb is an aggregate comprising five

elements. Action (the meaning of the root element) has been regarded

by the ancient Indian linguists as the most predominant among the

five elements that constitute the meaning of a finite verb. !

Yaska defines a verb as ^RMMMHtomdH
4 and a noun as

Here TO is synonymous with Jcriya or action. Pataiijali's con-

cept of the verb and the noun is in perfect agreement with that of

YaskaJn his scholium on 5W*ra wt47 he demonstrates how ^fpr or

is the predominant element among the meanings of a finite verb,
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? *5Rl filvEft ^P finfflNft
- f% ^TOSH; ^itlRl? "Wflf ffcf I ^SSJ *iS ^Rirofc

- Fr?!%

r IP/SB |fii i

48
If diatvartia (feriya) is the most dominant among

the meanings of a finite verb it follows, as a natural consequence that

that part of the verb expressive of Jcriya, i.e. the root part (dhatu) is

the most important among the elements that constitute a finite verb.

It may be observed here that the importance of the dhatu and

dhatvartha among the constituents of the fi^t and fd^-tirf is so great

that the Ite^r has been employed to denote the dominant elements -

dhatu and dhatvartha - by pushing the constituents to the background.
The word irerg would express all the discendants of Raghu but it denotes

only Srirama because of his extraordinary virtues.

The ancient Indian linguists employed the finite verb forms like

&fa to represent both the root and its meaning which are important
from both the morphological and semantic points of view respectively.

i being a finite verb cannot be inflected. A pratipadika alone is

eligible to assume case endings (l^f^).
49

It is only to ford this difficulty

that K&tyayana teaches ^ and f^H as ^ suffixes in the varttika ^Rcml

*ngPi<8li As a ^%F3 the device under discussion becomes a yiRmR* capable
of being inflected by the rule ^
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K.P. SINHA

ON THE TERM DARSANA IN JAINISM

In Jainism, the term darsana is used in three remarkable cases,

namely, darsana-upayoga, kevala-darsana or ananta-darsana and

samyak-darsana. In the first two cases, the term darsana carries more

or less the same meaning, namely, a general grasping of the object,

which clearly shows that it is a cognitive fact. The difference between

the two is simply this that, in the case of dars'ajaa-upayoga, cognition

is limited, while in the case of kevala-darsana^ it is unlimited. In the

case of samayak-darsana^ however, the term darsana is explained as

bearing a different meaning, i.e. sraddhana. The term sraddhana in

its turn is explained differently by different commentators and writers,

as will be found in our following discourse.

Now, the problems before us are these: First, why has the same

term darsana been used in the case of samyak-daxsana to give a mean-

ing different from that in the other two cases ? Secondly, does the

meaning of the term darsana used in samyak-darsana have got any

relation with that of the same term in the other two cases ? To solve

the problems, let us discuss in detail the meanings of dars'ana-upayoga,

Jcevala-darsana and samyak-darsana^ with special attention to the last

one, i.e. samyak-darsana.

1. Darsana-upayoga: Up&yoga, the laksana or characteristic mark

of the self, is a manifestation or transformation or effect of csdtanya or

consciousness which is both the essence and the essential attribute of

the self. It is consciousness that manifests itself as upayoga, because
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of internal or external causes or conditions, at the time ff grasping
an object,

1
Upayoga, is divided into two types, namely, 4ihr&na and

jfitoa, which means that darsana andjMna are themselves called upa-

yoga. According to some, upayoga is the essence of the self, and the

self transforms itself into darsana and jiiana, without giving up its

nature of upayoga.
2

It is accepted on all hands that darsana is the general grasping of

an object and is, therefore, devoid of any aiara or form, while jnana
is the detailed grasping of an object and, hence, is endowed with an
aicara or form. Darsana is the first and indeterminate awareness of an

object; it does not give any detailed information about the object, since

upayoga in this stage does not take the form of the object. Jnana, on
the other hand, gives detailed information of the object, since upayoga
at this stage takes the form of the object.

3 Brahmadeva says that when
the self or consciousness makes an effort in the form of qvalokana or

glimpse for the acquisi- tion of knowledge of an object as distinct

from that of some earlier knowledge, then that avalofcana or glimpse
is called darsana-upayoga^ and when, after that, consciousness grasps
the object with all its specialities, it is called jSana.

4
Dar&ajia is said to

exist only for a moment after which jnana arises. Darsana and jnana

correspond more or less to the nirvikalpa-pratyaksa and the savikalpa-

pratyaksa, respectively, of the Naiyayikas.
5

From this, it is clear that darsana, like /Sana, is a fact <tf cognition,
and that it is simply an indeterminate state existing foi a moment
before jfasa, the determinate cognition. In other words, tiiese two are

but two stages of the same cognitive fact, and are distiisgufeh^ble only
logically and not factually.

2. Kevala-darsana or aiianta-darsana: Gommat^rsara $ays that

ievala-darsana means the general revelation of boih tfce, spheres of
loJca or limited space and aloka or unlimited space.

6
]&.$$? words, it

is the general manifestation or vision of aU the object^ of tite ivorld, as
distinct from kevala-jnana or ananta-jnana or omniscient^ which is a
detailed knowledge of all the objects of the world. Like Ifvala-jjnana,
kevala-darsana is also unlimited and is attained by the self when it is

freed from iarraa-matter.

Here, a problem is this: Ananta-darsana is one of the anantar

catustayas or four infinite characteristics of the self, the other three
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infinite characteristics being anana-jnana, ananta-virya and anana~

suJLJia, i.e. infinite knowledge, infinite prowess and infinite bliss, re-

spectively. And like the other infinite characteristics, anaiita-darsana

also forms the essence of the self and exists for ever in the real self

realised in liberation. Now, if ananfca-darsaiia be related to anaiifca-

jnana like darsana-upayoga to jnana-upayoga, i.e. if ananta-darsana

be a momentary flash prior to ananfca-jiiana, then ananta-darsana can-

not be an ever-present characteristic of the real or liberated self. For

the liberated self being always endowed with anante-jnana or infinite

and detailed knowledge of all the objects, a general grasping of all the

objects will be present in the self only at the moment immediately

preceding omniscience but cannot be an ever-present chracteristic of

it. To solve the problem, we may refer to the Jaina-view that in

the case of the self freed from tarma-matter, darsana and jjnana arise

simultaneously.
7
This means that ananfca-darsana and ananta-jfaaa

are but two aspects of the same cognitive fact: ananta-darsana flashes

things or keeps things unveiled, and ananta-jnana grasps the details

of the objects. That is why Brahmadeva and Nemicandra describe

ananfca-darsana simply as a pralcasa or flash of consciousness.
8 The

Vedantins do not feel the necessity of accepting darsana as a separate

fact, as they include it in the concept of cit or jfiana itself.

Thus, it is clear that, as in the case of darsana-upajoga, so in the

case of ananfca-darsana also, darsana is a cognitive aspect inseparable

from jnana.

3. SaznyaJt-darsana: SaxDjat-darsana, samyak-jn&na and samyak-
caritra are described by the Jamas as rana-raya or three gems, which

are essential for the attainment of liberation. For the present discus-

sion, we are not concerned with samjai-caritra which consists in the

checking of all kinds of activities - mental, physical and vocal - through

proper practices.
9 We are here directly concerned with sainyafe-darsana.

for the clarification of which, however, we are required to deal at some

length with samyak-jn&iia also.

Samyafc-darsana is explained as tattvartha-sraddhana. or sraddiana

about the tattvas or categories like jiva, ajiVa, etc., just as they are

described by the enlightened persons or ariate.
10

Samyafc-jnana, on

the other hand, is the acquisition of proper knowledge about those

categories just as they are described by the ariate. This knowledge
is to be acquired through the aqyas and prainHnas and should be free
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from illusions and doubts. 11
Tatvaitha~raja-vaxtika says that these

two - samyak-darsana and samyak-jnana - are but transformations of

the self.
12

Succession between darsana and jnama

As regards the succession between samyak-darsana and samyak-

jnana, some say that samyak-jnaaa precedes samyak-darsana> some

maintain the opposite view, while according to some others, both of

them arise simultaneously. (1) Samaya-sara says that just as a per-

son first knows a king, then respects him, and then acts in his favour,

so one should first know the jiva-king, then honour it, and then act

in favour of it.
13 Amrtacandra also in his commentary on the above

passage says that one should first know the self, then honour it, and

then act in favour of it.
14

Uttaradhyayana-sutra describing samyafc-

darsaua and samyafc-jnana in succession also seems to hold the same

view. In the Heart of Jamism, Mrs. S. Stevenson maintains that

samyafc-jiiana precedes samyalc-darsana, and in support of her view,

she refers to a saying by Mahavira which runs as: *(1) Knowledge
and then mercy'.

15
(2) While dealing with these two concepts, Nem-

icandra's Brhad-dravyasamgraha and Brahmadeva's commentary on

it always maintain the succession as samyat-darsana and samyak-

jnana, without giving any explicit view as to which of them comes

first.
16 From this, it can well be surmised that according to both Ne-

micandra and Brahmadeva, samyak-darsana precedes samyak-jnma.
Kundakunda and Madhavacarya also follow the same path in their re-

spective works: PancasfciJcaya-sara and Sarva-darsanarsamgraha. The

commentary on the Tafcvarliad]jjgama-sufcra, however, clearly says

that samyak-jnaxia arises after samyat-<iar5ana.
1T

(3) In the view of

Pujyapada, the author of the Saxvartha-siddM) and Akalankadeva,
the author of the TaUvarfciarraja-varfcifca, both samyak-darsana and

samyak-jnana arise simultaneously like heat and light of the sun.
18

But, proceeding a bit further, Akalankadeva says, like Umasvati, that

samyak-jnana arises after the acquisition of sanayat-darsaiia.
19

He,

then, adds that here the succession of samyak-darsana and samyaJc-

jnana, is to be understood from the view-point of sabda-naya. From
this view-pomtjSamyaJc-darsana, etc., are to be taken in their ksayika

or pure and paxipurna or complete aspects. That means, pure and

complete samyak-jnana arises after pure and complete samyak-
darsana. 20

Ifc is notable that in all the discourses on this issue, samyak-
darsaaa is always mentioned before s&myak-jnaiia.
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Meaning of tattvMrtha-sraddhana

As said above, sajnyalc-darsana is always explained as tattvartha-

sraddiana, where tattvartha, means the categories like jiva, ajiva,

etc., as described by the arhats,
n

Accordingly, samyak-darsana means

sraddhana for the categories as narrated by the Jaina sages. The
term sraddiana, however, has been explained differently by different

commentators. In general usage, sraddhana means visvasa, i.e. 'be-

lief or 'faith', and, accordingly, many modern writers have rendered

the term into English as 'belief or 'faith'. But the Jaina works do

not seem to be in accordance with this view. In the Jaina works,

sraddhana is generally explained as ruci which means love, and as

such,a^vartlia-sraddfiana means 'love for truth'.
22 Brahmadeva ex-

plains sraddhana as ruci which he further explains as niscayabuddhi
or definite understanding.

23 Prabhacandra also in his commentary on

Atmanusasana seems to explain it in the same way. He farther re-

marks that samyak-darsana forms the essence of the self.
24 While ex-

plaining the term samyak-darsana^ sarvartha-siddhi and Tattvartha-

raja-vartika say that darsana here may mean 'that by which the self

reveals something', or it may mean simply 'revelation' itself. It 'is fur-

ther said that darsana is a transformation of the self - atma-parinama
- and that it forms the essence of the self.

25
. The Tattvartha-raja-

vartika divides samyak-darsana into two kinds - saraga and viaraga.
The marks of saraga-samyak-darsana are: prasama or suppression of

mental defects like attachment, envy, anger, etc., samvegaor fear from

birth and death, nirveda or desire to give up all enjoyments,anuiampa
or pity and astikya or faith in the words of the arhats. Vitaraga-

samyak-darsana consists in the attainment of the purity of the self. It

is added that, of these two, the first is the sadhana or means, while

the second is both the sadliana and the sadiya, i.e. both the means

and the end.26 The Ta^Far^iadiigaina-sutra explains sraddhana as

piatyayavadharana or discursive determination and as an invariable

grasping of all the objects of the sense-organs and the mind.27

From the explanations referred to above, we find two aspects of

saiuyaJc-dareana. On the one hand, it is right attitude or inclination

to truth or love for truth, and, on the other hand, it is definite and
correct grasping of truth. This will help us solve the problem of the

succession between samjaJk-dars'ana and samyak-jnana. That is to say,

samyak-darsana in the sense of right attitude or love for truth precedes

saznjafc-jiiana, and samyair-darsana in the sense of definite and
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correct grasping succeeds samyak-jnana. But how can right attitude

arise without correct knowledge or samyak-jnana ? Our reply is that,

some amount of right knowledge must be there before the rise of right

attitude, for right attitude cannot arise without right knowledge. On
the other hand, right knowledge also cannot arise without right at-

titude. This will finally lead us to the position that samyak-darsana

and samyak-jnana, arise simultaneously and are related to each other

as cause and effect.
28

If, however, we are to show the starting of the

process logically, we shall have to place samyak-darsana first, for it is

right attitude - which includes an aspect of psychological taste also -

that directs a person to know truth in the line of a particular system

of thought.

We may now come back to our original problem, i.e. whether the

meaning to the term darsana in samyak-darsana has any relation with

that of the same term in darsana-upay-oga and ananta-darsana. In

solving the problem, we are to say that all the meanings of the term

sauiyafc-darsana, namely, right attitude, love for truth, definite and

correct grasping of truth, etc., point to the fact that in this case also

the term darsana denotes a cognitive fact, and, as such, the meaning
of the term darsana in sainyafc-dars'ana is on a par with the meaning
of the same term in the other two cases. Here again, two more ques-

tions pose themselves:(l) If both samyat-darsana and samyalc-jnana

are cognitive facts, what is the difference between the two ? (2) If

samyak-darsana is a cognitive fact, why has it been explained in a

round about way as sraddiana, ruci, etc., and not directly as a cogni-

tive fact ? To the first question, our reply is that samyak-jnana means

simply correct grasping of truth, while samyak-darsana consists in a

psychological inclination towards truth and an affirmation of the same.

As to the second question, we are to say that samyaJt-darsana has been

explained not directly as a cognitive fact but as sraddiana, rucf, etc.,

to show the predominance of 'love' or 'inclination' for truth, which is

essential for spiritual progress.
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K.K.A. VENKATACHARI

UPASANA

Each one of us have our own ideas of the word upasana and this

has been built up in our mind since our childhood. We have been

brought up in a particular envkonment and have been exposed to the

influences of our parents, teachers, friends and many others, We had

occasions to see how persons react with various religious objects and

rituals. All these have resulted in the formulation of the connotation

of the word upasana.

We are here to examine our own concepts of upasana, and there-

fore, it would be worthwhile to study the word opasana in its grammat-
ical and historical sense. Words and their meanings change, though
this chnage is almost imperceptible over the centuries. Grammarians

of each age deal with words at the time and analyse them grammat-

ically and sometimes semantically. Among the three grammarians,
viz. Panini, Vararuci and Patanjali, it is said that the later writings of

them are supposed to be more valid.
1 This is also again corroborated

by Kalidasa when he says that every old poem is not good simply be-

cause it is old; nor is a poem without charm, because it is new; sound

critics favour the one or the other, after (proper) examination; while

a blockhead is guided by another's judgement.
2

So it would be worthwhile to trace the historical meanings of the

word upasana - the word which has assumed considerable importance
in the religious literature of the world.
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In the Rgveda, the word upasana has been used differently in dif-

ferent contexts. Thus upasana is used in the sense of worhsip in ylga-
s'ala.

3 Here it is stated that the worshippers approach the yaga-grha
and that money should be given to them.

At another place it is used in the sense of consuming.
4 Here it

is mentioned that Soma flows to manes. Others consume ghrta or

clarified butter. Thus the word upasate here indicates the act of con-

suming. The word is used in the sense of worshipping in other two rfe.
5

The deveotees worship the god, who is being praised widely. Agni and

other gods worship Nirrti.

It is quite interesting to note the transference of the meaning of

the word upasate in 1.162,12: ye carvato mamsabhiksam upasata. uio

tesani abhigurtir na invantu. Here the context is of Asvamedha-yaga,
The limbs of the sacrificial horse are being cooked for offering and
delicious appetising smell (surabhi) is spreading from the cooked stuff.

Sayana while commenting on this ric offeres three explanations.
6

But all these explain upasana as 'seeking'. The cooked offering is

deliciously fragrant and, therefore, fit to be offered to gods. The gods
are seeking fleshy offerings (mamsabhiksa). In the second explanation,

Sayana says that the people who are assembled in the y%a, i.e. human
beings; they are also seeking some part of the cooked horse. In the

third expalantiou, Sayana says, that all gods who are asssembled to

receive their shares of the sacrificial food are allured by the delicious

fragrance. They are impatient and cannot wait anymore, and hence
are seeking their shares. Thus the word upasate means seeking for.

In the Chandogya-Upanisad the vidhi of udgltha-upasana is de-

scribed, where upasana amounts to meditation.
7 The same is trace-

able in the Brhadaranyaka-Upanisad* Thus the Vedic word upasana
meaning seeking and worshipping came to be used for meditation in

the later Vedic or Upanisadic period.

The Bhagavadgita used the word upasana in the sense of kirtana,

yatana and namaskara? At another place, the word is used in the

sense of concentrating the mind upon,
10 In 12.6,

11 two words are used,
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one upasate as a verb and dhyayantah as an adverb. Both these words

together indicate meditative aspect of the word upasana.

In the religious literature like tantra and agama, the word upasana

is used to demonstrate a procedure. This includes some rituals and

also meditation. These are certain organised forms of worship. In

course of time, the tantras and agamas become deep rooted in soci-

ety and persons belonging to any one tradition were called upasakas.

Thus a person worshipping a. goddess is devi-iipasaia, one worship-

ping Sudarsana is a sudarsana-upasaka, one worshipping Hanuman is

hanumad-upasaka and so on like krsna-upasaka and rama-upasaka.

Thus, change in the meaning of the term upasana is an accepted

fact and it goes to prove the evolution of an early concept. Howsoever

crude the meaning of upasana might have been in the earliest usages, it

is quite striking that the word reached highest status in the religious

life and literature of the world inasmuch as it was almost identified

with the power of a deity or her chant (mantra). It was thus believed

that one who meditates upon any particular deity or a mantel in her

praise, attains the power or rather the super human power through

the upasana of that particular deity or mantra.

Now the meaning of the word upasana is more or less congealed and

there has been little change in the meaning over the past few centuries.

Even so, the concept of upasana needs to be studied in depth. This will

help us in understanding religious experiences. One must necessarily

study the chronological changes in meanings of the Vedic words moJcsa,

mukti, bh'akti) etc,, to understand the contemporary socio-religious

activities and their significance in human evolution,
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IN VEDIC

I. Concept of Man, Ms world and aspirations

The Vedic literature reflects the unceasing efforts of the Aryans to

win happiness and to keep off trouble through the ritual and prayer
in the form of religion and magic.The Vedic religion,as expounded
by the EJc, Yajus and Sama Vedas, is to enlist the good-will of gods

by prayer and ritual in the form of sacrifice, so that they may fulfil

the wishes of the worshipper.The Vedic rnagic, as expounded by the

Atharva-veda is coercive with a view to mould the course of events.

The Vedic culture was built agaist certain formidable basic principles

and presuppositions; e.g:

1, There are three worlds called earth (prthivi), atmosphere (anta-

riksa) and heaven (svarga).
1 At one time gods and human beings lived

together on this earth, and the gods ascended to the heaven through
sacrifices.

2 The earth is the foundation (pratistha) for these three

worlds because it is only from this earth some persons get elevated

and reach h^aLven through sacrifice. Yaska quotes a Vedic passage of

an unknown source that there is a nether world called naraka 'hell',

the world of punishment awaiting sinners after death.
3

2.The sacrifice is the best in the worlds,4 It is the creator. All

the desires ajre fulfilled by the sacrifice and even immortality lies in

the sacrifice.
5 The hymnsrecited in the sacrifice are so powerful as
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thunderbolt that the reciter, the officiating priest and the sacrificer

may be hit. Hence they are also to be propitiated. For example before

and after the recitation of the kindling verses the reciter should mutter

some hymns so as to appease the kindling verses by which they do not

function as thunderbolt.
6

3. The man has to find solutions to- all human problems only

through sacrifice. Thus the man is identified with sascrifice.
7 The

gods propitiated by the prayer and ritual come to the rescue of the

human beings on this earth.
8

4. The sacrifice is resorted to obtain fame (yasas) and proper food

(annam)
9
here and heaven hereafter.

10 The society comprises of biped
and quadruped animals.

11
Through them the man has to obtain all

the worldly pleasures
12 and remove grief.

5. Truth and faith are the two core principles that govern the social

existence of the man. Agni speaks truth. The gods are composed of

truth.
13 The gods accept the offerings of a man who has faith as his

deity, who speaks truth and who is full of penance ( tapas).
14 The

Maitrayaniya-samhita and the Atharva-veda affirm that great truth,

formidable order (rfcam), consecration, penance, the Veda and sacrifice

sustain the earth.
15

II. Nature of grief

While the man toils for happiness in this world he has to suffer grief

as the obstacles he has to face inevitably pose problem before he is

crowned with success. The word 'grief is comprehensive of all sorts of

mental agony prompting the man to action towards their obliteration.

Thus it is inclusive of all the senses of the Sanskrit words duhkha,

soia,visoia, iAeda, amhas, etc. Grief is thus a mental state of an

individual which agitates his social behaviour in his community. It

caii be experiencing or anticipatory. An experiencing grief is that

which is produced by diseases like jaundice. An anticipatory grief is

that which is likely to befall on a person or a community in future like

epidemic diseases and inroads of invaders. The conditions" causing grief

may be classified into five types, namely 1) physiological, 2) material,

3) environmental, 4) sociological and ethical, and 5) religious. Herein

a few conditions causing grief to which sacrifice was resorted to by the

ancient Aryans for their obliteration are shown for an understanding
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of the social conditions affecting the large masses obtainable in the

Vedic literature of the Brahma^a period,

III* Physiological conditions

Hunger, congenital and constitutional diseases axe the physiologi-

cal causes of grief;

Hunger: The cherished mundane aspiration of the Aryans to pos-

sess valour and cattle/
6
including cultivable fertile land,

17 was never

fulfilled in many a case. Hunger brought down a person to beggared
condition leading to adapt any sort of cruel act against the norms

of profession and ethics. For example in the episode of Sunahsepa
and Ajigarta, narrated vividly in the Aitareya<-Brahmana, the pyiest

Ajigarta sold his middle son Sunahsepa for one hundred cattle to 8$v$

his family from starving to be sacrificed by the king Hariscandra, By
profession a priest cannot either tie a victim of the sacrifice to the post
or slay it. But Ajigarta offered to tie -his son to the sacrifical post for

one hundred cattle and to slay him for another one hundred cattle*
18

Even though the moral sense of the priest was repudiated and he was

later deprived of his son as a punishment, Ajigarta liked to do it to

save his family from starvation deaths.

The offspring of Prajapati, soon after being born, ate the bar-

ley of Varuna, being hungry, without obtaining his prior permission.

As as result the children were grasped by Varuna and got dropsy

(mahodara).
w

Apala in RV, 8.91, wishing to be wedded to a wor-

thy bridegroom, requests Indra to grant fertility to the lands pf her

father, by. which he can become rich and marry her to a rich boy.
20

Disease; Disease and death are invincible for the physical body of

the human being. Just as the sacrifice
,
human body is the vehicle to

achieve better place here and hereafter. So the body is also identified

with the sacrifice in many a place in the Braimana literature.
21 Ac-

cording to PB, 9.2.13-14 a female Angiras by name Akupara had on~

genitally her skin like that of a lizard. Indra cleansed her body thrice

with the chant 3V, 1.167 (=RV. 8.81.1-3) and made her sun-skinned.22

Another lady Apala was ugly ands her body was not fully grown. One

day she found Soma stalks on her way while fetching water. She car-

ried them home and pressed for Indra by chewing with her teeth in the

mouth and made the prayer, Indra was pleased with her and purified
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her body and made bar with a skin resplendent like the Smi* 23 Many
constitutional diseases 'and healing hymns were also referred to abun-

dantly in the Vedic literature. For example RV. 1.50.11-13 is a spell for

the cure ofjaundice and heart disease,
24 and RV.10.161 and 10,163 are

healing charms against consumption (yaksman) or( rajayaksmaji)^
The Chandogya-Upa&Isad describes Raikva as scratching his leprous
wounds sitting under his cart.

26 To live long for hundred years over-

coming disease is the cherished desire through prayer and ritual as said
in RV. 10.161.4.

27

IV Material conditions

Poverty and inability to provide adequate clothing and good shel-
ter are hinted at by Yaska in a passage of unidentified .source. People
were terrified by the winter (ieirzanfca) for want of adequate cover-

ing and dying helplessly because of cold waves. They rejoiced over
the commencement of dewy season (sisira).

28 The same passage also
refers to the settlements of families in unprotected areas where people
were afraid of (bii>iyad)wild animals. The parents might be staring
helplessly when one of their children was killed by a wolf.

V* Environmental conditions

Besides wild animals and reptiles, the epidemic diseases and calami-
ties which broke in different seasons were referred to by the 'Four

monthly' sacrifices (caturmasya). The samvatsaxa (year), ayana (sol-

stice), rtu (season), masa (month), paksa (fortnight), tithi (lunar day)
and naksatra (star)

- all temporal factors of nature - are connected with
sacrifice to overcome calamities. The catuimasyas are called medicinal
sacrifices,

29 and the liusare propitiated.
30 These are performed at the

juncture of the seasons as several diseases spread at the beginning of
seasons spring, rain and autumn. As the Kausitaki-Brahmana says
these sacrifices produce a benediction for the healing of the sacrifice
and the .medicine of the sacrificer.

31

VL Sociological and ethical conditions

When the norms of co-existence and division of labour - the founda-
tion for rights to education, profession and property - were disturbed,
the legal, the religious and expiatory punishments ranging from tabu
to ex-communication were awarded to the concerned members of the

society. Ethical, moral and legal norms of conduct were evolved as
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precautionary measures, In case of any eventuality it was dealt with

severely. Increase of enemies, misconduct of the members in a group
of workers, disobedience of children

f adultery of the women folk were

matters of grief and great concern. While RV, 10.71.4-6 speaks of

the value of friendship, RV.10,166 is a hymn for destruction of rivals.

The Atharva-veda is full of spells and rituals for protection from ene-

mies, destruction of foes, kings, etc. AV. 4.16; 5.14 and 6.37 contain

exorcism against the liar and the cursing rogue.

Quarrels: Complaints against persons and altercation between per-

sons and rupture of friendly relations were the antisocial practices dis-

turbing the economic principle of division of labour. The Vedic seer of

RV. 1.191 was so much apprehensive of the consequences of disunity

and quarrels that he .appeals to the gods that they atleast should not

get into confrontation arnong themselves in the heaven. He assures

that he would offer the oblations with equal respect to* all the gods
and thus advocates in return that they should work together for the

benefit of the human beings on the earth by understanding the minds
of each other through dialogue.

32
Adapting the same principle a ritual

called rtvigvaranam 'appointment of priests' is introduced at the very
commencement of the sacrifice in which different priests are requested
to avoid by oath complaints against and altercations with copriests

during the period of sacrifice and work in unision for the successful

completion of the sacrifice. The priests are also paid lavishly for work-

ing in harmony.
33 The Aitareya-Brahmana warns that a hotr can cause

good or evil of the sacrificer by reciting the hymns in triplet address-

ing various gods in confusion by passing over a verse or a line. He
can kill his sacrificer by stopping the expiration or respiration or both

or make him lame by depriving an eye, an ear, strength and so on.

But if he desires to make the sacrificer to prosper along with all his

members, with all the self, he recites the hymns in due and proper
order.

34
'Verily thus he makes him prosper with all his members, with

all his self'.
35

Disobedience ofsons: The disobedience of children is a great source

of grief because the Ahitagni has to perform a variety of expiatory
rituals besides loosing reputation in the society. In the episode of

Visvlinjtra's sons and Sunahsepa the priest Visvamitra wanted to

adopt Sunahsepa as his son and requested his 101 sons to take him
as their

,

eldest. But the first fifty sons did not relish the idea while

MaHhucchandas wi his fifty younger brothers accepted fche decree of
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their father. Raged by the disobedience of his 50 sons he cursed them
to live on the borders of Aryavaxta, loosing their priestly profession
and inheritance.

36

Misconduct of daughters: Every unmarried daughter is a cause of

grief for the parents as the father has to bear the total responsibility if

any untoward incident happens to her in his patriarchal society, which
allows post-puberty and love marriages. His sacrifice gets defiled if she

gets conception before marriage. He has to perform a special ritual

as an expiatory rite for the fault of his daughter.
37 So the Aitaieyar

Brahmana says: 'A wife is a comrade, a daughter is "a misery and a
son is a light in the highest heaven'.

38

Adultery of wife: While the man considers his wife as a comrade in

his sacrifice, he cannot conceive adultery of her. Thus the sex morality

among women was an interesting anxiety of men. As a preventive
measure the wife ofan Ahitagni was put to test by oath of her character
time and again, because the social order was based on two principles of

truth and faith. For example in the.Tour monthly' seasonal sacrifice

Varunapraghasa there is an expiatory ritual in which the wife of the
sacrificer confesses the names or number of her lovers (if any) and
offer plates of porridge in the Southern Fire.

39 A woman commits a
sin against Varuna if sfce, while belonging to one, sleeps with another.
This ordeal is to be gone through every year in which the Four monthly
sacrifices are held*

Cruelty ofhusband; Similarly women were afraid in the patriarchal

society of being driven away from Home by their husbands for not being
charmful, energetic and rich. So Apala in RV. 8.91.4-5 wanted (1) to
become energetic, (2) to have her father abundance of wealth, and (3)
to be loved by her husband so that he shall not leave her by the grace
of Indsra through Soraa,40

VIJL Religious conditions

Breach of vow to gods and of promise to the members of the society
and nonobservance of rituals in fulfilment of vows lead to calamities

like disease resulting in grief. In the interesting episode of Hariscandra
and Rohita, at the instance of Narada, Hariscandra obtains by a boon
from Varm>a a son who was named Rohita on the promise that he
would sacrifice his son to Varuna. He postponed the fulfilment of his
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promise till Rohita attained the age of adolescence at which he refused

to be sacrificed and ran away from the house. As a result Hariscandra

got dropsy and at the end he could overcome the disease by pro-

pitiating Visvedevas and Varuna.41 RV. 10.162 is a prayer to avert

abortion.42 So also the Mrgara hymns of the holy magic (athaxvan)
are the prayers for deliverance from amhas 'distress

5
.

43

VIII, Conclusion

It is very striking that the Vedic poets reacted and lamented the

pain and suffering of the world. 'World suffering' which was sung by
the Vedic seers became the basic thought for Buddha's teachings.

Patanjali in his Mahabhasya sees that the grief and its release as the

motivators even for the worldly peasures.
45

All the Indian philoso-

phers agree upon the transitoriness and futility of all that is earthly

and strive only for death which is followed by no rebirth. Thus in

their deliberations the grief is an indispensable item for treatment.
46

The Nakulisapasupata school of Saiva philosophy went to the extent

of holding that the irradication of grief itself is the aim of life; the lib-

eration of course, is of the nature of obtaining the state of Isvara from
the removal of all grief.

47 Whatever may be the school of philosophy
or religion, the aspiration of the Indian from time immemorial is a

long span of life with energy and prosperity as said in' TS. 3.3.4.3:

satfamanaip bbavati satayuh purusa satendriya

ayusy evendnye prati tisthatL
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sacred barhis. While the Vaisvadeva sacrifice bestows off-spring to

the sacrificer (KB. 5-1.17-18), the Vazunapraghasa, promotes the

increase of flocks, rain, and plenty. The Sakamedha contains an

agricultural rite in which an offering is made to sunasirau - the two

deified parts of the plough -
signifying the increase of agricultural

produce,

30 &tbo rtavo vai vajinah. rtun eva tat prinati, KB. 5.2.27-28.

31. Cf. svastyayanam eva kumte, yajiiasyaiva sankyai. yajamanasya
ca bhisajyayai, KB. 5.10.27-29.

32. RV. 10.191.1-4.

33. nunaqpt sa te prati vaj-aija jarifcre duhiyad indra dak$ina maghom /'

RV.2.12.21.

34. AB.11.3,

35. jam u kamayeta sarvalr en&m angaih sarvenatmana samardhaya-

nity etad evasya . yakhapurvam guklptaxp samset sarvair

evainam tadangalh sarvenatmana &&mardhayati, AB, 11-3, p.295.

36. tasya ha visvamitrasyatka&atam pu tra asuh pancasad evajyayamso

madhuchandasafy paScasat kaniyamsafy* tad ye jyayamso na te

kusalam menire tan ano vyajaharantan vah praja bhaksisteti. ta

ete 'ndhrah pnndrah sabarah pulinda mutiba ity udantya bahavo

vaisvamitra dasyunam bhuyistah^ AB. 33,6, p. 856.
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37, yat kutnari maadrayate. ...agnis tad anuwsdhati, TA. 1*27.4.

38. sakha ha jaya, krpanam ha duhita jyotit ha putrah parame vyo
ima, AB. 33.1, p. 837. See also: M, Srimannarayana Murti,

'Position and status of women In the age of the liturgical samhitas,

brahmanas and upanisad$
!

, ill : L.K.Tripathi (ed), Position and

Status of Women in Ancient India, vol. 1, pp. lOff., Varanasi 1088,

39 atha pmtiprastbata pra,tiparaitL sa patnim udanesy&a prcchati -

fkena carasi* itL vazunytup. va etat svikaroti - yad a&yasya sati -

anyena carati, *atio nenme "*nt&h&"aly& juhvad iti' tasmat prcchati.

niruktam va enah kanlyo bhavatL* satyson bhavati tasinaddieva

grcchatL sa, yan n, pratijanita, jn&tibhyo hasyaitad ahitam syat,

SB. 2.5.2.20.

40. kuvic chakat kuviti kwrafc kuvinno v&isyasaskara,t/

kuvit patidvisp yatlr indrena sari^aniamaliai // RV. 8.91.4.

41. putrain amantr^yamasa tatayaqi vat n^ahjam tvam ad&daddha&ta

tv&yaham imaip y&ja itL sa ha nety tiktvi, diautir a^ayafanyam
upatasthau sa s$mvatsaram aranje cacara* . atha halksvtikam

varimo jagraha tasya hodaram jajne, AB. 33.2-3, p*842*
42. brahmanagnih samvidano mksoha badh&tam itah/

amiVa yas te gaxbham durnama, yonim a&aye // EV, 1621.
All the sickness iii the human body is comndeu^d as caused by
the evil spirits. This is an address to Agni to destroy the evil

spirits which cause abortion,

43. AV. 4.23-29. There are seven hymns called Mrgara^ in which in the

last foot ofeach verse contains the word amfaas 'distress^ employed
in the healing rite against any disease (cf. Kautttkaauttfy 32.26,27).
These hymns are addressed to the gods Agni (4.23), fodra (4.24),

Vayu and Savitr (4.25), Heaven and Earth (4.26), M&ffuts: (427),
Bhava and Sarva (4.28) with on common prayer, let these gods
free the worshipper from distress' (e.g. te no mu&caatv amiasaJh,
4,27.1). Even though they ar"e employed in healing, only, it can be

id, on the basis of the descriptions, that the distress (axphas) was
caused to than because -of lack of enough strength (balam, 2JJ)
or manliness (nrmnam, 24.3), fighting with. enemies (samgramam,
24.7), demons (raksamsi, 25.4), inadequate nourighmemt (subhojas,
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26.1), insufficient rains (osadhmam rasawi, 27.3), witchcraft-maker

(krtyakrt, 28,6) and malicious persons (druianah, 29.1-2).

44. duhkham samsarinah skandhas te pmca praMrtitah^ 1.5.

45. Even the carnal pleasure is considered as caused by grief. Cttatha,

khedat strisu pravrttir bhavati samanas ca khedavigamogamyayam
cagamyayam ca, tatrea niytmah kriyata iyam gamyeyam agamyeti,
MB. 1.1.1., p. 8

( Kielhorn edn.).

46. Definitions of various types are offered by philosophers of all

schools. For example V&syayana of the Nyaya school of philoso-

phy opines that duhklmis an object of hatred because of its be-

ing undesirable for expmenceing (pratikulavedanlyam duhkham^
14,2). Even thepuran^s, lexicons, etc., enumerate various' causes

of grief. For example in the Vacaspatyam a passage is quoted
from the KaviJcalpaJ^a according to \vhich the causes of grief
are: dependency (pazatanfoya), mortgage (adhi), disease (vyadhl),
loss of honour (jMracjizfo"), enemies (satru)^ a wife of bad con-

duct (iubiarja), poverty (nafasvam), living in a bad village (iu-

gramaFasa), serviig a bad master (kusvamisevana), many unmar-
ried daughters (ia&ulanyai), old age (vrddhatva), residence in

other's house (pa'agrhav&sa), away from home during rainy season

(varsapravasa), laving two wives (bharyadvayam)> unloyal servant

(knbhrtya) andcultivation with a bad plough (durhalakaranakrsi),
' 3618.

47. sasfoantajreblyo 'misam gunatisayena kathanam visesah. tathahi
- anyatra digkhanivrttir era duhkhantah. iha tu paramaisvarya-
praptls ca ... anyatra kalvalyadiphalako yogah. iha tn paramadsva-
Tyadubkhajtaphalakah, Sarvadarsanasamgraha, NakuHsapasu-
patadarsaia, p.171 (BORI edn.).
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'There is truth covered by truth where they unyoke the

horses of the sun ;
the ten hundred stood together ; there was

that One* I saw the greatest of the embodied gods.'
7

The horses of the sun symbolizing time have to halt before Him

as He is the controller of time and 'the ten hundreds stood together'

suggests that in Him all the gods and goddesses, the spirits or tutelary

deities that might be conceived, merge together. Hymns are addressed

to the different gods (devatas) separately and also to all of them jointly

as Visvedevas but the idea that the different gods are only functional

appellations of the One Supreme Reality p.ervades all the streams of

the Vedic thought as well as varied modes of its expression. The

Vedic poetry presents different images of cosmic functioning with the

One Supreme conscious principle as its central point. The cosmos is

described as 'One wheeled chariot'
8

or 'seven wheeled chariot'
9 but

the assertion of One Unborn is consistently present
10 and the poet says

in another verse of the same hymn that the ultimate meaning of the

Vedic hymn is the Supreme Imperishable Reality in which reside all

the gods and if a person does not know this what would he do with the

hymn.
11 Another Rgvedic hymn known as the Purusasukta compares

the cosmos to a symbolic sacrificial rite (jajna)
12 where the One All-

pervasive Supreme is the efficient as well as the material cause. The

Supreme is named Pmusa, one who resides in the whole universe that

is only his manifestation and is Himself still beyond it.

Purusa indeed is all this,

What has been and what will be;

He is the lord of immortality and

aH that grows by food.

Such is His glory but

Purusa is greater than this.

All the beings are a fourth of Him;
Three-fourth of Him, the immortality ,

Me in heaven.
13

Hymns 81 and 82 of the tenth book of the Rgveda give a beautiful

delineation of the Supreme Being as the creator, sustainer and ruler of

Ifae whole universe. He is the lather (pita). His eye is everywhere. The
whole universe is his face and his arms and feet encampass everything.
That One God imparts movement to everything

14 and is described as

the traascedental One who is beyond the ken of the seven luminaries.
15

He is One alone bearing the names of all the Gods. All the beings only
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journey to Him, who is the object of ultimate question (yo devta&p
nmadhi, eka eva tarn samprasnam bhuvaaa yantyanya).

16

Having described him as the power behind the cosmic activity,

the Vedic view of the God is also acosmic - that is, he is beyond the

cosmos as well.
4He is beyond heaven, beyond the earth, beyond all the

powerful gods'.
17 This is the idea of the Supreme without the epithets

of being the creator, sustainer or the destroyer of the universe.

The Vaksukta (RV. X.125) is a hymn of identification with the

Supreme Being. The poetess Vagambhrni presents the notion of the

Supreme who is the force behind all the gods and the sustainer of all

the activity at the microcosmie as well as the macrocosmic levels but

is still beyond everything; the cosmos represents only the display of

the greatness of the Supreme Being. The last of the eight verses of the

poem says -

And it is I who moves like breeze

I set all existing worlds in motion

Beyond heaven beyond earth am I

All this became I due to my splendour.
18

The Nasadiya-sukta, another poem dealing with creation speaks
of the self-existent One before the world of duality came into being.

There existed then neither death nor non-death

Existed then there no distinction between night and day
Without breeze breathed One in his strength

Other than that nothing existed.

And then the sixth verse of this poem beautifully presents the view

that the idea of the multiplicity of gods is essentially cosmic and post-

creation.

Who knows the secret, who proclaimed it here ?

Whence the manifold creation sprang ?

The gods themselves came later into being;

Who knows from whence the great creation sprang !

So the view of the plurality of gods is functional and submits finally

to the concept of the One Supreme governor of the universe residing
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in his blissful divinity: yo asy&dhyak?* parame vyomao f - (vyoman
is vuuoaa - the ultimate point in which the trinity merges.)

With reference to the cosmos another idea that finds expression
through various symbols in the Vedic hymns is the 'principle of com-
phmentary dualism' where two gods are presented as mutually depen-dent pair. Philosophically, the powerful and his power are conceived as
dual principle of creativity and is constantly reflected in the language
and mythology of the Veda through the symbols of two gods called
dewtadvandra, where two are invoked together as in Indra-varunau
Mitra-varunau, Indragni, Indra-vayu, Indra-brhaspatI, Indra-vis'nu'
Indra-somau, Indra-pusnau, . DySvfrprthivi, Uso-ratrl, Usasa-'
nakta. These represent the basic nature of the cosmic functioning.
Through these various dual-diety-symbols the seeric poets have given
expression to the dualistic

complementarity that causes the creative
tension and is present at all levels of existence but in the ultimate
analysis this also submits to the principle of One Absolute Entity that
has no name no form and no epithet. The 88th poem of the tenthbook of the gveda, given to the delineation of dual deities Surya and

1

How many are fires, how many, seers?
How many dawns, how many streams of water ?
I do not now ask any bold question, O Fathers !

I wish to know now the Blissful principle for my enlightenment.

On this the commentator quotes from the Rgveda itself:
It is one fire that is lit in many forms,
It is one sun manifest amply in all,
One dawn illuminates everthing,
It is One alone who has become all this.

19

_

The
Becoming'

alone is multifarious but the Being is One' Soul ofthe whole becoming though untouched by. it.

theS "K"
678 the dl

,

pervasive cosmic engies carrying within themthe creative germ and generating the creative process Who is One
divine lord of all the divinities, to that All-blissful Divinity, we offeour humble worship'" says another verse of the .Rgveda.
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The epithet
4

one* (eJra) is repeatedly used to assert the idea of the

ever-existent, non-changing central point in the midst of the cosmic

flux of varied names and forms. The western scholars in the 19th

and early twentieth centuries translated the last line: kasmai devaya,

havisa vidhema of the above verse as
f

to which god, shall we offer our

oblation', negating the whole Vedic tradition of interpreting the word
6
ia'. There is no doubt in the Vedic mind'regarding the monotheistic

view of the God, the creator, the lord of the universe who is blissful in

nature. The Satapatha-Bralmiana (6.22.5), the Aitaxeya-Brahmana

(3.21) and the Gopatha-Up&nisad-Bmhmana (6.3) explain the word
-

c
ia' as the 'Blissful Creator 5

(io hi prajapatih or prajapatir vaz kah),

Max Muller of course, with regard to the Hiraiiyagaxbha poem
(from \vhich the above mentioned verse is taken) says in his History of

Ancient Sanskrit Literature: "I add only one more hymn (RV.10.121)in
which the idea of One God is expressed with such power and decision,

that it will make us hesitate before we deny to the Aryans an instinc-

tive monotheism" (p. 578).

But the question is why did the western scholarship of the 18th

and 19th centuries take time to accept the presence of monotheism in

the Vedic literature. The reasons lie in the main postulates that char-

acterized the western thinking at that time. The theory of evolution,

the idea of historicity, the compartmentalised approach to different

fields of learning are of importance. Since the Vedas were found to be

the earliest texts on the shelves of the world library by the scholars,

the theory of evolution worked on their minds as not to expect the

profoundest truths of life from these texts. So they propounded poly-

theism or pantheism in the Veda. Max Muller gave another theory

termed as 'Kathenotheism5

or
4Henotheism' explaining which he says,

"Each Vedic poet seems to exalt the particular god whom he happens
to be singing to a position of supremacy

1

*. It would be easy to find

in the numerous hymns of the Veda, passages in which almost every

single god is represented as supreme and absolute. In the first hymn
of the second book of the Rgveda Agni is called ruler of the universe,

the lord, of men, the wise king, the father, the brother and the sun,

the friend of men; may all the powers and names of the others are

distinctly ascribed to Agni. "Indra is celebrated as the strongest god
in the hymns as well as in the Brahmanas and the burden of one of

the songs of the tenth Book is: Visvasmad Indra uttarah, 'Indra is

greater than all'. Of Soma it is said that he was born great, and that
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lie conquers every one. He is called the king of the world, he has the

power to prolong the life of men and in one sense he is called the

maker of heaven and earth, of Agni, of Surya, of Indra and Visnu. If

we read the next hymn, which is addressed to Varuna, we perceive

that the god here invoked is, to the mind of the poet, supreme and

almighty".
21 Max Muller was perplexed to find each deity separately

applauded to the extreme and named this trend as 'henotheism
5

or

'kathenotheism'. In his last work Tie Six Systems of Philosophy, Max
Muller seems to have fully comprehended the vision of the Vedic seers

that the different deities having distinct personalities with their re-

spective activities are manifestations of One God under various names

and that One non-variant was described as variant because no name
indeed could describe Him. He says, "Whatever may be the age when
the collection of our Rgveda Samhita was finished, it was before that

age, that the conception had been formed that there is but One Being
neither male nor female, a Being raised high above all the conditions

and limitations of personality and of human nature and nevertheless

the Being that was really meant by all such names as Indra, Agni,
Matarisvan and by the name of Prajapati

- lord of creatures."
22

Max Muller's theory of henotheism did not find favour with the

other scholars. Says A.C. Clayton, "More modern scholars do not how-

ever, consider this practice so remarkable as Max Muller did. They
regard it more as a species of poetic license, by which a singer magni-
fied the god whom he was invoking, rather than an evidence that the

poet actually claimed that the god whom he was then reverencing was
the superior of all others". But it is clear that even Clayton has not

understood the real spirit of the monotheistic expression in the Veda,

Aurobindo has in a big way refuted the anti-monotheistic and henothe-

istic views. Cited here is just a brief statement: "But why should not

the foundation of Vedic thought be natural monotheism rather than
this new fangled monstrosity of henotheism. Well, because primitive
barbarians could not possibly have risen to such high conceptions and
if you allow them to have so risen you imperil our theory of the evolu-

tionary stages of the human development and you destroy our whole
idea about the sense of the Vedic hymns and their place in the history
of mankind. Truth must hide herself, common sense disappear from
field so that a theory may flourish!"

23
In a satirical way Aurobindo has

rediculed the western stand on the question of monotheism as how it

was more linked to the belief in the postulates of evolutionary the-

ory than the direct and multiple evidence from the Vedic texts that
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have repeatedly proclaimed the idea of One Conscious Principle at

the back of the entire phenomenon. 'The Vedic hymns are chanted to

the One deity under many names which are used and even designed
to express his qualities and powers',

24
Dvij Das Datta also lias iu his

book Rgveda Unveiled, beautifully expounded the idea of monotheis-

tic outlook of God and referred to the passages of the IjLgveda, that

explicitly expound this idea.
25

Chapters thirtyone and thirtytwo of the Sukla-Yajurveda repeat
the Pumsa-sukta and the Eirnyagarbha-sukia of the Rgveda with

more explicit and direct praise of the one ultimate entity. The last

chapter (known also as the Isavasyopanis&d) of this Veda opens with

the assertion that 'all this is pervaded by the one lord, whatever moves
in this world'. He is the soul of the whole universe, the very life. In this

chapter of eighteen verses one finds the essence of the whole of Vedic

philosophy, ethics and cultural ethoes which are guided by the basic

aphorism of Jsa, the one commander of the universe, the supreme self

of everything. A man of realization sees that one reality stationed in

the depths of heart and where the whole universe becomes like a small

nest.26 'That one is Agni (fire), Aditya, (seer),Vayu (breeze) and Can-

drama (moon). That alone is the luminious Brahma (the absolute),
creative energy as well as the creator*.

27

Coming to the Atharvaveda, that is known for its simple poetic

diction and down to earth approach to various questions of life and

existence, we find a very clear exposition of the monotheistic view of

God. The 7th and the 8th hymns of the tenth book (kaada) of the

Atharvaveda beautifully elucidate the principle of one reality. The
seventh hymn consisting of 44 verses extols it as skambha 'pillar', the

'main support' to everything. Not only every particle of the universe

depends upon Skambha but 'the thirty three gods are located in Him
as limbs in one body'.

28
Again it is said that 'just as all the branches

of a tree adhere to the trunk of a tree, so do all the gods adhere to

that One as their shelter
9

,

29
in whom are located the earth, the space

and the heaven, the fire, the moon, the sun and the wind, know that

as Skambha*.30

Throughout the Vedic literature that monotheistic principle is spo-

ken of as manifesting in the multiple variety of the cosmic phenomenon
but still remaining one in its real form. ^Having supported the whole

earth and the variegated forms it is in totality of one form alone.'
31
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The great adorable one (maliad yaksam) is that, the
centre

of the

universe
3 * and from it does the sun rise and in it does it set.

The same seer says, <I know that thread spread all over, in which

ail the beings are strung. I know the thread of the thread that is the

great Brahman'.
34 The concept of the one god, the universal spirit co-

exists with the concept of the Absolute and this is the Vedic design.

The absolute is without epithets, a cosmic entity; then there is the

one qualified by the epithets as the creator, the sustainer and the

destroyer as well as the governor of the universe. The qualified and

the unqualified are non-different. The multiple gods represent the

various aspects of the manifested power of the supreme, the invariant

functional principles of the cosmos that follow the JRa, the law of

cosrnic movement. The Vedic seer of penetrating vision, perceives the

cosmic functioning around him as stretching in eternity, looks at it as

the genesis eternal and Rta is the eternal law of genesis. Creation,

construction and progress are all governed by Rta. The Vedic seers

have repeatedly pointed out that all the Devatas the forces of creation

and preservation are following this law.

Usas the beautiful heavenly damsel goes
around the regions,

On a chariot to which are yoked
the liorses that adhere to Rta.

35

Even about Indra it is said that he moves with steads yoked by
Rta; but the controller of Rta is the supreme god.

When the creator stood as protector
in the path of Rta, then the gods
resolved to achieve prosperity.

36

In the Vedas as well as the following Vedic literature thirtythree
gods are enumerated at many places

37 and they are explained as eight
Vasus, eleven Rudras, twelve Adityas, the earth and heaven these are
the thrity three gods and the Satapatha-Brahmana has further enu-
marated and explained the idea of these thirty three gods. "The eight
Vasus are fire

( Agni), earth (Prthivi), wind (Vayu), space (Autariksa),
sun (Surya), moon (Candrama) and the planets (Naksatraiii).These
are known as the vasvs since all wealth (vasu) resides in these or be-
cause they make everything to live, they are Vasus. These axe the
basic aspects of this world they represent the regions, planets, energyand luminaries. The eleven Rudras are the ten vital energies of the
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body (Prana) and the Self (Atman); they are called Rudras because

they, by their exit, make the beings to weep, By twelve Adityas axe

denoted the twelve months of the year, they axe called Adityas because

they move on carrying everything of the universe along with them (as

they represent the measurement of time), the thirtysecond is India or

the lightening and the thirythird is Prajapati, who represents Yajna,
the whole cosmic activity or creation.

38 In this context the S&tapatha-

Brahmana expalins Prajapati as Yajna - which in the Puzusa-sukta

symbolises the creation. Visnu is also called Yajfia at many places;
-

the 'powerful' is identified as power. But when Prajapati denotes the

one supreme entity, then he is enumerated as the thirty-fourth, the

one beyond and above the category of the thirty-three gods,
39 These

references from the Vedic literature amply assert that the plurality of

gods is only phenomenal, infact it is only one power manifested in the

cosmos as various objects, powers and functions. The Vedic think-

ing is that to know the reality behind the world, one must know the

world also in its entirety and understand the invariant principles of

its working. Prom the Devatavada one goes to the Brahmavada. The

TaittiriyarAranyaka says that Brahman is the principle that is present

in all; that is the Parama-purusa, that has entered and filled every-

thing. The Atharvaveda says,
4

In Him all the gods become one*,
40 In

the next hymn it says
4He is called neither the second, nor the third

nor yet the fourth. He is called neither the fifth, nor the sixth, nor

yet the seventh. He is called neither the eighth, nor the ninth, nor yet

the tenth. He takes care of all who breathe or breathe not. All the

power resides in Him. He is one. One alone and only one. All the gods

become one in Him'. 41 The Yajur-i
fecfa gives a beautiful expression

to His cosmic and non-cosmic aspects:

It moves; it moves not.

It is far; it is near.

It is within all;

It is without all.
42

As is clear from the above given references one comes across var-

ied discriptions of the cosmic body of the One in the four Vedas and

the Upanisads. In its essence that One is described as ever-existent,

pure consciousness and bliss (sac-dd-ananda) untouched by time. He

is without birth and so without death (ajo nityah sanatanah)The fa-

mous GayatrJ-mantra that is supported to contain the essence of all

the Vedas, presents the supreme being as the 'divine light
5

.
43 The

Upanis&ds also describe the supreme as the eternal, one with the
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of the sun and beyond all darkness.
44 He is like a

light,
4S the pure light of lights,

46
K&$hopani$&d puts it poetically:

There the sun shines not, nor do the moon and stars,

No do these lighteuings, how could the fire,

Everything shines after Him the shining one

By his light does all this shine,
47

He is pure bliss, 'know that the Brahman is bliss (ananda)\
48

His form is that of pure bliss when he shines.
49 Brahman is truth,

knowledge and endless bliss.
50 This Bliss is of the form of pure joy

and consciousness
51 and occean of this Bliss is without limits.

52

Thus we find that the concept of one supreme reality (efcam sat)
finds manifold and varied expression throughout the Vedic literature.

In fact the supreme one
s
in its absolute form is beyond all words (yad-

vacanabhyuditam) and all discriptions fall short of him (neti neti 'not

this, not this'}. Indeed he is to be realised in one's own self.
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RABINDRA KUMAR PANDA

CESSATION OF NESCIENCE
AS FIFTH KIND OF REALITY

IN ADVAITA VEDlNTA ; AN APPRAISAL
(PANCAMAP&AKARA AVIDYANIVRTTI)

The Advaita Vedanta system of philosophy identifies the concep-
tion of avidymivrtti or absolute cessation of erroneous cognition ter-

med Avidya alias"Maya with mukti* the supreme end of human endea-

vour,
1 The reason of this identification lies in the fact that since Avidya

which is indefinable (anirv&cmiy) and beginningless (aaadi) by na-

ture, covers the essential nature of Brahman, 'the supreme self' as sat,

cit and an&nda and projects it as Individual Self or psycho-physical

complex (jivafcman), and thereby creates all sorts of unavoidable hu-

man suffering, the mukti, according to Advaitic soteriology, consisits

of complete annihilation of this root cause called Avidya. Thus, mulct!

and avidyanivrtti are synoi^ymous. Though the Advaita Vedauta

ur>e$ numerous terms connoting this highest goal, i.e., mukti such as

brahinaprapti, foraimas^safcJcara, braimavagafcf, etc., still of all these

concepts avidyanivrtti is the most significant. For centuries, it has

occupied the elevated minds of the outstanding Advaita preceptors

starting from Mandana (670-720 A.D.), the author of the celebrated

work Brafimasiddlif, to Madhusudana (1600 A.D.) the author of the

Advaitasiddhi and thereby givn rise to noticeable dialectical warfare.

The question which has made Advaitins seriously disturbed is:

What is the nature of avidyanivrtti ? This question is not absoutely
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irrelevant. For, Avidyft, according to Advaita is indefinable (mm-

mcanlyii) as it cannot be defined as s&t (existent or real), asat (non-

existent or unreal) or s&dasadubhaya (real-cum-unreal). Since, AvidyS,

perishes when true knowledge aboufc an object arises, it is not sat

or imperishable; as it appears and continues upto the arrival of true

knowledge, Avidya is not asat (unreal) like the son of a barren woman

(vandhyarputra) which does not appear in our conceptual knowledge,

Nor Avidya is sadasadubhaya (real-cum-unreal) since it is an apparent

contradiction. Thus, Avidya being neither sat nor asat nor sadasadu-

bhaya is called axiirvacaniya.

Now, a question arises: if the nature of Avidya is anirvacaniya as

shown above, then, what is the nature of its nivrtti ? Let us observe

how the Advaitins answer this question. For Sankara this question

is not important and hence he has not answered it in his commen-
tarial and independent works. But the post-Sankara Advaitins have

answered this question in different ways. According to Mandanamisra,

avidyanivrtti is identical with the Brahman;
2

it is also, according to

him, identical with the direct knowledge of the Brahman (vidya) which

brings about the removal of Avidya.
3
Advaitavidyacarya is of the

view that avidyanivrtti. is momentary and anirvacaniya ( indefinable).
4

Some Advaitins are of the view that avidyanivrtti is pancafnaprafrara

(fifth kind of reality or existence). In this paper an attempt is made
to study critically this interesting conception of avidySwvrtti as a

pancamaprakara in historical perspective, to trace out its origin and

development and to appraise its philosophical significance.

- As the very term pancamaprakara indicates, the state of nivrtti or

cessation has a different reality from the four forms, namely sat, asat,

sadasadubhaya and sadasadmubhaya. This state is n6t real because
its acceptance would introduce dualism in Advaita. This state is also

not unreal because, it would not be an achievement of knowledge, for

no one has ever heard of the efficacy of knowledge in revealing unreal

entities. We also cannot assert that this state is both real and unreal

because this would introduce m irresolvable contradiction inherent

in such a conception. This state is also not a&irvajcatilya because it

would be identical with Avidya, which is anirvacaniya. 'Soxftte' Ad-

vaitins, therefore, are of the opinion that avidyani^tti possesses a

pailcamapraJcara reality, and hence altogether different from Avidya.
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Appayya Dlkita (1600 A.D,), in bis famous work, Slddh&ntalesA-

*aipgr&Jia informs* that Anandabodha, the author of the Nyayainaka-

mnda, Prama.-nama,l&, Ny&yadip&vali and Nyayadlpika, advocates this

concept. TVue to his mention, Anandabodha in his NySyamahaxanda
discusses some views of avidySnivrtti and finally rejecting all of them

proves the validity of pancamaprakaxavidyanivrtti concept.
6 But

Anandabodha cannot be considered as the originator of this concept
since in the works of his predecessors, this concept has been elaborately
discussed. Vumuktatman (900 A.D.) the author of the Istasiddhi*

and Sarvajnatnian (950 A.D.) the author of the Sainksepasarmka
8

have discussed this concept. However,Pande maintains9 that this is

expounded by Mandanatnisra in his Biahmasiddhi and later on by

Vacaspatimisra, a strict follower of Mandana.This being the case, the

determination of the actual propounder of this concept of avidyanivrtti
as a fifth kind becomes complicated,

If we go by the logic of the chronological order of the Advaita

preceptors^ based on the historical records, Mandana being a contem-

porary of Sankara is supposed to have flourished in the eighth century
AD. 10 And taking into account Professor Sangamlal Pande's state-

ment which attempts in proving Mandana as the originator of this

doctrine, we could have easily determined Mandana as the real origi-

nator. But unfortunately, Pande does not furnish any reference neither

of Mandana nor of Vacaspati on the basis of which he claims Mandana
and his follower Vacaspati as the propounders of this concept. On the

other hand, Mandana's Brahmaslddhi as we have investigated, does

not provide any information directly or indirectly about the opinion
of the learned doctor.

Further, Mandana is known as the propounder of 'the view, i.e.

avidyanivrtti as Atrnan or Brahman n Hence Pande's view seems to

be misleading and unauthentic.

Similar is the case with Vacaspatimisra. As it is found that Vacas-

pati in his Bhamati which is a complete commentary on the Sankara-

bhasya does nowhere discuss the doctrine of pancamaprakaravidyir
nivrttL His Brahmatattvasamiksa^ a commentary on the Brahmasid-

dhi of Mandana, is supposed to be completely lost.
12

Hence, in this

present situation it is difficult to determine whether Vacaspati has

really expounded it or not. Thus, without any valid textual evidence,
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Pande's coclusion that Vacaspati as an advocate of the concept of

pancamaprakHraridyanivrtti does not seem to be reasonable.

Now, in the available existing primary texts on the Advaita philos-
ophy, we see a lengthy discussion on this doctrine in the Istasiddhi of
Vimuktatman, an early Advaita writer who preceedes Sarvajnatman,
who elaborately discusses the doctrine further and sets forth it in a
clear and elaborate manner. In Vimuktatman an obvious vacillation is

perceived which is very aptly pointed out by Kuppuswami Sastri in his

long introduction to the BrahmasiddM. Sastri says: "Vimukatatman
's Istasiddhi puts forward two views about the nature of avidyaaivrtti,
one view treating it as a fifth indefinable something (pancamaprakara),
aniivacaniya, in the sease that it cannot be said to be absolutely exsis-
tent (sat), or absolutely non-existent (asat) or both or aniivacaniya as
the equivalent of being removable by valid knowledge (jfianawvartya);and a second veiw reducing it to Brahman-knowledge (vidya) or the
pure absolute soul (atman) Anandabodha does not vacillate between
these two views as Vimuktatman does and maintains in his Yraya-
makaranda, the former of these two views and discards the latter-
and perhaps this is why the view that avidyanivrtti as a fifth indefin-
able something (pancamaprakaia) is attributed by Appayya Dlskita
to Anandabodha in a specific manner." 13

In fact, Anandabodha in his
Nyayamakaranda elaborately discusses this doctrine.

It is interesting to say that before Anandabodha this said concepthas been succintly explained by Sarvajnatman in his Samksepasarlraka
In course of his elucidation, Sarvajnatman in this connection fortu-
nately refers to Vimuktatman, his predecessor, by the term mukti-
kovida. This makes evidently clear that Sarvajnatman borrows this
concept from Vimuktsatman who preceeds him. In the similar way
Anandabodha refers to Vimuktatman without mentioning his name'
From thls we can assume that Anandabodha also like Sarvajnatmanhas taken up this concept from Vimuktatman. Thus, undoubtedly we
can assert that Vimuktatman is the first propounder or originator of
this concept from whom the successors like Sarvajnatman and Ananda-
bodha have taken up. This is further confirmed by P.K. Sundaram in
Ins work, Advaita Epistemology with special, reference to Istasiddhi.

15

In spite ofcompetent and intelligent efforts made by the above said
Advaita preceptors, this concept being based on weak logical founda-
tion had become the easy victim of severe criticism both from the
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Advaita and non-Advaita schools, It could not stand for long iu the

dialectical battle of wits and the warfare
jof

words. Because of this

obvious reason, no Advaita author after Anandabodba advocated it

further.

In the Advaita school three outstanding Advaitins,namely, Cit-

sukhacarya, Appayya Diksita and Madhusudana seriously criticise this

concept. In the Tattvapradlpika,
16

Citsukhacarya says that if nivrtti

is understood as indeterminable or as of the fifth kind, as in sanasara,

the Atman can never be itself (atmarupena avasthanasambhavah} and

there would be no difference between the Self bound and Self released.

Further, the sruti passages indicating the isolation (kaivalya) of the Self

would be contradicted. According to Citsukhacarya, the avidyanivitti

is nothing else but the atman just as the contradiction of the knowl-

edge of silver in the illusion of silver in nacre is nothing else but nacre.

The reality of the nivrtti (cessation) is, therefore, not at all different

from the Brahman.

Madhusudana SarasvatI also criticises
17

this doctrine in his Ad-

vaitasiddhi. He remarks that the concept of the fifth order (pancamar

praiara) is only for the understanding of the people of low intellect. It

is therefore not to be accepted as a logical concept. Appayya Diksita

also follows the same path of criticism.
18

Prom the non-Advaita schools, namely, Visistadvaita of Ranianuja-

carya and Dvaita of Madhvacarya we see two prominent stalwarts

repudiating this concept. Vedantadesika in his Satadusin? disparages

this concept by saying that if avidyanivrtti is held to be of fifth kind,

then, this virtually means the admission of the Madhyamika doctrine

of indescribability of all phenomena, for it also describes the world-

phenomena as being of the fifth type.

The Madhvaites also criticise in the similar vein. The principal

aregument of the criticism made by the Madhva philosophers consi-

sts
20

in demonstrating that since tlie Saiikaraifce conception of avidya

(nescience) itself is illogical there can be neither any fourth nor the

fifth order of existence. Vyasatirtha; one noted Madhvaite, says that

the concept of emancipation as of the fifth order (pancamaprakaxa)
of reality is a Bauddha conception. He quotes a karika from a Bud-

dhist work to demonstrate that this concept is only Buddhism in dis-

guise. Further, this concept is, as Narain remarks, mere dialectical
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wrangling 'that have imposed a sort of intellectual abstraction to the

idea of avidyanivrttL*- Thus, at the long run, we become sure that

this concept was only limited to a few Advaitius, But how could it be?

One hypothesis could be formulated as an answer. The Advaitins who

postulate pa&camaprakaravidyanivrtti-vada, namely, Vimuktatman,

Sarvajfiatman and Anandabodha, are all contemporaries and they all

belong to the last quarter of the tenth century A.D. Again, both the

Advaitins, namely,Sarvajnatman and Anandabodha have been highly

influenced by the philosophy of Vimuktatman. Vimuktatman is also

known as the guru of Anandabodha. We, therefore, may think, that

this concept was the creation of this group consisting of three members.

What then should be the nature of cessation of nescience (avidya-

nivrtti)? As far as I think, the cessation of nescience cannot be inde-

finable (anirvacaniya) like avidja. It does not fall also in the categories

of sadasadubhaya or sadasadanubhaya because of the flaw of contra-

diction* It also cannot be unreal since it would not be experienced by
the person who is devoid of avidya in the state of supreme felicity or

moksa. But it is real like the phenomenal world (jagat). Though it

has no ultimate reality (paramartMka-satta) as that of the Brahman or

the Atman it has phenomenal or empirical reality. Hence, there is no

scope for dualism. When the brahmavit because of his enlightenment
becomes brahma himself, the phenomenal reality ceases completely.

Moreover, the conception of cessation according Advaita, is quite dif-

ferent from that of the Nyaya school which considers the eternality of

cessation or dhvamsabhava.

Rom the foregoing discussion it follows that Vimuktatman, the au-

thor of the IstasiddM is the orginator of this concept of pancamapra,-

karavidyanivrtti which later on modified and clarified by Sarvajna-
tman and Anandabodha. Anandabodha seems to be the last pro-

pounder of this concept whose systematic exposition and strong argu-
ments in support of this doctrine are well-known in the history of Ad-
vaita literature. But after Anandabodha no other Advaita preceptor
has accepted the logical validity of this concept and this cempletely
lost its philosophical significance. Avidyanivrtti cannot be real like

the Brahman which has absolute reality. Since avidyanivrtti takes

place when the sadhaka obtains supreme enlightenment and realises

the essential nature of the Brahman, the supreme self, in embodied

state, it cannot be unreal like the sky-flower. As far as I under-

stand, avidyanivrttl may be categorised as a real entity possessing
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phenomenal reality like any object of the world, which, according to

Advaita VedSnta, has empirical reality.
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S. RAJASEKHARA

A NOTE ON RAYAVACAKAMU AND
SRIKRSNADEVARAYANADINACARI

The Rayavacakamu in colloquial Telugu prose written by an agent
of Mahamandalesvara Sri Kasi Visvanathanayanayya is considered an

invaluable source for a study of Krsnadevax&ya,
1 Some of the contents

of this work are supposed to be borrowed from earlier works such as

Pratapacaritra of Ekamranatha and Sabhapativacanamu? Since the

work refers to towns and cities founded in the closing years of the 16th

century, it is opined that this work Rayavacakamu might have been

written between 1592 and 1602 AD.

In 1983 the B.M. Sri Smaraka Pratisthana-, Bangalore published a

manuscript called Srikfsnadevarayana-Dinacari ('Diary of Sri Krsna-

devaraya') edited by M.V. Sitaramayya,
3 This palm-leafMs of the 17th

centulry has 63 pages, It was obviously copied from the original 16th

century Ms written by poets Mukku Timmayya and Madayyanavara
Mallayya, the court poets of Krsnadevaraya in colloquial Kannada

prose.

This Dwacari is a significant work because the later Rayava-
Cakamu is a verbatim translation of the Dinacari with lots of addi-

tions. A coi&parision of the Dinacari with the Rajavacaiamu helps
us to identify the additions made by the author of the latter when
he wrote the Telugu version of the Dinacari. While such additions
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about plaxr.es and persons were made, the Sthanapati Ignored the fact

that some of these places and persons did not exist at the time the

Dinacari was written. This helps us to identify such additions. Also

some doubtful pasages in the Rayavacakamu could be corrected with

the help of the DinacarL

In the Rayavacakamu there is reference to the Sthanapati (polit-

ical agent) of Mahamandalesvara Sri Kasi Visvanathanayanayya at

the beginning itself.
4
N. Verikataramanayya and C.V. Ramachandra

Rao have discussed the date of Rayavacakamu and the identity of

Kasi Visvanathanayanayya.
5 C.V. Ramachandra Rao opines this Kasi

Visvanathanayanayya could be Vissappa, brother of Krsnappanayaka
II of Madurai. 6 But this reference to the Sthanapati and Kasivisva-

nathanayanayya is not found in the DinacharL This is significant and

it is clear that the Rayavacakamu was not an original work of the

Sthanapati as it is believed and that the original diary was in Kan-

nada and not in Telugu and that this Sthanapati of Mahamandalesvara

Kasi Visvanathanayanayya translated the original Kannada Dmacari

and named it Rayavacakamu.

The Rayavacakamu refers to the coronation of Krsnadevaraya by

king Viranarasiihha himself.
7
This raises a question as to what kind of

coronation but the Dioacari very specifically mentioins that Viraaara-

simha performed the Yuvai$ja^pattabimka of Krsnadevaraya.
8 Not

only is the question answered but also the point is made that Krsaa-

devaraya was associated with the administration of the kingdom even

during Viranarasimha's reign.

Both the works refer to places and territories visited by the Raya's

spies. The Dinacari refers to Chennapatna, Golkonda, Bidax
;
Ahmad-

nagar> Rajaaiahendri, Ikkeri, Srirangapatna, Urnmattir, Sivjaaasa-

mudra, Penugonda, Kanci, Candragiri, Tirupatij Gandikota, Gutti,

NaiidyaJa, Raicur, Mudgal, and the territories of Cola-desaf

Kejrala, and Tuluva.
9 The Eajavacaiamu mentions a few rf

places but does not mention Ikkeri, Tirupati, Gutti, Coladesa,

leyala, and Tuluva. On the other hand it mentions a large number
of other places and territories as being visited by the

tioned in
th^ DinacarLThese are Sriraigam,

Gurrariakonda^ Viratapuram, Delhi, ICadapa,

Nidigal, Koiikana, Var^ta-desam, Magadhardes^ti,

Vidarbha-desam, Kl^bhojaiiagara aad
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Both the Dinacari and the Rayavacakamu refer to the following

officers in connection with an instance of deliberations by the Raya
with his officers about the elephants, horses and the army. They are

Aiikusa Khana, Rana Jagadeva, Gaune Timmanayaka, Pemmasani

Ranialinganayaka, Bedara Ramappa, and Saluvanayaka. However, a

few names mentioned in the Diuacari do not figure in the IZaj'avaca-

iamu. They are Sankaranayaka, Salanayaka, Hande Devauna, Gujjari

Basavantarav, Nanjappa, Kumara Timmappa, Hucchamalla Ravuta,

Pradhaai Tipparasa, and Appanayaka.
11 The RayavMakamu, how-

ever, refers to a number of officers not found mentioned in the Diuacari.

These are Racuri Ramanayudu, Hande Mallarav, Sangaraju, Akka-

ppanayudu, Krsnappanayudu, Matla Anantaraju, Saluva Makaraju,

Kannada Basavappanayudu, Vitthalappanayudu and Velugoti Yaca-

manayudu.
12

It also mentions a few Reddi officers like Bommi-

redcli, Basuvaieddi and Nagareddi.
13

However, it is important to note

that they were not contemporaries of Krsnadevaraya. For example,

Matla Anantaraju and Saluva Makaraju.

Matla Anantaraju, son of Ellamaraju was a well-known Telugu

poet in addition to being a military general. In an inscription found

at Siddhavatam, dated 1605 A.D. he is praised as the right hand of the

Karnata emperor Venkatapati II and as author of Kakusthavijayamu
and other works. 14 He bore the epithets manne iamrira and raca

bebbuli He distinguished himself in the famous battle of Jammalama-

dugu. He was responsible for constructing the fortification around the

town of Siddavatam. He also excavated a tank in the name of his

father.

Saluva Makaraju, son of Saluva Timmaraja, was a contemporary
of Venkatapati II (1586-1614 A.D.) and Snranga II (1614-1619 A.D.).

He fought with Venkatapati II on the side of Gobburi Jaggaraja in the

well-known battle at Topuru,
15

The two works also differ in the details pertaining to the forts

in connection with the revenue position and the forts. Both the

works refer to the following forts like Rayadurga, Adavani, Gutti,

Gaudikota, Candragiri, Gutrakonda,Maddur Somagiri, Penugonda,

Masti, Nandyala, Srirangapatna, Umniattur, Narayanavana, Satya-

mangala.
16 The Rayavacakamu, however, does not refer to a few forts

mentioned in the earlier Diuacari like Kanci, Tirucinapalli, Padaviclu
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and Sivauasamuclra,
17

However, it mentions a few forts not found in

the Dinacari These are Kunnattflr, Madurai, Kot^ikallu and Palayaih-

kota.
18

Though the Kalinga conquests of the Raya axe mentioned with de-

tails, the Dinacari does not mention the name of the Gajapati princess

who was married to Krsnadevaraya.
19

However, the Rayavacakamu
mentions the name of the Gajapati princess as Jaganniohni.

20

Both the Dinacari and the Rayavacakamu refer to the visit of

the Raya to the Venkatesvara temple at Tirupati after his campaign

against Kalubarige (Gulbarga) and the gifts made to the deity by
him, 21 But the Rayavacakamu additionally states that the Raya dur-

ing this visit also installed the bronze images of himself and his queens

Tirumaladevi and Cinuadevi in the temple.
22

It is clear from this that

the installation of the bronzes was at a later period than that of the

composition of the Dlnacari.

The Rayavacakamu refers to Baganagara, Le.Bhagya- nagara (Hy-

derabad) not mentioned in the earlier Dinacari.
23

Bhagyanagara was

founded by Muhammad Quli Qutub Shall in 1591 A.D. and was not

in existence at the time of Krsnadevaraya, Such discrepancies clearly

help us to consider the Ray&vacakamu to be a much later work and
that the Telugu Rayavacaktimu is a translation of the original Kan-
nada Dinacari with lots of additions made by the Sthanapati without

any thought to the contemporaneity of the places or persons so added

in his enthusiasm.

In the concluding portion the JRayavacalcamu states that the Raya
asked Allasani Peddanna and Mukku Timmauua to write the Manu-
caritra and the Parijatapahaxanamu respectively.

24 The Djfaacari men-
tions Mukku Timmanna and Madayyanavara Mallayya but not Al-

lasani Peddanna.25 The works Manucaritia and Parija^apaiaranamu
do not find any mention in the Dinacari. It is therefore clear that

these works were not yet composed by the time of the composition of

the Dinacari

In conclusion I may state that a further detailed comparative study
of the two works is necessary to determine the additions made in the

Rayavacakamu and also to evaluate the veracity of the Rayavacakamu.
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I.K. SARMA

CONTRIBUTION OF MALWA TO THE EARLY
HISTORY AND CULTURE OF INDIA*

Malwa (2150' N to 2430' N and 7430> E to 8781' E) is the

heart of India. It is a passage way to the Deccan and transmitted

several religious cults to the south. It is regarded as the center of

the Biara^avarsa and drained by three main rivers Chambal, Betwa
and Narmada. This ancient geographical tract nurtured many great
cultures. Aravallis, the largest mountaneous system in the globe forms

part of this. In the South it is bounded by the Vindhyas, the Satpura

ranges formed its back-bone.

Malwa comprises of the whole of Western M.P., its districts are

Indore, Ujjain, Dewas, Dhar, Mandsore, Ratlam, Rajgarh, Shahjapur,

Sehore, Vidisha and Raisen, The Malm is the dialect used in the

regions of Ferozpur and Bhatinda and the charming women of Ujjaini
were known as Malavls, The central plateau of MaJwa is known as

Bhilsa LeM Dasarna, country,

MaUoi is referred to by the Greek classical writers and like Sala-

Jkenoi's, they originated in North-west India. Malagas are referred to

by P%ini as ayudhajivisangha, i.e. a republican tribe living on arms.

9c
This paper emerged out of the lectures in memory of Prof. B.N. Lunia Itihas

JPrasara Vyakhyanamala deHvered at the Indore University, Indore on 24.4.1993.
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Patanjali refers to Ksudrakas and Malavas together. It appears that

the territorial name 'Malwa' is derived out of the settlement of the

tribe named Mafavas as attested even in the later historical accounts.

The separate identity of the Malavas as a Republican state is clearly

seen in the legends on the coins issued with the tribal name mahvanam

jayasya, ganah or malavarganah sthiii, etc, A chief named Majupa was

known. Even in the inscriptions (Mandsor), the samvat is referred to

as Malava-samvatah which is reckoned from 58 B.C. The Malavauagara

is located in the contiguous territory of south-western Rajasthan and

identified as Nagar. Avanti, the capital of Malwa was mentioned as

an important janapada among the 16-mahajanapadas.

I. PRE-HISTORIC AND PROTO-HISTORIC MALWA

Narmada valley appears to'be a very early center of stone age man.

Fossil-cum-tools along the Narmada river - in Hoshangabad, marble

rocks of Beraghat have yielded Abbevillian and advanced Arheulian

specimens and flake tools of quartzite.

After a long gap an exciting discovery of what is considered to

be the earliest known human skull of Homo-Erectus Narmada Ensis,

was reported in 1983 from the Narmada beds at Hathnora in Sehore

district in late Mid-Pilestocene boulder conglomerate deposits by the

Geological Survey of India1
, The tools are handaxe-cleavers made of

quartzite and included some pebble tools as well.

Remains of 13-extinct animals along with Middle Palaeolithic as-

semblages from Hoshangabad-Narsimhapur areas (Narmada) were re-

covered. The animals are wild elephant, wild horse, wild ox, rhino, etc.

These animals were part of hunt, not for traction. The tools include

hand axes, flake tools, consisting of scrapers and blades.
2

The upper palaeolithic is represented by smaller blade-burin, flake

industries. The dating of these industries is a problem. But Mesolithic

is a continuum of the Upper Palaeolithic culture. The type sites axe

Adamgarh,
3
Bhimbhetka, The early domestication of animals and

plants (Neolithic stage) was documented around Adamgajrh Rock Shel-

ter site dated by 14 c, to 5500-3800 B.C.
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Eoci shelters

They were first discovered by Carlleyle and Cockburn (1883) and

Manoranjan Ghosh (1932) studied Adamgarh Rock paintings, Wakan-
kar4 worked substantially and associated -some of them with the Mi-

crolithic using pre-kistoric folks.

The painted rock shelters around the Bhimbehtka, Raisen Dt.

(nearly 400), the largest in the world, and others in districts Mand-

sor, Rajgarh, Raisen, Sehore, Hoshangabad (Pancliniarlii ia the Ma-
hadeo

hills) have been regarded by a group of scholars including late

Wakankar as of the Middle Palaeolithic, They contain animal and hu-

man figures, hunting scenes, food gathering magico-religious scenes,

dancing groups, etc. But a critical study and associated finds such as

pottery reveal that these rock paintings as well as graffiti could not

be pushed back beyond the Neolithic-Chalcolithic periods assignable
to 2800 B.C. to 1500 B.C. Even some of the paintings axe apparently
historical. In some cases the superposed painted layers over the orig-

inal rock face possessed inscriptions in Brahmi characters right upto
5th century A.D. It is due to these historical associations the rock-cut

art found at Bhimbhetka and Pancliniarlii areas could not be regarded
as truly pre-historic, though some of the natural caverns might be

dwellings of the hand-axe using hunter-food gatherers.

II. NEOLITHIC AND CHALCOLITHIC MALWA 5

Although the ground stone tools, very few hand-axes, have come
to light at the lower levels of the Chalcolithic habitations of Makeswar-

Navdatoli, Kayatka, Eran, there is practically no exclusive phase of the

Neolithic culture as in peninsular India. The Chalcolithic habitations

which were extensively exposed by many archaeologists at Makeswar-

Navdatoli, Kayatha and Eran, yielded important evidences of folks

who were using a characteristic pottery labelled as Malwa ware. This

Malwa ware is a red ware with black painted designs. The charac-

teristic types being channelled bowls, cups, dish-oii-stand and narrow

necked pots with globular body and painted designs in black. This

ware along with the microliths (Parallel-sided blades) of Chert, Chal-

cedony and Jasper and limited use of copper was found, not only in

Maheswar-Navdatoli, but also in Nagda, Kayatha, Eran and dated to

1800-1500 B.C. The settlements are small villages with fishing-farming
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folks living in circular or square huts. Some scholars have found in

them such religious objects like headless Mother Goddess, homed fig-

ures like bull or buffaloe, both baked and unbaked* These Chalcolithic

folks have been regarded as a group of Aryans migrating to the Malwa

by scholars like P.L. Bhargava.
6

In particular the remains of burnt

circular pits within the habitations of Kayatha, Nagda, Eran, Dhang-
wada are likened to homakundis (fire-altars) which have a religious

bearing.

in. PRE-MAURYAN AND MAURYAN MALWA:

We have already referred to the fact that Malwa, specially Avanti

was included among the sodasa janapadas, i.e. 16 republican states

during the 6th century B.C. The painted-grey ware (PGW) pottery
as well as NBP ware were found in the lowest historical levels of Uj-

jaini, Eran and other excavated sites. These two characteristic pot-

tery tvares are connected to the Haihayas associated with the heroes of

the Mahabharata7 fame. It is well-known that Haihayas migrated to

Malwa uprooting the Nagas of Pawaya region. We have early archaeo-

logical evidences, more specifically, from the times of the Nandas (364-
324 B.C.) in the Mahishmati region ancient settlements like Chitwada

(Caityavada) near Azad Nagar, Indore revealed promising settlements

dating back to early Mauryan on the river Kanh, a tributory, of the

Kshipra.

This important site is closer to Ujjaini hardly 56 Km. Candragupta
had uprooted Nandas and Malwa region formed an integral part of the

Mauryan empire (324-300 B.C.). Ujjaini was an important city and
Asoka was placed at Ujjaini as a Governor. Asoka married the princess
of Vidisa named Devi and two sons Mahendra and Sanghamitra, were
born to her. Important rock and pillar Edicts of Asoka were known
at Gujarra (Datia), Sanchi, Panguraria (Raisen) and Rupnath (Ja-

balpur). Inscribed pillars and capitals of the Sunga period were known
from Bharhut and Besnagar.

Ifc may be recalled that excavations at Vidisha by late M.D. Khare8

have brought to light a unicfue elliptical temple for Visnu-Vasudeva
which existed, according to this excavator, during the pre-Mauryan
period. In front of this temple Heliodorus, a Greek ambassador and son
of Diya, a bhagavata caused dhvajastainbha

9
during the 14th regnal
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year of Bhagabhadra (131 B.C.). It appears that Vidisha and parts of
the eastern M.P, had an early impact of Vaishnavism as revealed from
an inscribed image of the Caturbhuji-Bhagavan from Malhax, Bilaspur
district. Buddhist monuments with stupas, vibaras and quite a large
complexes were found at Bharhut, Sanchi, Chaityawad (near Indore),
Kasarwad, Mahishamati, Kulkut, Satkut besides Panguraria, Other
important cities which have very promising early historical remains
of Pre-Mauryan and Mauryan date axe Eran, Bhagflaya, Naadinagar
(Nandur), Thimain, i.e. Tumbavana, etc. Ujjain, apart from the early
evidence of a fortified city right from the 6th-7th century B.C., we have
known of its extensive aud rich habitations as well as religious centres,
It might bring to the notice of the scholars a unique Caturmukha-
linga in the sliri&e of Pmgaltsvara-Mahadeva.

11
This Caturmukha-

linga is of 3rd century B.C. and within a circular plfia (rosara) is the
eaxliest example of its kind known to the Indian iconography. The
temple though of later date ind unde?g0i|e many modem renovations
and additions, certain sculptures like the standing bull and elephant
capitals display cjear Mauryan polish. The depiction of Sim on the
coins of Ujjaini dated to 2nd century B. C. confirm the iconograpMcal
worship of Sira-Mafcadeva at Ujjaini, a center of Matakala worship
too.

I would like to highlight here on the prolific nupfematic evidences

obtained from the Malwa region. Apart from the silver punch-mark
coins associated with the Pre-Mauryan strata at Ujjafc f Eraa, Nandur,
Vidisha and such other early sites, the cast coins of the city states of

I7jfeiu9 Erliana, IKpuri, Vedisa, etc, speak of the importance of the

Malwa,

IV.POST-MAURYAN TO SATAVlHANA-SAKA MALWAi

Sevewi OTtaU aad independent principalities cropped up on the

wane erf the Ifauryan empire. Early coins, more than any other evi-

dence, provide a ppusistent picture of the history of Malwa during this

phase. Im roceafc yezyrs, certain groups of ancient coins were identified

from Central India and Deccan whose distribution pattern as wefl as

attribution and ^rmbolism proved to be of seminal importance for re-

coB^'trBciii^ tike j>oHtical and economic history of the Post-Manryan

period. We h#we three such early coin groups - Mitras, Bhadras and

Kuras from Malwa area.
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(a) Coins of JKuras
12

The coins bearing legends like kuraghara, kuraraya reported from

Hoshangabad region, in particular Nadner on the right bank of Nar-

niada (Budhini Tehsil, Sehore dt., M.R) bring to the fore an impor-

tant evidence through Numismatic source. They are circular, square or

rectangular in shape with legends in Brahmi characters of 2nd century

B.C. The multi-symbolism clearly aligns them to the older cast coins of

Central and North India. K.K. Maheswari has reported a circular coin

with the legend axound multi-symbols reading sivakura. It may be re-

called that Sivakura and his family members are associated with the

consecration of the sariradhatu at the Mahastupa of Bhattiprolu (Kr-

ishna district, A.P.) as the reknowned inscriptions on the granite Relic

Container and crystal Pendent revealed. The inscriptions at Sanchi too

refer to one Kuraraya Pusyadatta. The heavy weight coins of Kuras

of Brahmapuri (Kolhapur) (and now also from Baiiavasi-Honnagudda

area) were mostly confined to Southern Maharashtra and dated to

first and early second century A.D. Three rulers are known from the

legends on these coins. They are Raiio Vilivayakura, Sivala Kura and

Gotamiputra Vilivayakura.

Though the relation between these early Kuras of Madhyadesa
and Bhattiprolu in Andhra and the later Kuras of Banavasi Brahma-

puri coin series remain to be traced. From the above important nu-

mismatic and epigraphical correlations, we discern that inra was a

personal name of a devout Buddhist king ruling at Nandinagara in

M.R who partook with family at the sacred consecration ceremony
of Bhattiprolu stupa in coastal Andhra, during rmd-3rd century B.C.

Subsequently, in the early centuries A.D., Kuras confined to Brahma-

puri region in southern Maharashtra and to some extent upto Banavasi

(Kereballi) and perhaps ruled independently for sometime. The dy-

nastic name Jrura is after the personal name as is the case with most

of the dynasties in ancient India.

(b) Coins ofMitras, Bhadras and other local rulers;

A large number of coins in baser metals have been found both from
surface and excavated trenches, though not in hoards, coeval with

the Mauryan and post-Mauryan times. The square punch marked,
uninscribed coins from Erau-Vidisha13

region seem to be the earliest in
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this series, Recently, a rectangular copper coin with a stupa centrally

and elephant on the left from Vidisha is a unique example reported

by Suit. Pankaj Ameta. These were followed by cast coins of copper
and lead with bold symbols and Bralinii legends referring to the cities,

mostly Central Indian,
14

Hive Tripuri, Vedisha, Ujeni, Mahishaniati,

Tagara and Nandinagara.

The multi-symbol coins with legends
-
bhagilaya, bhadra and inltra

ending names15 have been found in Narmada valley (Hoshangabad)
central and upper Deccan and Vidarbha (Wardha- Kaundinyapura),
etc. mostly as stray finds and a few from excavated contexts of Eran,

Vidisha, Adam, Kotalingala and Kaundinyapura, etc. K.D. Bajpai,

basing on the copper PMC with legends from the Betwa and Narmada

valleys, rightly rejects the older view that Indians derived the idea of

putting legends after the Greek coinage.

(c) Early Satavabma and Saka:

Accordingly to the early coins and inscriptioual evidences (Nane-

ghat and Nevasa seal), the territories under the earliest group of

Satavahana kings like Siri-Satavahana, Satakarni (I) Satisiri were

Nasik-Nevasa, Tripuri-Vidisha, Vidarbha and Telengana areas. Even

in these pockets some powerful local rulers existed resisting the rising

Satavak'auas and asserted independence. They continued to issue coin

types in their own names for some time. The coins of Bhagilaya,
Bhadra and Mitra kings from Central India, Narmada region, Vi-

darbha and the contiguous Karininagar-Adilabad, Medak-Nizamabad

regions stand witness perhaps to such a political set up. My study

clearly
16 shows that the early group of Satavahana kings (of 2nd cen-

tury B.C.) undoubtedly issued their coins after taking into fold the re-

gional symbolism, shape metals and even technique (punch-marked).
That is precisely the case with the coin issues of King Satavahana,
Satakarni (I) and Satisiri, The multi-symbolism, square or rectan-

gular PMC in copper and lead, besides the cast ones were after the

erstwhile local coinages. The chiefs with bhadra and rtiitra ending
names fill the gap between Mauryan and early Satavahanas and the

latter rose to power only in mid-first century B.C. It is clear from some
restruck examples like that of Suryamitra (from Vidarbha) that the

early Satavahana king Satakarni (I), asserted his suzereinty over some

parts of Malwa region from Kanvas and Sungas during 2nd century
B.C.
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V. LATER HISTORICAL MALWA 17

Sculptural arts and magnificent architectural edifices mark the

?=
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and their treatment. The Bhujabalabhlma Is an astrological work. His

Samarangaqa-sutradhara is a voluminous text on town planning, ar-

chitecture and sculptural arts, etc. whereas the Yuktikalpataru deals
in arts and crafts.

It is unfortunate that such a great seat of learning lost its splen-
dour and Ain-ul-mulk, the general of Allauddin Khilji, Sultan of Delhi,
destroyed Dhara in A.D. 1305, The BiojasaJa, presided by the very
goddess of learning became Kamal Maula's mosque in later medieval
times and the image of SaxasvatI adorns the British Museum, London.
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LK. TRtPATHI

AGRARIAN CONDITIONS OF NORTH INDIA

DURING THE 16ifa~17th CENTURIES

The state lands fell into two categoriesv l, letnds appropriated by
the people (riayst)

an<! 2. lands unappropriated by the people. Of the^e
the latter

t^fe'falftr wfted
(

by
^

tfe state'and were known as kh^is fjarkar
zamin. Th^ 'j^ec^le appropriated la^ds for the purpose of habitation
and c\ilti^ati6a and o^n?l thein. The terms riaja ^nd r&iyat are re-

garded synonjrms denotiig all the cultivating families paying revenues
to the state.
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The villages were also f two types, 1. zamindari villages (dehat-
e-taluqa) and 2. raiyati villaj|es (dehat-%raiyati). The revenues of
both the classy of village^ were Assessed by the state, but the collec-

tion of revenues was made through two different <;ategopies of officials.

In the zamindari villages the collection was made by &amindars (who
were usua% mu^addai^s and more especially choudharis in a par-
ga&a). Hie zajpndar for his services repeived revetwe-frep grant of

land (nankar) and the* customary charges '(ra$um-i-zaminciari and

haqvq-i-^atalttdari), The land assigned to him lay withiki the juris-
dictio of 1a3$ ^ainiiidari. The zamindari was considered hereditary
based on the idea of ownership (malkiyat) and therdEq>te the gamin-
daj;i. rights and

pirivpeges
were transferable and could be mortgaged

or sold, l^hus the zamii|dari families in a paxgaaa claimed paralW
ownership aad otl^er rights on the same set of villages. These rights
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of a zainindari or muqaddami family were essentially of usufruct na-

ture. Their such usufruct rights were by no means incompatible with

the land rights of the riaya within the village. At times the Mughal

government created new zamindaris thitherto non-zamindari villages

for effective and prompt realisation of revenues. The revenues of the

raiyati villages were collected by a set of officers appointed by the

State.
2

The land in a zamindari village was divisible into two categories,

1. kadeemi or khudkashta and 2. raiyati. The primary samindars

and muqaddams, as well as other riaya of different categories consti-

tuted the cultivating classes in a mediaeval village. There were certain

families which owned personal lands for cultivation (kh^c^p^ht). The

ancestors of these families belonged either to the clans that conquered

the area and settled there, or they were introduced there by the State

for the maintenance of law and order and the collection of revenues, or

they were the pioneer colonisers of the settlement. A muqaddam failing

to pay the revenues might be degraded to the position of simple khud-

kashta riaya. In the old settled villages such khudkashta lands were

known as kadeemi lands and were assessed on fixed or cpfic>s$lonal

rates of assessment. The khudkasht raiyati families claimed ownership
over the khudkasht lands which could be bequeathed, qaqrtg^ged or

sold. For irrigation they excavated wells and made investna^s
in the

construction of tanks and embankments. They were reqip^i tq cul-

tivate this land of their own or with the help of hired a|p^%fiists.
In practice portions of large holdings were let out to the t^mts at

sharing basis, usually at half the produce. However, they were mot

expected to let it out to the raiyat with occupancy rights.
3

f

The lands other than the khudkasht were known as raiyati lands

which were meant for the raiyat. The cultilvaters tilling sudh lands

were of two categories, 1. local permanently settled cultivkters with

occupancy rights (mu&arian) and temporary outsider pu|tiva{;ers

(paikashtkars). For these lands normal rates of tax assessment were ap-

plicable which were higher than those for the khudkasht lands.

fore, it was seen by the State that these lands were not

as khudkasht and that their cultivaters were not dispossessed of their

holdings, nor were they employed for the cultivation of the khudkasht

or suyurghal lands. Similarly, care was taken that the paikashtkars did

not desert the lands under their cultivation. And in case of ifewrtion

the zamindar and muqaddam were obliged to resettle them or Jrafcro-
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duce new tenants and in case of their failing they may be replaced.

The control of the state over these non-kadeemi lands was more effec-

tive and they could be appropriated by the State for the purposes of

development.
4

For madad-i-maash land-grants, if possible only waste arable land

was alienated, or considerable portion from the waste arable land and

the balance from the cultivated lands already in possession of the riaya

were assigned. In such cases the malkiyat rights of the assignees for

the revenues and the land ownership rights of the self-cultivating riaya

co-existed. And in case of the assignee interfering with letter's rights

his assignment was liable to be transferred.
5

The European travellers who visited India during the 16th and

17th centuries upheld that all the land was owned by the state. But

in fact during the mediaeval period in India the private ownership was

qualified by the rights of the community and paramount ownership

of the State.
6 Another view of the situation is that in Moslem India

the agrarian system was a matter of duties rather than rights and

that at its root lay the conception that it was duty of the peasants to

till the soil, and pay a share of their produce to the State; so far as

private rights or claims were reeog&ised they were subordinate to this

fundamental obligation.
7

The Ain classifies the land foir judicious assessment of State

dues.
8 There only the cultivable land has been divided into four cat-

egories, viz., Polaj, Parauti, Chadiar and Banjax., The Polaj and Pa-

rauti are further subdivided into good, middling and bad. Polaj land

is annually cultivated without any break and requires comparatively

less labour of ploughing. Parauti land was left out of cultivation for

some time to recover fertility, and consequently required more plough-

ing labour. Chachar land was left as fallow for three to four years and

required much more ploughing labour in recultivation. Banjar land

was left uncultivated for a still longer period and apparently needed

tremendous labour for recultivation. This classification has apparently

no reference to soil. But there are other references in the Ain where

difference in the nature, character and productivity of soils b recog-

nised. Different regions were characterised by different soils, while

each soil was suitable for a certain crop. The Amal-Guzar is advised

among other things also to take into account quality of the soil while
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making assessment.
9 The lands may also be divided into two classes,

l.unirrigated and 2. irrigated.

The composition of the village 'community was almost similar as

today. Certain documents preserved in the Rajasthan State Archives,

Bikaner provide an interesting peep into the composition and struc-

ture of the village society in 17th and 18th centuries Rajasthan. The

society in the 16th century would not have been different. These doc-

uments pertain to Pargana Chtsu in the former State of Jaipur. The

society was composed of a number of castes such as Mahajan, Qa-

mingo, Rajputs, Brahmins, Gujar, Kayastha, Jat, Deswani, Nagori,

Meena, Khati, Kumhar, Koli, Chamar, Jogi, Mali, Luhar, Valahi,

Sunar, Kandera, TeM, Dhobi, Cheeps, Nai, etc., and included Mus-
lims. The details clearly show that the Rajputs and also the Brahmins
had given themselves to agriculture. The peasant community of four

bigger villages of pargana Wazirpur on the basis of information con-

tained in a document dated V.s. 1783/A.D.1726 relating to the pargana
has been classified into three groups, l.piivileged sections, 2. cultivat-

ing classes and 3. service classes forming respectively 12% ,76% and

12% of, the total population. The Mahajans, Qummgos, Rajputs and
Brahmins form the privileged group; the cultivating group consists of

Meenas, Muslims, Kolis, Chamars and Jats; and Potters, Carpenters,

Garland-makers, Ironsmiths, Goldsmiths, Dyer-painters,Oil-pressers,

Washermen, Barbers, etc., constitute the service class. A closer ex-

amination shows that of the service classes only Mali is found in three

out of the of four villages and Teli in two villages; otherwise Dhobi,

Cheepa, Nai and Luhar are present each in only one of the four vil-

lages and the number of household in each case is again only one. But
in place of only one Luhar family in one village for all the four vil-

lages there are two Valahi households distributed in two villages for

the four villages. This indicates greater amount of work for the Valahi

in comparision to the Luhar. Further Ctamar may also be taken

as a service class which is present in each of the four villages and

they have in all twenty-three households. This' suggests that the peas-
ants possessed considerable cattle-wealth (the dead catties providing

employment and thereby subsistence to these Chamar families), that

well-inigation with Charsa was widely prevalent (Charsa or pura was
one of the agricultural items that they were preparing) and that they
also took to some other work in addition to their own profession. The

scrutiny also reveals that the Brahmin was not a privileged class be-

cause in another set of Yaddashti documents also dated V.s. 1783/A.D.
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1726 but relating to pargana, Malarana in respect of Mauza Khanpur
one Bhakto Brahmin of the village of Bras is mentioned as one of the

six new pahis who have been settled in the village and would pay rev-

enue at the rate of |th of the produce. Similarly, a Purohit is said

to have come to settle in Mauza Woharkhi to cultivate on fallow land
in the village and would pay at the rate of | of the produce as other

pahis belonging to other parganas,
10

These documents clearly show that the peasants were not tied

to the land but were free to move to any place. There was keen

competition to bring more and more cultivable waste land (banjar)
under cultivation through these moving pahis. They were attracted to

the village mainly by the offer of a concessional rate of land revenue
for a period of 2 to 3 years. The reasons for the migration of the pahis
are usually not mentioned. In one case it is specified as harassment

by the Bhoxnias and in other failure of rainfall and scarcity of water.

The Patel played an important role in attracting the new tenants.

The standard land revenue in the area was fth of the produce on the

polaja land and |rd of the produce on the banjar land. The Patel and

Rajputs were given a concessional rate of |rd in place of |th.
n

The details provided by these documents have been examined for

understanding the structure and stratification as well as agricultural
resources and economic conditions of the peasants. The Yaddashti
of V.S. 1723 pertaining to pargana Chatsu gives details of land in 78

inauzas. Out of 3,25,151 bighas of cultivable land, in the previous

year the land under plough was 2,30,522 bighas and the fallow 94,629

bighas giving a high percentage (71.21%) for the land under actual

cultivation. But this picture changes when the figures for a single

village are scrutinized. In Qasba Chatsu out of 17,900 bighas, only
9000 bighas were under plough in the previous year leaving 8900 bighas
as fallow - almost the half (49.72%),

12
Details pertaining to Chatsu

include caste\vise number of a-samis and their bullock possessions which
make it apparent that the economic conditions of the different castes

considerably varied. The Rajputs were in the best position, each asami

having on average 4 bullocks, while the worst off were the Meenas who
had only one bullock each. The Lodhas, Deshwalis and Nagoris had
on average 3 bullocks each. The rest, the Mali, Gujar, Teli, Brahmin
and. Kayastha had two bullocks each. 13
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A similar study of seven villages in Pargana Baran Kota State

baaed on the village records of V.S. 1853-54/A.D. 1796-97 is highly

revealing, It shows that the top peasant groups, which constituted

roughly 10% of the total households (excluding the landless ones)
were holding 40% of the land and 35% of the total bullocks and em-

ploying 70% of the agricultural labour force. On the other extreme

stood the poor peasant households which comprised almost 75% of the

total households but held merely 26% of the land, 28% of the bullocks,

and very rarely made use of hired agricultural labour. At the bottom

stood the poor peasant families with an average land holding of 16.91

bighas and one bullock per 38.36 bighas; at the top were the richest

peasant households with an average land holding of 324.25 bighas and

one bullock per as much as 54.04 bighas.
14

The fruit saplings, vegetables, 'jins-i-kamiP and Rabi crops subsist

on irrigation, artificial means of which were developed throughout In-

dia, Practically in all the villages in India regularly settled permanent

arrangements existed for the purpose of agriculture.
15 Various means

of irrigation were employed. The presence of rivulets channelled out

from the rivers for the purposes of irrigation for many of the towns in

India is borne out by Zainuddin Khawaf.16
Lakes, tanks and ponds for

irrigation are referred to by Babur in the extremely limited portions
of India toured by him. 17 Khawaf mentions large perennial Jalhas (i.e.

lakes and ponds) which in certain cases extended from one to three

Krohs and served as source of irrigation and provided land for cul-

tivation of vegetables and fruits.
18 For irrigation the Rabi crop was

dependent on such permanent lakes and tanks storing rain water,
19

The Ain makes incidental references to the existence of reservoirs at

some places.
20

In mediaeval period some small-scale pioneering canal work was

done by Ghyasuddin Tughlak but in reality Firoz Tughlak was the

first Muslim Sultan who perhaps realised the importance of the canals

for irrigation and excavated two canals - Rajwe and Alaghkhani - one

in the East Panjab and the other in the Doab.21 This increased the

produce of the crops, especially the jins-i-kamil and consequently State

revenues and avoided famines.22 The East Panjab canal was cleared

aatd repaired in the 13th year of Akbar's reign which speaks of its use

and utility. The canal system was extended during the reign of Shah
Jaban.23
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The welUnigation was most extensive and applicable. It assured

regular cultivation especially of the superior crops and good produce
both for the Kharif and the Rabi crops. Babur noted the prevalence of

both the systems of well-irrigation, the Persian wheel system and the

Charsa system.
24

Weil-irrigation was practised in practicallly all the

Subas of northern India and the State directed its officials to repair
old wells and to excavate new ones for the extension of agriculture and

'jins-i-kamil.' Wells were also a very important source of irrigation in

Rajasthan. Nainsi's statistics pertaining to Pargana Merta show two
varieties of wells, shallow (Kosita) and deep (kohar). Most of the

wells were ordinary earthen ones, but some were lined with bricks.

There were 6,254 to 6,728 shallow (Kosita) wells and 55 deep (Kohar)
ones; and of these 20 wells were brick-lined. There were also 119 to

121 Persian-wheel-wells (arhat dhibara). These figures show that the

Persian wheel was employed in about 17% of the wells. In all there

were 7,122 to 7,598 wells in Pargana Merta, giving 4.23 to 4.52 wells

per square mile.
25

Nainsi in his details of the Pargana Merta mentions the crops of

barley, moth, bajara and wheat and gram. Mention of revenue rates

Suggests cultivation of indigo, cotton, vegetables and opium-There
were two main harvests, Rabi (Unali) and Kharif (Siyalu).

26 A study
of the aihasattas of pargaaas Chatsu and Malarna throws light on
the crops of the qasbas of Chatsu and Malarna. The principal Kharif

crops of Chatsu were (Iinsi=) bajra, jowar, maize saE, (zapth=) cot-

ton* vegetables and indigo. Other (zabti) crops were ralo, mahndi,

kodon, chola and sugarcane but their cultivation seems to have been

extremely restricted. The (jinsi) crops of the rabi were barley, gram,

wheat, vejhri and sarson ; the zabti crops were chomli, vegetables and
tobacco. The cultivation of tobacco was considerably limited, per-

haps only for local consumption. In qasba Malarna jinsi kharif crops
were bajra, jowar, moth, til, urad, mung and sali; the zabti ones were

sugarcane (occupying a significant place), cotton, indigo, vegetables,

tobacco* chola, maize, kodon, kagni, mandwo and sam The rabi food-

crops of Malarna were barley, wheat, gram, vejhri and gojro; the zabti

ctops, which did not occupy a significant place, were vegetables, lahlro,

khatli, tobacco and opium.
27

. In Orissa rice was the principal food crop, known for its high qual-

ity and selling at an unbelievable low price
- 46 baskets for one cowry.

:,BarJey. wheat, sugarcane, cotton, sesamum, mustard and castor were
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also produced. A very high quality of cotton was produced in Orissa.

Betel leaf, bete! nut, mango, plantain and coconut were also grown.
28

Pulses of different varieties, e.g. gram, urad, etc., and spices of dif-

ferent kinds, e.g. ariseed, cumin, coriander, caranay, til and probably

tumeric were also cultivated, Hamilton refers to tobacco production

at Balasore.
29 India is one of the oldest civilized countries with a long

agrarian history. Therefore, when the Muslims entered India they
found here an age-old well-established working agrarian set up which

was accepted by the first Muslim conqueror-rulers, as they had nei-

ther time nor desire to change it. By the time of the foundation of

the first Muslim kingdom of Delhi if any interaction between the In-

dian and Islamic agrarian systems took place there is no record of it*
30

The situation can only be inferred on the basis of that prevailing in

the next century. The Hindu chiefs were the dominant factor. The

kingdom was divided into provinces, while the villages were grouped
in paxganas; existence of an intermediate administrative unit is not

clear. At the provincial capital was placed the governor; there might
have been smaller centres of authority, but it is doubtful. In some
areas the state dealt directly with the village peasants, while in others

there were assigners or granters or chiefs. Balban had comparatively
a long reign,but he is not known to have enacted any change in the

system. We hear of rebellious afitd defaulting chiefs being punished but
information regarding assessment, tax collection and peasants' life is

not available. Balban had passed orders to resume certain old as-

signments, but the orders were finally withdrawn. Thus grants and
assignments were common. The king thus drew revenue from two

principal sources; the receipts from the Khalisa lands and the sur-

plus income remitted from the provinces. The Chiefs had in their own
hands the assessment and collection of revenue and they collected more
than the due. In the areas managed by Muslim officials, the position
of the headmen was recognised, but in the matter of requisites head-
men were on the same footing as Chiefs. Balban 's attitude towards
the peasants was that of a middle course as evident from his advice
to his son. He believed that over assessment would result in the im-
poverishment of the country, but under-assessment would render the

peasants lazy and insubordinate.31 The chroniclers' silence regarding
agrarian changes suggests that throughout the country the old system
continued to function with some areas under the established chiefs
and others, where the Muslims were in direct contact with peasants
following the methods of those chiefs.
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There were revolts in the opening mont'hs of the reign of Alauddin

which made him ruthless and intent only on the security of his throne

and the extension of his dominions. The changes made by him in the

agrarian system were inspired solely by political and military consid-

erations. He believed that the Chiefs and leaders could be rebellious

only if they had resources sufficient for rebellion.

His views led directly to a change in agrarian policy, designed to

deprive the chiefs of a large part of their resources. He resumed nearly

all the existing grants.
32 The standard of the revenue demand was fixed

at one-half of the produce. The assessment was to be made on the basis

of measurement and the standard yields. The Chiefs perquisits were

abolished. An additional grazing-tax was imposed. These regulations

were strictly enforced and their object was realked. (The new rules

operated over the centre of the kingdom and thus in a large area State's

direct relations with the peasants were established.) This involved a

rapid increase in the number of officials and such an increase was apt

to result hi an orgy of corruption and extortion which is indicated by

the measures that were taken for auditing the local officials' accounts.

In the central area, the demand was collected whoUy or partly in grain;

in the provinces around this nucleus the collection was made m cash;

while in outlying provinces, the previous arrangements remained in

force without any change. No trace of framing is found during his

reign.
33

Alauddin's regulations lapsed in their entirety Airiag the short rule

of his son. The revenue demand was reduced, but in what manner is

not recorded; the work of the Revenue Ministry fell into disorder; spec-

ulative farmers appeared; grants and assigau^nts were made lawishly.

Ghiasuddin reorganised the revenue adinnuflteafcioti. He discarded

Measurement in .favour of sharing and restored the cttefe. At Ms

accession speculative farming of the revenue-pM ooto^ aiid the

Ministry was crowded with touts and pests oCts&itiWfciiids. The king

put
1a stop to the activities of these pesta HerrWte'-kfe Governors

from the nobility. He ordered that they
>

u4g}tt^MoBolirtfyy take the

ordinances perquisits of the post, described as & hatf-teith or half-

eleventh, and the one-tenth or one-fifteenth oCttetfeiVKW^ While tbeir

subordinates were allowed to appropriate > MF,<* ^ pwM* m
addition to their salaries. The auditing was ^evifchft afed iheteo^ry
was enforced by torture. The reign of Ghiyasuddm was too short to
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establish a new tradition, Its significance was hi tlu* formulation of a

new policy,
3 "1

We have no specific information regarding Muhaniniad-bin-Tugh-

laq's agrarian policy or his ideal; but we have a series of episodes

falling into two groups and relating respectively to the treatment of

the provinces generally, and the special measures taken in the River

Country. There was an effort at centralization, but the experiment
lasted only for a few years. In the subsequent period the speculative

Farmer supervened in the provinces. His project to restore the river

country to prosperity had certain original new features. A special

Ministry was constituted for the purpose. The objective was not only

extension of cultivation but also to improve the standard of cropping.

Provisions and advancing loans were made. The salaries of the military

commandant and some of the higher officials at headquarters were

paid in the form of 'assignments' which normally yielded much more

than the estimated value. The assignment represented only personal

salary, and not the cost of maintaining troups. And since the salaries

were very high, the area on which they were charged must have been

extensive. Farming and assignment may thus be regarded as the most

prominent agrarian institutions of Muhammad's reign.
35

At the time of Feroz's accession the revenue administration was

in disorder. The method of assessment adopted was sharing. Neither

the revenue demand nor the mode of collection in cash or in grain

is stated. The provincial governors, like the other high officers were

chosen for their personal character, and not for speculation offers of

revenue. The administration was again perged of touts and pests, the

severity of the audit and recovery procedure was relaxed; and the value

of the governors' annual presents to the kind was set off against the

revenue due from their provinces. These measures bore fruits and the

country witnessed the rurual prosperity during his reign. Firuz relied

largerly on the Assignment system. The salaries of his officers were

fixed in cash and the corresponding amount of revenue was assigned
to them, while the practice of assigning villages to individual troopers

was revived. The precise nature of the assignments given to troopers is

obscure. Feroz'ordered a new valuation to be prepared; the work took

six years, and the total came to 5| crores of tankas. Firoz was liberal

in the matter of grants. He resorted to the claimants large numbers

of grants resumed by his predecessors on producing evidence.
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Here we come vrithiu measurable distant!* of the kka oi" a proprietary

right in grants.

The revenue due from chiefs was not assessed on the produce of

each season, as was done in the case of peasants, but was made like a

tribute, the amount of which was settled by negotiation.

Firaz's attitude towards the peasantry was substantially the same

as that of Ghiyasuddin. The administration aimed at both exten-

sion of cultivation and improvement in cropping, The people were

treated equitably. This policy was effectively carried out and the cul-

tivation extended and the rural prosperity increased. Firuz's reign is

important for the construction of irrigation canals.
36 He abolished all

miscellaneous cesses and tried to limit the burden on the peasants to

the regular revenue demand.

During the first half of the fifteenth century the political condition

under Piruz's line and the Sayyids was that of instability. Over their

areas the Governor or Assignee, Farmer or Chief exercised de facto

authority. And we hear of the King's annual expeditions undertaken

with the object of collecting the revenue and punishing rebels or de-

faulters; and it is a striking fact that in these expeditions governors

and chiefs were treated very much on the same footing. The local

powers dealt with the peasants very much as they chose. Perhaps the

group-assessment gained ground in place of sharing or measurement.

A few references suggest that assignments were given.
37

Under the Lodis Delhi began to recover a part of its former po-

sition. Bahlul seems to have based his thorne on the institution of

Assignment. It was his offer of Assignments
38 which attracted to In-

dia the Afghan leaders who constituted his effective strength and the

Afghan assignees had something like a free hand in the management
of the land and the peasants placed under them. The Assignee was

bound not merely to loyalty and personal service but also to maintain,

out of the assigned income, a body of troops available for the Kings's

needs. Holders of large assignments were expected to maintain smaller

men on the same terms. Some land was reserved to provide revenue for

the king.
39 But the most important agrarian institution of the period

was Assignment and probably great bulk of the kingdom was admin-

istered through Assignees rather than salaried officers. The only royal
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order of agrarian interest was the one issued by Ibrahim Lodi requiringthat collections should be made only in grain.
40

In the reign ofone of the Lodi kings, that is, some time before 1526
Farid Khan was appointed to manage two parganas held by his father
in assignment and his proceedings are illustrative of the conditions pre-
vaJmg in the assignments" He set to work to increase the prosperityof the holding by means of just administraion. He found both peas-ants and chiefs in existence. Farid regarded the peasants as the real
source of prosperity and the chiefs as dangerous nuisances. He allowed
the peasants the freedom to choose any of the systems of assessment.

t nl^Jf Tfm US; S me Wkhed fc b* nieasurement,Je others preferred sharing. Farid accepted their choice. He tried to

AJ
ea8an<

?
fr m *he extortions on th* part of the Choudhri^ ^f" **^ ** * ^ this ki*d <*

Farid m order to check their malpractices, fixed the pay-ments to be made m connection with assessment and declared thatthe headmen were strictly to be confined to the prescribed fees. The
assessment was made on the area sown, but it was also to take due
account of the yield After a fair demand was fixed the revenue Jjto be paid ptinctuaDy and the collection was to be rigorous. He gavethe peasants written documents defining the terms of then- tenure.

Soa* villages were not prepared to submit to the assignee's au-

J^Hj dealt>** them without mercy. He raised l levied,plundered the rebel villages and confined the inhabit until the
for *Wr good conduct in the

certain tebdhous chiefs his action was
submission

t ,them^falling the men and enslaving their families; and
from elsewhere to settle in the ruined villages. We are o

gently
rebellion ceased and the parganas quickly became prospejousThe position of the chiefs remained unchanged.

V*W

evWence to suSgest what share ef th produce
uri

?-
g the period - m *****>**

teal^ed as much as they Mfe B^t fteir
their varying power

For a time

fearfjr in the sbcteenth
was made the rule . The
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assignments had realised difficulties i$ regaid-t0<any si^tt-graiite oj:

endowments which might !>&'included in Ijiejp," S|kan<

general orders under whiph tfalf

'

assignee wp-s bound to :

tenures of the land.
43 Grants were made comnjpaiy fltjfiiyf

:

'

riod which were as a rule, comparatively simlL JU"
J ~~ cn-lw

assignee was allowed to keep any excels over the

which he could secure from Ijis Assignment*
44

In describing Sher Shah's introduction of measuremepl $ the gen-

eral rule, it is tated that ^before his time it, was not tfee <uston^to
measure the land, but there \vas a qanungo in every pairpjia, ;|rom
whom as ascertained the present, past and probable funire state pf

the pargana.' The reference to qanungo suggests that before the i

of Sher Shah the revenue demand was ordinarily fixed for. a
1

pargcuia as a whole, and not on the individual peasant^- tlje

thus points to either group-assessment, or fanning, or both* ;The w
confirms that under Sher Shah, Hindustan passed from

'assignment/farming' to ^measurement',
45 But the metfeoc

ual assessment never entirely disappeared^ or at least i| $

afte.r any temporary lapse, Perhaps both methods existed

As king, Sl>er Shah imposed the method of Measurement on prac-

tically the whole of his dominions.
46 The administrative u|ij| adppjfied

by him was pargana, each of which was placed in
c|iafge &i ^r6 pffic^>

shiqqdar and aniin, with a treasurer and Aeries. ',
The p^^aa^ F#t

grouped in districts (sarka,r).
4T

IlingV jitti^e tgwards^e'P^s^ 1s

betrayed from the
instrucliopg pveii to tlip district offi<5f^jf'%fc;

fl

if the

people, from aw lawlessp^ss p ^bellious^pirit, crated

regarding the Rollection Qf thf ireveaues, tfcev we|e s^ t

destroy tliem ^rit|j pinishi^ixt ^,nd cijasti^meit tlia|

nes3 ai^d rptelfto^ shonjd,up| sjjpad tp-

followed aicler^ixi

Regarding Ifie share pf tl>e puoduce* fey a few

vegetables, cash rates were fixed, but thes^ are nql Qieution9* F0r Ihe

staple crops one-third of the Average produce was feaiis^d ^^ewf,
49

It is not clear whether the peasant paid in grain or in ca$H* ^oiteciiw

in grain was reintroduced by Ibrahim &odi, while collection in caih

was the rule in the early years of Akbar's reign. When the change was

made is not clear. Assignments continued to be granted without any

alteration in the conditions attaching to them.50 The tea years which
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followed Sher Shah's death were a period of confusion, but Sher Shah's

system continued in the remnant kingdom.

Babur and Humayun had made no alterations in the agrarian sys-
tem of northern India; they accepted what they found. But accession

ofAkbar opens a new period. Baram Khan adopted Sher Shah's sched-

ule of assessment-rates prepared on the basis of claiming for the State

one-third of the average produce, stated in grain, with rates fixed in

cash for a few crops only. Under Akbar the demand was made in all

cases in cash, the grain rates being commuted on the basis of current

prices. In view of difficulties Sher Shah's schedule was suspended in

the 13th year. Then conies a short period of group-assessment after

which qanungo rates were introduced. Initially the schedule was com-
muted by a single price- list, probably based on rates prevailing in the

imperial camp. In the 10th year the staple crops were valued at local

prices. This measure was to remove the evils which had come to light.
But the factor of the varying productivity was yet to be taken into con-

sideration. For a brief period Shihabuddin Ahmad Khan discontinued
the detailed annuai assessment and adopted nasaq (group-assessment
or farming) of a village, or a pargana, as a whole. But it was a tempo-
rary change and it ended when in the 15th year qanungo-rates came
into force. The basic rule of assessment remained unchanged, but it

was applied to each pargana, instead of to the empire as a whole. The
demand continued to be made in cash on the basis of local prices after

they were sanctioned by the Emperor. But the important difference

was that the grain-demand, to which these figures were applied, was
now based on local productivity, This method of assessment contin-
ued unaltered during the period from the 15th to the 24th year. But
the system had certain inherent defects leading to great difficulties

and there were complaints. The staff of the Revenue Ministry were
distressed and helpless. But a solution \vas found out by Akbar him-
self and it was 'ten year schedule of rates'.

51 The distinctive feature
of the new schedule is that the demand-rates on all crops were fixed
in cash, not in grain. In the schedules the parganas are grouped into
what may be described as assessment-circles, with a schedule (dastur)
for each circle. No later changes in the method of measurement are
recorded during Akbar's reign. In view of the heavy fall in the prices
reductions in the demand were made in the affected areas. This may
suggest tha.t there were similar remissions of revenue during adverse
tunes, as, famines. Similarly in view of the rise in local prices, the

revenue-denaand in the Lahore region was increased by 20 per cent.
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The theoretical basis of the revenue-demand, one-third of the average

produce, remained intact. The ten year rates were equally binding on

assignees and on official collectors;
52

the exceptions might have been

those tracts which were under the chiefs who paid a definite tribute in

place of a varying annual revenue. The conditions of the period sug-

gest that peasants under an assignee would ordinarily pay as much as,

but not much more than,, peasants m the reserved areas. But malprac-
tices and corruption were rooted in the system and therefore in the

18th year Akbar decided to put the bulk of his service on cash salaries

and take the northern provinces under direct administration.
53 Grants

and endowments were also common and on the .whole the amount of

revenue which was alienated in this way was substantial. The grants

of land were in terms of area. Their tenure can be described only as

'during pleasure'.

There are records to show that the collectors did not act with sin-

cerity and honesty, at least during a short period in Akbar's reign.
54

One of the documents of Todar Mai refers to defects in the local rev-

enue administration. 'Local officials had varied the sanctioned assess-

ment rates and had demanded too much from the peasants; the collec-

tors' clerks, in collusion with the village headmen, had oppressed the

peasants; oppression in connection with the annual measurements had

resulted in progressive contraction, of cultivation; advances to peasants

had been given wihtout adequate security; there had been frauds in

connection with the records of calamities; there had been many irregu-

larities in malcing and crediting collections; there had been no effective

control over the local officials'
55

The State's attitude towards the peasants is manifested in the

code of conduct formulated for the collectors and the duties assigned

to them. He was to be the peasants' friend and as such was to be ac-

cessible to them without intermediaries. He was to treat each peasant

as an individual; and in order to be able to do this, he was required

to familiarise himself with agriculture in its local aspects. He was re-

quired also to recognise the importance of the headmen in developing

the village as a developing unit and in cases where these efforts were

successful he was to allow them a share in the results, the proportion of

2^ per cent, calculated on the cultivated area, being suggested as ap-

propriate; but he was prohibited from coming to terms with them for a

revenue-demand assessed on the village as a whole, a course which was

Condemned as leading to inefficiency and oppression** The headman
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infact was useful, but he was not to be givbn too much authority.
56

It was collector's duty to secure extension of cultivation and improve-
ment in cropping; the general idea was that he should offer liberal
terms to peasants to induce them to increase production and should
hold them firmly to their engagements when once engagements had
been made. In order to secure improved cropping, he was authorised
to reduce the sanctioned assessment-rates og. high-grade crops; while,
for extension of cultivation, he was empowered to depart from the reg-
ulation system of assessment by measurement and agree to practically
whatever the peasants wanted, to either sharing or group-assessment
and to payment in either cash or kind. Provision was made for ad-
vances of capital to needy peasants, presumably covering loans for
wells.

57

For bringing the uncultivated land undef cultivation three conces-
sional scales of assessment were introduced where the payment in the
initial year was only a portion of the

normal demand or just nomi-
nal and it gradually increased year by year |o {each the standard rate

only in the fifth year.
58

In the
assessment^,

the area of crop failure
was duducted from the total area of the pltf fcefore the demand on it

was calculated; while injuries to crops defied after the assessment
were adequately reported to the relevant

auijiority. Peasants were to
be encouraged to bring their revenue in

caf&4o the treasury as each
instalment fell due, but collecting agents wele^lso sent to the villages
and the headmen and the

village-account^^ also took part in the
process. Formal prohibition of a long list $ piiscellaneous exactions

suggests that the collector was earning a
sijf^antial

illicit income,

Though the contemporary chronicles art i$ent about any agrarian
change during the first half of the

seventeentjb century, Aurangzeb's
orders issued in 1665 leave little room fo*fcubt that by that time
the methods of assessment developed und^pi&kbar became obsolete.
The orders betray that the geiieral rule |y^e Empire was group-
assessment, with the alternatives of measuifpient and sharing. Per-
haps Akbar's system gradually decayed in t|e circumstances prevailing
during the period. Under a less energetic Emperor and weak min-
istry the method of measurement proved o|pfessives, as well as costly
and cumbruous. The group-assessment, w%pb had continuously been
prevalent in certain areas, being cheaperand simpler was an easy
alternative. Reserved lands formed only a small portion, while the
bulk represented the assignments. In 164T as estimated the annual
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income from the reserved area was only three crores of rupees while

the aggregate for the empire was only 22 crores. Thus great majority

of the peasants were under the assignees. One of the regulations is-

sued by Jahangir was to the effect that officials and assignees should

not take peasants' land into their own cultivation by force
59

which

presupposes recurrence of such acts. But its effective enforcement is

doubtful. Similarly he exempted fruit-trees from the cess levied on

them but it continued.
60 The definite innovation enacted by Jahangir

was the institution of the grant-under-seal (altamglia)
61 which is the

nearest approach to land ownership, in the modern sense. Farming

was familiar in practice. From an account written before 1630 and re-

lating to Gujarat we come to know that land was easily available there,

because not even one-tenth of the total land was being cultivated. Fur-

ther, an assignee in Gujarat received three-quarters of the produce, so

that poverty was general, and few of the peasants were possessed of

any means. According to another source one-half, or sometimes three-

quarters was paid; perhaps three-quarters included cesses or miscella-

neous exactions. Assignments were frequently changed which resulted

into agrarian instability and into oppression of the peasants at the

hands of the assignees, as mentioned by William Hawkins, Terry and

Pelsaert. No body cared for any agricultural development. On the

other hand the period was one of growing luxury and extravagance, so

that the needs of the assignees increased and this burden fell on the

peasant. He was further impoverished. Shahjahan paid constant at-

tention to the revenue administration and issued orders for the increase

and welfare of the peasants, rewarded those collectors who developed

their circles.
62

Consequently the financial condition of the State im-

proved. He fixed his expenditure at 100 lacs and reserved tracts cal-

culated to yield 150 lacs; the reserved income gradually rose to nearly

400 lacs. He also constructed canals for irrigation.

The agrarian situation during the early years of Aurangzeb can be

learnt form his two orders, one of which addressed to Rasik Das Krori

is of greater historical value. The development policy of the Revenue

Ministry was on the familiar lines including extension of cultivation,

increase in the area under high-class crops, repair and construction of

wells for irrigation, and consideration and assistance to cooperative

peasants. But the defaulters were also flogged. Severity characterised

the general administration of the time and the peasants of the reserved

area were kept under strict discipline. The revenue-demand was now

higher than under Akbar: one-third was the minimum, while more
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could be claimed upto one-half. The group-assessment was practised

as the rule. The measurement and sharing could also be adopted in

cases where group-assessment was not acceptable. Sharing was prac-

tised in some such villages where the peasants were poor and the rates

varied according to the local conditons, one-half, one-third, two-fifths

or more or less. The demand on the individual peasants was thus

fixed by the headmen who oppressed the smaller and simple farmers

and realised from them revenue and village-expenses more than their

share, The provincial Diwan was therefore instructed to examine the

distribution of the Demand, to rectify unfairness if any, to examine the

records, to determine misappropriations, to allow established custom-

ary dues to officials- and to recover the amount received in excess. The

payment was usually by cash, except in certain pockets, as in Orissa,

where currency was scarce. The demand was fixed for the year at its

beginning and it was realised by three instalments. In the situations

of emergencies the revenue staff was required to revise the assessment

and to supervise its apportionment among the peasants. The adminis-

tration was required to see that exactions from peasants were limited

to lawful demands and three classes of prohibited exactions are spec-

ified, The orders of Aurangzeb were applied to the reserved areas,

but perhaps assignments did not lie beyond their jurisdiction as the

provincial Diwan was enjoined to report on the working of the asses-

sors and collectors employed in assignments, and punishment following

an unfavourable report was promised.

The orders of Aurangzeb, like those of Akbar, are silent as to the

action to be taken against defaulting peasants; they do not provide
for the sale of his family* But such a process was adopted by the

State officials is attested by various authorities, such as Badavuni,
Bernier and Manrique, Aurangzeb 's reign, as evident from his orders,

is marked by scarcity of peasants. By Aurangzeb 's time peasants'

absconding had become a serious matter and his orders lay stress on

the need for keeping, and for obtaining peasants. Great efforts were

made to secure the return of absconders as well as to attract new

peasants from all quarters. The reason of this scarcity is not clear. A
decline of population due to natural calamities or due to Deccan wars

is not attested by any evidence. Bernier quite definitely attributes this

evil to the severity of the administration ,
which drove the peasants

to abscond. But a decline in population cannot be totally ruled out

in view of the prevalence of the plague in the first half of the century,

losses of human lives hi wars, and occasional massacres such as one at
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Jaunpur. Yet extreme oppression was the direct and immediate cause

of absconding. Oppression had gradually increased and was greater
in assignments. Under a weak central authority when the empire was

disintegrating increasing pressure on the peasants could neither be

stopped nor reduced,63

Exactions and extortions had become rule of the medieval times,

The taxes in the kingdom of Vijayanagar were very oppressive. Ac-

cording to Nuniz, a Portugese traveller, the peasants were allowed to

retain only a tenth part of their produce, the remaining being squeezed
by the State or the feudatories as their due.

64 The burden of taxes

crossed the limits on account of the system of tax-farming; each tax-

payer followed his own course in collecting revenue. When the op-

pression became too heavy and ruinous, the peasants deserted their

homes and migrated to a neighbouring province. One of the rulers

had to send an expedition to suppress the tyranny of a local chief,

the ruler being acquainted with the atrocious acts through a dramatic

performance.
65

In another case the people unable to bear the tyranny
of the State officials migrated to the Mohammadan Kingdom of Bi-

japur. An inscription dated 1533 shows that the depleted treasury
prompted a Mabamandalesvara to invite the people back to the re-

gion and to issue the order granting them relief.
66

Similar other cases
of deserton and subsequent persuasion are recorded.

67

Almost similar was the case in Rajasthan. The land revenue took

away a half of the produce of the cultivator on most of the crops. In

addition to it a peasant had to pay roughly a tenth of the produce
directly or. indirectly by way of various exactions. The peasant was
under'a considerable fiscal pressure.

68

In spite of such -oppressive conditions, the peasant did not choose
the course of revolt.

69 He preferred to appeal to the central authority
eith&i: directly or indirectly. The ryots of Pargana Merta petitioned
the' Moghul court and" the Maharaja had to grant a reduction in the
ratfe.

70 The oppressive acts of a local chief were indicated to Saluva
NataSitnha thibugh a dramatic performance.

71
But, often they pre-

ferred to seek shelter in a better locality, and this was practised in

both north tod south, as well as in Rajasthan. Such a course was of

least resistance. Under Muslim invasions and ruthless Muslim dom-
ination unifying socio-economic institutions and corporate life in the
north had disrupted; Alauddin, Muhammad Tughlaq and Slier Shah
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had been ruthless in their treatment to the defaulting peasants and

atrocious dealings %vith them are reported even during the reign of

Akbar; the Hindu philosophy of Karma and Fate had a moderating

effect; good cultivable land was still available in plenty. These factors

guided and decided the peasants's action. When the central authority

weakened local powers emerged and they grabbed him more tightly.

Thus abandonment was the only alternative left to him. The sit-

uation in south was slightly different in regard to corporate life.
72

In

the north also the situation gradually changed after the 16th century.

And hence we casually find indications of slight movements or hear

the voices that betray mild unrest.
73
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- Editor.
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PANDIT N.R. BHATT FELICITATION VOLUME. Ed. P.-S.

Filliozat, S.R Narang and C.P. Bhatta. Motilal Baaarsidass Pub-

lishers Private Limited, Delhi, 1904, Pp. xii+608, Price: Rs. 425.00,

As the title vouches, the book under review is an expression of

love and gratitude expressed by 42 Indologists to the committed re-

searcher and a traditional scholar with modern outlook Pandit Niddodi

Ramacandra Bhatta, His contributions to the studies of Saiva Agama
literature, published through the IVench Institute, Pondicherry, have

endeared him to the world of Sanskritists. The book under review

runs into 620 pages containing six sections, namely About Pandit

N.R. Bhatt, Vedic StiMim, Classical Sanskrit, Religion & Philoso-

phy, Agama & Tantra, and Epigraphy & Archaeology. The articles

represent not only variety bt also throw open vast scope for further

investigations. Each artkle deals with some specialised areas in the

extensive Sanskrit Eteiatmfe - the only representative of Indian na-

tional mentality and>im&terrapfed con&matioB of Indian heritage.
The habits, hobbies, superslitiotis, reBgioiii practices from Vedic Sac-

rifice to temple worship^ philosophical specutotions of men and women
of ancient India are demonstrated with aesthetic ease and intellectual

dexterity.

Jan Gonda, K. KrMmyaioorthy, BJL Sharma and A.N. Jani are

some of the senior scholars who have contributed to this volume with

their papers 'Epithets of Soma Pavanaaaa5

,

cKalidasa and Kuntala-

desa',
6A Brief Note OB Yantras and Mandalas' and 'Method
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of Implementing Matrkanyasa" respectively. The semantic studies on

the words sunrta, raid and pad by S.K. Lai, P.K. Mishra, Sheela Dage
and symbolic significance of Darsapurnamasa by Usha Grover are some

illustrations demanding similar studies in greater detail. While Helene

Brunner linked the Yoga with Saivagamas in the" paper 'The Place of

Yoga in the Saivagamas', Prabhakar Apte showed the importance of

manasayaga (worship within) according to the Agamas in his paper

'Bhutasuddhi'. Bhagchandra Jain- has traced in his paper 'Rudiments

of Anekantavada in Early Pali Literature', the sources of the Jaina the-

ory of Anekantarvada (and its corollaries Naya-vada and Syad-vada)
to the Buddhist Pali literature; Similarly Dayanand Bhargava has

shown in his paper
'A few Modern Interpretations of Non-absolutism'

the need to re-examine and evaluate the opinions expressed by the

modern .scholars also, "keeping in view the literature brought out by
current researches.

Christian Bouy's French translation with introduction and notes

of Panclkaxana ascribed to Saipkara, 'Descriptive Catalogues of Manu-

scripts, Methods of Preparation for Maximum Utility' by K.V. Sarma

and 'Tantra in Kerala' by N.P. Unni throw light on research method-

ology and collection of.materials. There are also descriptive articles

providing quick and interesting reading like 'Treatment of Curses by
Kalidasa' by Chatterjee Sastri, 'Sitatyaga, whether Kalidasa wrote

it First' by Gautam Patel, 'Glimpses of Music in the Buddhac&rita of

Asvaghosa* by S.R. Kulshreshtha,
c

Sankaracarya's Concept of aesthet-

ics, Theory and
Practice_' by S.R Naraiig, 'Treatment of Rasa-dosas in

the Kavyanusas&na, of Acarya Hemacandra' by Tapasvi Nandi, 'Re-

ligious Tolerance as reflected in the Inscriptions of Karnataka' by
C. Panduranga Bhatta

?
examination of the Gayamahatn^n. fe the

Narada-purana (French) by Claude Jacques, 'Kashmir Saivispn and

the Vedanta of Sankara* by R.C. Dvivedi r 'Reconstruction of the Doc-

trines of Lokayata from Buddhist Sources' by G. Sundara^ Ramaiah,
'Bhartrhari and Tantra' by P.-S. Filliozat, and 'Aspects of Initiation -

Dlksa' by K. Rajagopalachar.

T.S. Rukmani, Shiv Kumar, B.K. Dalai, V.M. KulJsarni, L.V.

Joshi, Gerard Colas, N. Gangadharant Vasundhara FilEouat, S.S.

Janaki, Raju Kalidos and Jean Delocbe axe the other scholars who
contributed for the richness of this volume.
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M/s Motilal Baiiarsidass and the editors Filliozat, Narang and
Bhatta deserve to be congratulated to bring out the volume with ele-

gance and substance to honour a deserving Sanskritist of today.

VEDIC RELIGION AND CULTURE by P.L. Bhargava, D.K. Print-

world (P) Ltd,, H-12, Bali Nagar,
'

Delhi-110015, 1994.Pp.
xiv-f120. Price: Rs f 130=00.

Fifteen papers of Purushottam Lai Bhargava constitute the pre-
sent book under the title Vedic Religion and Culture. As the title

suggests all the papers dwell on the Vedic themes only. An attempt is

made in this book to establish historicity of the facts known exclusively
in the Vedic literature for which corroborative physical evidences in

the form of epigraphs and archaeological survivals do not exist. Even

though the Indian cultural history began to be constructed ever since

Sanskrit came to be known and studied scientifically in Europe since

eighteenth century, there axe several gaps to be filled up by assembling
the facts in a broad perspective and open min<i

* i /

P.Jj, Bhargava has chosen some interesting issues for re-examination
in his fifteen papers., The ers of 1ym$ (eh. 1), the qualifiers like

asura to the names of gods in the Vedas (2) and Puranas (14), group-
ing of gqds like Adityas (3), relative antiquity of gods like Indra and

Varujja (4), , philological inves||gatieias <w&,Ae biasis of comparative lin-

guistic^ (1, 6)T sociological problems* a** ega?4s to women, etc., as

reflected in tl*e %das (8), contents of Vedk hymns like danaatutis

(9) t historical faete lifce the wi^nai Imm of the Iksvakus (10), Ayo-
dhya (11), Paaini a^id Yaska (12) T prbteM^ of textual criticism (13)
and freleyaney of the yadk culture m the modern society (15) are the

topics which are explained with illustrations. For example in
&The

Original Hor|ie of Iksvakus', Bharg^v^ has shown that Bhaglratha wa
the founder of the Kosala kingdom and ofAyodtya (p- 73). His ances-

tor Manthatr made conquests around to the east of the river Yamuna,
The name Bhagiratha was also associated with the Ganga because he
was the first Ebsvaktt to set foot on the banks of the Ganga with large
nunpiwir of chariots and settled dawn the*e, Thus he has attempted at

resolving tlie apparent cont^adktioii^ in tie passages of the Egveda,
and puranas by showing that there was a rnigrajiion of
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the Iksvakus from the west of the Indus to the east of the Ganges.
Thus this is an unfailing guide book for identifying new areas of re-
search deserving to be pursued in continuation to what has already
been said by the western Indologists.

STUDIES IN ANCIENT INDIAN MEDICINE by Aparna Chattopa-
dhyay. Pub. by the author, New A/2/1 Principals' Colony, Ba-
naras Hindu University, Varanasi-221005, 1993. Pp. viii+112 Price
125=00.

Socio-philosophical holism of Hindus has provided an integrated
growth of the body, mind and soul of the human beings. The ardent
faith in absolute causality and rebirth led to trace back every effect to

ho-psycho-philosophism. Thus every branch of learning is considered
as evolved from the Veda. lence the medicine which is in the main an
art of restoring and preserving health is considered as an auxiliary of
the Veda

and_also called Ayurveda. Therefore an acquisition of basic
knowledge ofAyurveda is not only complementary but also obligatory
for literati and of philosophy and religion for medical men. Thus
Indian medicine Ls a sewnce as wB as an art. , This is testified by
Aparna Chattopadhyay's Studies in Ancient Indian Medicine. The
study is based on boots of literature, history and medicine.

She records hoariness of native medicine from the accounts of
Greek nivaders and travellers (p. Jft).. She gives the biography of
Jivaka, the eminent physician sod surgeon who lived in the times of
Bimbisara, on the basis of the Vlaa.pa^afca (p. ITff). Vagbhata, the
author of the Astaogakf&tya opines that the disease is caused by ten
types of sins committed by human Wmgs. They are: killing, steal-
ing, committing adultery, backbiting, speaking harsh words, telling
lies, speaking irrelevantly, aggress^ att&ute towards others, jealousyand lack of faith in ge<J <J3ft). Kaaflya speaks high of physiciansand types of wholesome food and drinks teoanmended for human con-
sumption (41ft). Sasrote recommends for good hygene and health the
useof gowers nd golden vessefe for ealg and drinking (5 Iff). Pea-
cock flesh and dwskea are w*oteae*fef fe eating by Caraka, which
is afeo corroborated by Asoha inscripAife (66ff.). The last essay is
the description of tfe pfeyskiaa m tte ** of Somadeva, the author
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of the KathmadMgum (94ff.). Thus this book of twelve

a good reading to enthuse the young students of Sanskrit and Ancient

Indian History,

l.VRKSHAYURVEDA - An Introduction to Indian Plant Science by

K. Vijayalakshmi and K.M. Shyam Sundar, Lok Swasthya Parampara
Sainvardhaii Samithi, c\o Centre for Indian Knowledge Systems, No.2,

25tli East Street, Thiruvanmiyur, Madras-600 041. LSPSS Monograph

No.9, 1993. Pp. 9+101. Price: Rs.60-00.

2. PLANT PROPAGATION TECHNIQUES IN VRKSHAYURVEDA

by K. Vijayalakshmi and K.M. Shyam Sundar, LSPSS Monograph

No.10, 1993. pp.9+70. Price: Rs.50-00.

3. NOMENCLATURE AND TAXONOMY IN VRKSHAYURVEDA

by P. Ram Manohax, LSPSS Monograph No.l, 1994. Pp.7+100. Price:

Rs. 60-00.

4. PEST CONTROL AND DISEASE MANAGEMENT IN VRK-
SHAYURVEDA by K. Vijayalakshmi and K.M. Shyam Sundar, LSPSS

Monograph No.12, 1994. Pp.7+86. Price Rs.60-00.

The Lok Swasthya Parampara Samvardhana Samiti deserves hearty

approbation for undertaking to reconstruct the local health traditions

as available in Indian systems of medicine like Ayurveda, Siddha and

Unani including the folk and tribal practices and to collect informa-

tions available in various literatures on life principle as envisaged and

practiced by Indians since ancient times. These facts demonstrate how

the contemporary Indian society has its roots in the firm ground of

Vedic culture and afford new clues to resolve health hazards of our

contemporary society by taking advantage of our traditional knowl-

edge.

The four monographs under review bring home very interesting

facts to the Indologists. Firstly, the nobility of Indian mind to view

plants and animals on a par with human species as evidenced by the

very nomenclatures Vrksayurveda and Mrgayurveda for the medicinal

science of plants and animals respectively. The Vrksayurveda deals
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with the structure, names and classifictioii of plant*, maintaiiaucc of

plants in good growth, prevention of disease, treatment of various

diseases of plants, agricultural operations from selection of seeds to

harvesting the produce. Secondly, there are three different sources to

know the science of plants, viz..( 1} theory as known from the Ayurvedic
works of Caraka, Susruta, Yagbhata, etc., (2) tradition as practiced

in villages, and (3) modern Agricultural Science which is basically

transferred from the West as professed and practiced by agricultural

scientists, Thirdly, these three sources of knowledge remind us of

need to correlate and absorb the theory and tradition with modem

Agricultural Science for furthering the technique of agriculture.

The Vrksayurveda - An Introduction to Indian Plant Science pro-

vides scope and nature of the subject. In the appendix II, the sources

of Vrksayurveda are given for the advantage of the readers. The Plant

Propagation Techniques in Vrksayurveda deals with the cultivation of

rice, etc. So collection of seeds, preparation of the soil, agricultural im-

plements, seeding and hervesting operations, preservation of produce
and varieties of rice are discussed.

The Nomenclature and Taxonomy in Vrksayurveda deals with gen-
eral principles in classification of plants on the basis of names, plant

morphology, therapeutic "actions, medicinal value, mythology, etc. The
need for the collection of names for various plants as found in regional
vernaculars has been rightly pointed out. The Pest Control and Dis-

ease Management in Vrksayurveda deals with nutrition and various

endogeneous and exogenous plaut diseases and their management as

prescribed in theory and as found in tradition.

Identification of plants can fruitfully be carried out by applying
the principles of comparative linguistics and history of Sanskrit and
Indian vernaculars. The naming system in India is firmly based on

linguistic considerations. There is no object which is known and not

named, and hence each name, deriving from its basal sense, denotes

a partlicuar characteristic of an object. Thus there are several syn-

onyms for each word demanding computation of all their basal senses

for a comprehensive cognition of an object. So also is the case with

the vernaculars, There are derivations based on popular etymology
which should be identified very carefully. For example banyan tree

is called nyagrodha as it blocks roads (p46), while cbinnaruba (p-55)
is derived as 'growing from cut bits'; here both the woyds rodha and
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ruha are from the root ruh
|
rudh Ho grow.' Ife is also essential that the

words of Sanskrit and regional languages are written adopting interna-

tional phonetic script, which is normally followed in Sanskrit studies

in English on Sanskrit language.

1.STUDY ON THREE VEDIC SUKTAS by Nagesh D. Sonde. Vas-

antik Prakashan, 10, Vatsala Niwas, 65B, Linking Road, Santacruz

West, Bombay 400054, 1993. Pp.53. Price Rs. 25=00.

2. UPADESHA SARAM [of] Bhagavau Sri Raxnana Maharshi. Tr.

into English with notes by Nagesh D. Sonde. Vasaatik Prakashan,

Bombay, 1993. Pp.48. Price Rs. 25=00.

The greatness of Indian culture lies in its flexibEity to change and

elasticity to the Vedic tradition. Thus all the religious beliefs of both

orthodox and heterodox schools can be understood only when read

against the Vedic tradition. Continuing the tradition the seers and

saints reverberate the same thought in a language known to thier

listeners. Thus a study of the Vedic texts and the gospels of the

saints correspond so much as to reveal the uninterrupted tradition.

The two pamphlets of Nagesh D, Sonde confirm this message. In his

Study of Three Vedic Suktas Sonde explains RV. 10.129: Nasadlya-
sukta (also called Bhavavrtta-sukta 'hymn of creation'), RV.10.121:

Hiranyagarbha-sukta (also called Kal^sukta) and RV. 10.90: Porusa-

sukta. In the Upadesasaram thirty verses of Bhagavan Sri Rarnana

Maharsi are translated and explained in English. While several of

the sayings of Sri Ramana Maharsi were recorded and poeticised for

easy propagation in Sanskrit by Kavyakantha Ganapati Muni, etc.,

the Bhagavan himself composed these thirty verses in Tamil and San-

skrit, which are known under the title Upa<fesasararn t
and epitomize

his preachings. Thus these two books are of immense use to obtain a

bird's-eye view of Indian religion.
- M.Srimannarayana Murti
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